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FOREWORD

In my position as a professor of preservice and inservice teachers at San

Diego State University, San Di( California, I have depended upon material
in the book, Unlocking Doors to Self-Esteem, by Fox and Weaver, to add a neces-

sary dimension to my courses. Unlocking Doors has a sound research base with
adolescents. The activities within it reflect the special needs of this turbulent stage.

University professors need to model good teaching techniques for teachers

in training. Unlocking Doors provides for that and also allows for the practical

application of theory to reinforce learning. Student teachers and credentialed
teachers alike have used lessons from this book with adolescents and were uni-

formly enthusiastic!! Feedback from them revealed that the activities from
Unlocking Doors enabled them to understand their students in a way not possi-

ble with traditional assignments, They also reported a bonding phenomena of
the class as a whole over the semester with the continued use of Unlocking Doors

lessons. For those youth who are generally "left out," who are alienated, such
bonding experiences are crucial. From a practical view, teachers found that they

could infuse the Unlocking Doors activities into the regular curriculum. With

an already overcrowded curriculum, this efficiency is beneficial. Moreover, most
of the lessons are designed to fit into the 5 5 minute class periods.

With the identification of drug abuse as the No. 1 problem facing school,

(Gallup Poll, 19854988), it becomes imperative that we give a higher priority

than we have in the past to that aspect of the curriculum which deals with self-

esteem, the feelings of belonging, values clarification, problem solving and
interpersonal communication. Deficits in these areas have been identified for youth

at risk for drug abuse. Unlocking Doors offers realistic and easy to implement

lessons in these areas.

Dr. Shirley E. Forbing
College of Education

San Diego State University
Co-author, Fighting Substance Abuse in Schools and Communities

t
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TRAININGS IN CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT
AND BUILDING SELF-ESTEEM

offered by Dr. C. Lynn Fox

Dr. Fox offers a wide variety of inscrvice presentations; many are supplemented with books
she has written. Programs include keynote addresses, seminars, workshops and long-term
comprehensive programs designed to meet specific needs, goals and objectives; all are
focused on improving classroom skills.

II Social Acceptance: Key to Mainstreaming. This workshop and book are for teachers
concerned with the social and emotional development of their students in the class-
room. Areas emphasized are how to help teachers becoine good role models, how
to promote students' seli-concept and perception of others and activities to pro-
mote social acceptance.

Communicating to Make Friends. A step-by-step program for the elementary class-
room teacher who wants to help change the attitudes of the "established" student
toward the "isolated" child. Areas covered in the workshop and book are how to
develop social skills through academic channels such as oral and written communi-
cation, techniques for assessment, ideas for weekly art lessons and how to change
the social climat,- in the classroom with fun and easy activities.

Unlocking Doors to Self-Esteem. This workshop and book present many
innovative ideas and suggestions to make the secondary classroom a more positive
learning experience socially, emotionally and academically for students and
teachers. Activities included help eliminate stereotypical and social barriers,
enhance self-concept and develop effective communication skills.

Improving Classroom Behavior and Management. This workshop will show how to
set up an effective, well-organized classroom which prevents behavioral problems.
Other topics include reasons why students misbehave, the differences between con-
sequences and punishment, the development and implementatior of group and
individual management programs and better reward systems.

Substance Abuse. Dr. Fox gives an overview in this workshop of the problems and
contributing factors. She explains what can be done to attack the drug epidemic
in the home. school and community. Also presented are ways to identify children
who are abusing, what enabling means and resources available in the fight.

Effective Mainstreaming Strategies. This workshop provides helping professionals
with educational and social strategies plus practical and fun activities to mainstream
special students into the classroom. Other areas covered are how !o match teaching
methods to learning needs, how to take the mystery out of special education and
how to build social acceptance for all students and reduce social tension.

MI Working with Chapter 1 and Migrant Education Students. Workshops available are
"Teacher Expectations and Their Effects on Student Performance" and "IEP
Development and Maintenance."

To contact Dr. Fox, call or write:
128 Sugar Loaf Drive
Tiburon, California 94920
(415) 435-9248
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OPENING THE DOOR:
INTRODUCTION

Chapter I

Anyone having had minimal contact with adolescents will agree that this
developmental stage is one of constant challenges and confusion. Secondary
school s-udents, ages 12 through 17, are caught between the security of child-
hood and the privileges, enjoyment, and respons.Nlities of adulthood. An iden-
tity crisis occurs arid continues throughout this age. Adolescents are constantly
exploring and struggling with their self-awareness and self-confidence. During
this time, their bodies are physically changing, wl :ch also affects their self-
concepts. As a result of this turmoil, many adolescents do not feel good about

UNLOCKING DOORS TO SELF-ESTEEM

I was walking down a dark ard misty corridor
when I came to a dead end at a door.

I had nowhere to go but through the door.
But who knows what awaits me on the other side?

I opened the door a crack and saw a light.
A glimmering, shining light, full of hope.

I opened the door wider and felt a warmth.
A glowing, comfortable warmth, full of love.

I opened the door all the way,
and I found youmy friend.

By Julie Peckham
San Diego, CA

themselves. Moreover, they are trying to identify their social status among their
peers and gain independence. They are constantly experimenting with different
social roles in search of appropriate means of interaction and communication.

Although adolescents experience these challenges, the majority of them live
through puberty with little emotional damage. However, too many have a difficult

2
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time adjusting to these social and physiological changes. For some, the end results

are social isolation and rejection which can be devastating to their self-esteem.

Society places additional expectations on the secondary student which add

to the trauma of adolescl:nce. To begin with, secondary students now graduating

from high school must prove competence in the basic academic areas and are

tested to verify their knowledge. Their diplomas are tailored to speak affirmative-

ly to the community about their readiness to survive in society. This survival not

only requires academic ability but demands appropriate social expertise, espe-

cially communication skills.
Further demands are made on secondary students to obtain skills to secure

and maintain a job. Although these expectation ,. and their accompanying

pressures exist, little training is provided to assist stuocnts in meeting them.

Given the adolescents' needs and society's exc. ectations for secondary

students, teachers are put in a difficult position further complicating the situa-
tion. Under the current school structure, secondary teachers see 150 to 180

students per day. Their teacher training emphasized the academic curriculum,

particularly their chosen subject areas, yet they are now being asked, with no ad-

ditional training, to meet their students' social needs.

To add to this dilemma, secondary teachers are confronted with students

from diverse backgrounds. In every classroom, there are usually two or three stu-

dents who for a variety of reasons are not accepted by their classmates. A class may

be comprised of students from many cultures, areas of the country, and/or races.

However unfortunate, the reality is that stereotypic barriers often put a strain on

the interaction diversified groups within thes,..! populations. Usually students

who are in a minority in a given situation are the ones who feel socially rejected.

HAIKU

Feeling frustrated
Trying to make the difference

Winning the battle.

By Julia Moser, San Diego, CA

Many teachers have students from special education classes who have been

placed in their rooms on a part or full-time basis. This population of students

brings extra problems. Often their self-confidence is deflated and because of this

they assume one of two roles: 1) withdrawing from their peers, or 2) acting out to

receive peer attention. Both responses tend to antagonize peers and result in

various forms of social isolation. Many of these students, such as the learning dis-

abled, not only have poor self-concepts but also lack adequate social skills. They

are in double jeopardy.

3
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To complete the cycle, the peer group perceives this population as different
and therefore does not accept or include these students within their circle of
friends. This is also true of the "hidden handicapped" such as students with
moderate learning disabilities and mild mental retardatio,..

Other students who may have problems in their peer relationships are those
who are overweight or physically unattractive; gifted students with poor social
skills; and students who join the class after the beginning of the school year. All
of these students bring with them their own particular needs.

Overweight or physically unattractive students go through extremely diffi-
cult ordeals reiating to their peers. Particularly,, at this age and social level when
physical appearance is a primary concern, they are placed at a definite disadvan-
tage sof.' Ily.

For many highly intelligent students, it is difficult to interact comfortably
with their classmates. Thus they avoid situations where they could learn impor-
tant social skills. Yet, whether or not they have these skills, there are times when
they will be forced to relate on a personal level. Whin required to do so, they
seem to "turn the tables" and try to intimidate their classmates with their in-
tellectual ability. This action causes more rejection and further denies the in-
dividuals invoived an important learning experience.

I USED TO HAVE A FRIEND A POEM

Farther we dri f t, not accepting each other at all
We used to be "buddies" a pair one of a kind
Now she walks away with the new girl,

By Julia Moser, San Diego, CA

Last, but not least, are students who join the class at various times through-
out the year, It is difficult for these students to integrate because the class has de-
veloped a social structure prior to their arrival. The class has already had the op-
portunity to share many common experiences that the new student has missed.

This potpourri of students presents a constant struggle for acceptance of
selves and others by each classmate. Stereotypic barriers keep students from get-
ting to know and reaching out to each other in a climate of positive support and
understanding.

ne group dynamics in each class that the secondary teacher confronts every
day cannot be ignored. Little of the valuable academic information will be pro-
cessed unless students learn to accept themselves and their pecrs. Unlocking Doors
to Self-Esteem was conceived to addtess these needs and to pcovide concrete
activities that teachers can implement at the secondary level.

i 6
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Beneficiaries

The activities and suggestions in Unlocking Doors to Self-Esteem are geared

toward students and teachers at the junior and senior high school level.
Specifically, teachers in the six difterent subject areas of English , drama and com-

munications, social science, science, career education, and physical education

will find these interesting. Teachers of bilingual, multi-cultural, gifted, and
special education classes will discover that the activities address the special social

needs of their students and are beneficial and motivational to all students.
Career and vocational education teachers and counselors will profit by infusing

the social and academic curricula. Our intention in seeking widespread adoption
of this philosophy of learning is to enab:e many secondary teachers and students

to upgrade the quality of their learning environment.
Although all students will gain from involvement in the program, these ac-

tivities will turther enhance the social development and acceptance of students

who are:

mainstreamed

gifted with poor social skills

obese or physically unattractive

racially different

culturally different

withdrawn

acting out/aggressive

new student in class

Considerations

Unlocking Doors to SelfEsteem was developed with the secondary teacher in

mind! In its development, we took many factors into consideration, including
the reality that most secondary teachers have had limited training in how to teach

or handle the social needs of their students. Chapter II gives a detailed explana-

tion of why there is a need for teachers to acquaint themselves with, obtain, and
utilize activities that relate to the social and interpersonal needs of their students.

Instructional methods and specific lesson plans for providing necessary training

to adolescents in these areas are central themes of Unlocking Doors to Self
Ecteem. These methods and lesson plans are clear, concise, and can be implemented

without any extra training.
We also recognize that secondary education is focused primarily on teaching

the academics, especially the designated subject areas such as English, science,

5



and social science. We concentrated our efforts and skills r", :woid interfering
with this goal. Our philosophy is that the social curriculum should be "part of" or

THiNGS WE DO

Gkg ling, teasing, telephone, noire,
Talking, dreaming, babysitting, and boys;

Slumber parties, secrets, it must he e true love,
12;00 a.m, rap sessions, junk food,

and sharing what we dream of
Dieting, stereos, concerts, tests, homework,

cheerleading, giving it all your absolute best.
Shopping, movies with your best friend,

hoping your teens will never end.

By Julie Peckham
San Diego, CA

infused into the existing academic curriculum rather than taught as a separate
unit of study. To separate these two curricula for secondary teachers and students
would be impractical as well as ineffective. Specifically, we created activities and
lesson plans utilizing the required content objectives relative to the specific sub-
ject areas. Yet these activities have a special twist to them; they bring in social
skills training in a natural and meaningful manner. The activities also add excite-
ment and motivation to the subject area. In turn, these aspects reinforce and en-
rich the ordinary learning process. Students learn the necessary concepts with less
energy and with less resistance elements that make both learning and teaching
more enjoyable.

Another aspect considered throughout the planning of this book is the time
constraint at the secondary level. Teachers usually have 45-55 minutes per day
with their students. Thus, all activities are designed to fit within this time frame.

A final factor we considered was the lack of sufficient funding to implement
new programs. Unlocking Doors to Self-Esteem requires few, if any, extra
materials or resources that are not readily available. Creativity and imagination
are the only extra tools required to enrich the units or lessons suggested.

6



Goals and Objectives

There are three major social goals of Unlocking Doors to Self-Esteem:

GOAL 1. To provide teachers with activities to foster positive self-concepts and

self-confidence in all students.

GOAL 2. To provide methods, strategies, and activities to assist students in ex-

ploring their attitudes, feelings and actions toward others. These ac-

tivities will help eliminate stereotypical and social barriers such as:

sex, race, culture, age, and levels of ability.

GOAL 3. To help teachers facilitate students' positive social interaction skills.
The included activities are designed to promote positive relation-

ships with others.

Each activity in Unlocking Doors to Self-Esteem will meet at least one of
these goals, and some may overlap. To determine which goals are highlighted in

the lesson, refer to the chapter numbers. Chapter IV activities deal primarily
with Goal 1. Goal 2 is the focus in Chapter V. Goal 3 is stressed in Chapter VI.

Along with addressing the social goals for secondary students, we have at-

tempted to meet the following objectives which are directly related to secondary

teachers' needs:

OBJECTIVE 1.

OBJECTIVE 2.

OBJECTIVE 3.

OBJECTIVE 4.

OBJECTIVE 5.

OBJECTIVE 6.

To assist secondary teachers in establishing a class in which all

students are accepted socially by their classmates.

To aid secondary teachers in modifying their curriculum to in-

clude social concepts related to self-concept development, at-
titude change, and social interaction.

To provide secondary teachers with field-tested activities that
combine the development of social skills with the existing
academic curriculum.

To facilitate secondary teachers in their own self-evaluation,

To provide teachers with suggestions for improving their im-

age as role models for their students.

To furnish teachers with current research and empirical data
relative to secondary students' social skills and attitudes.

7



OBJECTIVE 7.

OBJECTIVE 8.

OBJECTIVE 9.

OBJECTIVE 10,

To give teachers over 100 field tested activities and lessons to
incorporate social skills training into their courses.

To equip teachers with general ideas and suggestions for im-
proving their classes motivationally, socially, and academically.

To present activities to use as an impetus for the creation of
new ideas for enhancing the climate of secondary classes.

To assist secondary teachers in enjoying their students and
their profession more.

Organization

Overview of Chapters. This book includes seven chapters. "Opening the
Door," Chapter I, presents the objectives and philosophy behind Unlocking
Doors to Self-Esteem. "Doors T' Have Been Opened," Chapter II, provides the
reader with the theoretical concck. ts s well as empirical data relative to the social
development of adolescents. "The Master Key: The Teacher," Chapter III, deals
with ways in which teachers can become more effective models for their students.
Further, it presents ideas and suggestions to help teachers avoid "burnout" and
stress. This chapter emphasizes the importance of the teacher.

Chapters IV, V, and VI are the focal points of our book. These three
chapters present the more than 100 field tested lesson plans or units of study that
can be implemented into the following six subject areas:

1) English

2) Drama and Communications

3) Social Sciences

4) Science

5) Career Education

6) Physical Education

Each chapter pinpoints one of the major goals of our book. "A Special
Door," Chapter IV, is filled with activities that teachers can implement to
enhance the self-concept and confidence of their students. "Opening the Door
Wider," Chapter V, focuses on lessons designed to encourage students to explore
their attitudes, feelings, and actions toward others. These activities motivate

21 8



students to evaluate stereotypic values and social barriers such as sex, handicaps,
culture, religion, race, and age. They will also help students identify their own
feelings and develop plans for change.

HAIKU

I'm not accepted
Watching from the fringe of things

See me! I'm alive!

By Julia Moser
San Diego, CA

"Keeping the Door Open," Chapter VI, takes the social process a step fur-

ther and provides teachers with activities, methods, and strategies to enhance
their students' positive social interaction skills. Positive and effective peer rela-
tionships are a major goal of the methods presented in this chapter.

Unlocking Doors to Self-Esteem ends with "Finding New Doors," Chapter
VII. This chapter lists numerous resources relating to social skills training for
adolescent junior and/or senior high school students. Also listed are books for
students and teachers, films and filmstrips, and various manipulative materials
including games and simulation activities.

General Information. There are at least five activities for each subject area
that deal with the three goals of our book. Readers can identify the activities
designed especially for their area(s) of interest by observing the circled symbols in

the upper corner of each lesson.

English Drama &
Comm.

Social

Science

Sciences Career
Education

Physical

Education

Teachers should look through all the activities regardless of the subjects they
teach. Many lessons can overlap or be applied to their intended academic area.
They may inspire other ideas that can be used to accomplish the same goals.

The poetry and prose included in this book were writt,:n by secondary
students and have been included for the reader's enjoyment as well as to display
products developed by adolescent students given the opportunity. Original

poems and prose can provide teachers with insights into what their students may
be thinking or feeling. These models may also be shared with students to
motivate them to create their own.

9



Lesson Format. The activities in Unlocking Doors to Self-Esteem were field
tested by junior and senior high school teachers. They vary in presentation and
implementation. They include role-playing, simulations, group discussions,
multisensory presentations and responses, group problem solving, classroom
games, and the utilization of community resources. We strived to make the ac-
tivities mcaningful, goal-directed, practical, and yet motivating and exciting.

THE FRIFND PIE

2 Cups of Love
3/4 Tablespoon of Kindness
1/2 Teaspoon of Sharing
1/2 Cup of Learning

A tad of ginger
A bit of spice
And a big, fat smile will make it nice.

By Tara Nicholson
Oceanside, CA

We hope they will serve as an impetus for teachers to create their own ideas using
the philosophy of infusion introduced in Unlocking Doors to Self-Esteem.

The lessons also vary in length. Some are geared for 45-55 minute class
periods. Others can be expanded into an entire unit of study such the "Run-
ning for You" lesson. Many have been designed to be used as "warm-up" or
motivational lessons that will encourage student interest in the academic unit of
study to follow. The resume activity entitled "A Picture of the Positive Me" is an
example of this motivational, interest-catching technique.

2 4-2
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In order to facilitate ease of use, each lesson complies with the following

format:

Subject:

Content Objective:

Social Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

TITLE

Grade Level:

This tells teachers what existing academic objective

relates to the particuiar lesson.

Each social objective agrees with one of the three
major goals of this book.

Materials needed to implement the lesson are listed

here. Most are easily accessible in any school setting.

Specific instructions to teachers are presented here.

These may vary depending on students, teachers,
and follow-through or enrichment activities in-
troduced.

Concepts for discussion and suggested enrichment
activities appear in this section.

11
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DOORS THAT HAVE
BEEN OPENED:

THEORY & RESEARCH

Chapter II

When trying to address secondary students' social needs as well as their
teachers' concerns about the limits of classroom structure, as authors of Unlocking

Doors to Self-Esteem, we found a number of questions that needed to be answered:

1. What factors contribute to positive interpersonal relation-

ships?
2. Given the challenges of adolescent social development, what

factors contribute to the acceptance and inclusion of sdf and

others?
3. How can stereotypic barriers and prejudices be eliminated?

4. What strategies and techniques can teachers use to facilitate
positive social growth in their secondary students?

In an attempt to answer these questions, we went to the library to explore

"doors that have been opened." We examined and studied the theories and
research available in the areas of attraction, adolescent friendship formation,
elimination of stereotypes, and successful learning strategies. We also conducted

our own study to identify traits important to adolescents when they select their

friends. This study also led to our discovery of the interest areas shared by
adolescents. We incorporated this information when developing our innovative

curriculum as well as deciding on methods of presenting the lessons. The follow-

ing sections cover some of the theories and research that provided the foundation

for Unlocking Doors to Self-Esteem.

Attraction Theories

An in-depth study of the literature revealed four factors that contribute to

positive interpersonal relationships and /or friendships. These elements evolved

from two theories that explain why people are attracted to one another: the
Cognitive Bahmce Theory (Byrne & Griffin, 1973) and the Reinforcement
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Theory (Byrne, Griffut & Stefaniak, 1967). For convenience these factors are
listed below:

1. Proximity The closer the proximity, the greater the amount of in-
formation individuals know about each other. Consequently, this in-
creased frequency of interaction provides them with opportunities to
get acquainted and build a positive relationship (Byrne, 1961).

2, Desire for the esteem of others People tend to like those who like
them, or who see them in a positive light. This gives testimony to
these individuals that they are functioning in a logical and accept-
able manner (Byrne, Griffitt, & Stefaniak, 1967).

3. Similarity of Attitudes People seek commonalities of attitudes
and perainalities. They perceive themselves as being more similar to
those We)/ like and also tend to like people with whom they have
things in common (Byrne & Griffitt, 1973; Dar ley & Berscheid,
1967).

4. Cooperation vs, Competition People tend to like others who
cooperate with them in their attempts to attain personal goals and
rewards. They tend to dislike those who hinder or contradict their
quest for self-fulfillment (Berscheid & Walster, 1969).

These four factors were incorporated into Unlocking Doors to Klf-Esteem
in a conscious manner. Considering the importance of proximity, we developed

numerous activities promoting opportunities for interaction. Students work in small

groups or pairs to accomplish an assigned task, rather than independently or in
isolation. To increase involvement opportunities, some lessons suggest homework
activities requiring prior communication and planning with classmates. Also, we
designed lessons that provide hands-on experiences or field work bringing students
closer to real situations that model and reinforce various social concepts.

In an attempt to increase each student's opportunity to experience accep-
tance and esteem from others, many of the lessons focus on allowing all students
to "shine" in front of their peers. Additionally, activities are stressed that en-
courage students to exchange ideas and feelings so their classmates previously ex-
isting but unknown interests can surface.

Moreover, we created lessons designed to improve secondary students'
abilities to empathize with others rather than to feel sorry for them b,:cause of
their limitations. Classmates' strengths are highlighted while weaknesses are
evaluated positively as areas for improvement. Many of the simulation activities

and role playing lessons are designed with this second factor in mind,
As for identifying and encouraging the sharing of commonalities, most

lessons provide such experiences. Debriefing of lessons provide additional oppor-
tunities for similarities between classmates to evolve. Activities requiring consen-
sus add additional chances for commonalities to surface,
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Not only does the sharing of commonalities encourage friendships for

secondary students, but it assists them in the important realization that they are

not totally different from their peers. In reality, they share more commonalities

than differences. Through these activities they recognize that they are going
through similar stages and self-identity problems. Thus, they feel more stable

and get a sense of belonging within their peer groups.
Finally, most lessons in Unlocking Doors to Self-Esteem avoid competition

and support a cooperative and cohesive classroom. Students are reinforced for
working toward the common good of all their classmates. In many instances, peer

feedback is used rather than teacher evaluation.
All in all, the activities in this book embody each of the above mentioned

factors in such a way as to facilitate secondary students' personal growth as well as

their social development.

A FRIEND

My friend is special because I can hare more with him than

I can with my tea. hers, counselor or even my parents. I can also

talk and do a lot more with him than with the same people I've

already mentioned, But most of all I can trust him more than

anyone.

A Recipe for Friendship Is:
I / 4 Trust

114 Compatibility
2/4 Love

Trust: Eveiyone needs someone whom they can trust with their

hopes, dreams, and secrets.

Compatibility: You have to become compatible with your friend

or you and yourfriend will always have fights.

Love; You have to care about that friend because if you didn't

you might find one day that your friend has been run over by a

car and you could say "so what!" when what they really need is

you by their bedside showing your love and compassion or kind-

ne cs, Don't laugh! It just might happen to you. It did to me, and

my friend died.

By Jacky Ruble

Chula Vista, CA
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Adolescent Friendship Formation

The challenps of adolescent social development and the factors con-
tributing to acceptance of self and others have been pondered by many theorists.

There are as many outlooks as there are branches of psychological thought, in

that each theorist tends to fit adolescent development and friendship formation
into his own theoretical framework. We found Erik Erikson and Jean Piaget's
theories to be quite helpful as well as some current studies. A synopsis of these
theories are presented herc together with how they are incorporated into Unlocking

Doors to Self-Esteem.

RECIPE FOR FRIENDSHIP FOR TWO PEOPLE

Ingredients:

2 people
1 cup of sharing
1 Cup of love
1/4 Cup of cating
1/3 Cup of kindness
2 Tablespoons of support

1 Tablespoon of ideas, hobbies or things in common

112 Teaspoon happiness

Mix the shating with the caring and stir in love.

Mix it well, for you can tell
in friendsh1P, those aren't enough.
Now pour in kindness and the happiness;

don't forget the support.
Friendship needs all things of this sort.
Now take the people awl dip them in;
dip them in their common ideas.
Now you should have friendship coming vety, very soon.

By Elizabeth Cansicio
Chula Vista, CA

Erik Erikson, representing a psychoanalytical viewpoint, speaks of
adolescence as a "physiological revolution" (Erikson, 1950). Adolescents' emo-

tional and psychological growth patterns along with increased sexual awareness

threaten their body images and ego identities. At this time in their lives they
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become preoccupied with their perception of what others think of them as com-
pared with how they see themselves. Moreover, during this stage of develop-

ment, the establishment of a positive ego identity is their prime focus. Thus,
adolescents confused about their own social roles try out numerous others. They
frequently over-i&iitify with movie stars, pop singers, sports figures, and
political leaders to the extent that they go off on a tangent.

Adolescents have a desperate need for social belonging and recognition.
They define their own identities within the social setting in relation to their peer
group. Involvement in the peer group creates a group cohesion clannish in
nature. As a corollary to this clannishness, intolerance of the differences of others
evolves. This new social stance is explained by Erikson as the adolescent's
"defense against the dangers of self diffusion" (Muuss, 1965). Self-doubting
adolescents use different or "out-group" peers as targets for their own feelings of
inferiority. The contrast with the out-group's lack of acceptance seems to provide
those who are included a sense of status and bdonging in the group.

The goals and objectives of Unlocking Doors to Self-Esteem address adoles-

cent needs of establishing positive identities and enhancing self-confidence. In-
cluded activities encourage and provide time for secondary students to feel good
about themselves and their bodies in accordance with Erikson's theory.
Moreover, when students have higher self-esteem, fewer of them will find it

A RECIPE FOR FRIENDSHIP

The recipe for friendship is kindness, being thoughtful,
nice, treat people nice, be helpful, understand them. Ifyou mix
all of those ingredients you tall have a long-lasting friendship.
Also you might have lots of friends. Maybe you won't because
you are too nice, kind and helpful. They might hate people like
that so sometimes be a little mean here and there and maybe
your enemies might be your fiends for a while.

By Diane Kim
Chula Vista, CA

necessary to "pick on" or isolate their peers. Building stronger self-concepts in
students is a major component of this book. Specific lessons dealing with this ob-
jective appear in Chapter IV.

Also Erikson mentions the desperate desire that occurs within adolescents to
be members of a social group. Classmates provide strong group support and
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feedback to each other throughout the activities presented in this book. Chapter
IV, "Keeping the Door Open" gives adolescents positive interaction and com-
munication skills training, which assists them in their search for acceptance and

peer group inclusion.
Another theorist offering insight into the nature of adolescent development

and friendship formation was Jean Piaget, As a well known cognitive

MY FRIEND IS SPECIAL BECAUSE

To me my friend is special because she understands me.

She's always there when I need her.

My friend is special to me because we share a lot of things

other people don't.

We go to a lot of places. We do a lot of things together. If I

had to pick anothor friend I couldn't find a better one than my

friend.

I pass she's my best friend because she's like a sister to me.

That's why she's so special to me.

By Kelly Kauffman
Chula Vista, CA

development theorist, he speaks of adolescence as a time when young people are

busy acquiring a special ego-centrism with the onset of formal operational
thought. This cognitive developmental stage enables adolescents to concep-
tualize about themselves while theorizing about the thoughts of others
something they were previously not equipped to do.

Unfortunately adolescents' speculations about others' thoughts are incorrect

because they think they are the focus of those thoughts. To add to this miscon-

ception, adolescents experience alternating bouts of self criticism and self adora-

tion, They believe their peers have these same opinions about them. Both
perceptions create a personal dilemma which results in self-consciousness and

reluctance to trust or reveal themselves to others.
Adolescents further believe they must be unique or extraordinary if they are

of such importance to so many people. This belief often surfaces in two common

actions. The first is the practice of diary or, journal writing. This is done to record
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the important events of their lives for posterity's sake. A person of such unique-

ness should be shared with others. A second typical action of adolescents that il-

lustrates their feeling of superiority is their overuse of the phrase, "You don't

MY FRIEND IS SPECIAL

My friend is very spaial to 7.:e because he's always there

when I need him. He knows how to solve many problems that I

have.

W hen I get into a fight with anothe; guy he's right there to

make sure no one else jumps into the fight.

He's special because he shows me different things or ways of

doing things like math or sports. One other reason he's special is,

he's there when I need him.

By Ed Van Aelstyn
Chula Vista, CA

know how it feels . . . " (Elkind, 1974). Fortunately, , according to the Cognitive

Development Theory, as the differentiation between their own thoughts and the

thoughts of others progresses, this ego-centrism dissolves.

When working with adolescents, secondary teachecs will find it beneficial to

keep in mind this ego-centrism described by Piaget. The lessons in Unlocking

Doors to Self-Esteem do in fact encourage students to exchange feelings about
topics that affect them as well as their peers. This is to help adolescents eliminate

some of their misperceptions and fantasies about others' thoughts and their own

"uniqueness." In effect, these strategies enable secondary students to realize that

they are not alone.
In addition, training ideas are suggested for adolescents to help alleviate

some of their self-criticism and unrealistic perceptions of situations. Among the

techniques emphasized in Unlocking Doors to SelfEsteem are effective problem

solving and workable listening skills.
Besides building a theoretical foundation to answer the questions of adoles-

cent friendship formations, we sought information about the factors that con-

tribute to acceptance and inclusion at this age. We gathered our own empirical

data by administering a survey to 210 randomly selected secondary students in

Southern California. One hundred and twenty of those participating were
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female, the rest being male. Results were coded and tallied to show the top 10 re-
sponses. Percentage differences in male and female responses were also recorded.

The survey questions were directed to desired personality traits sought in the
formation of same sex friendships. As expected, the responses from males and
females differed. Males had a difficult time answering questions relating to same
sex friends. When they did, they listed athletic ability, honesty/trustworthiness,

MY FRIEND IS SPECIAL

My friend is special because he is a nice person. He likes
what I like and dislikes the things I dislike, He is special because
we have a lot in common and we both have the same interests in
things, like sports and games.

My friend is special because I can trust him and he can trust
me. We both let each other use our things without worrying that
it will be lost, broken, or stolen. We both help each other out
with our problems and give our point of view,

By Mike Chandler
Chula Vista, CA

responsible/mature behaviors as desired traits to be sought in friends. The
females felt that good personality, same interests, sense of humor, and being
kind and considerate were of prime importance.

Another aspect addressed in the survey relative to friendships revolved
around the convf.rsation topics students shared with each other. We felt this in-
formation would help us gain insight into the isolation and rejection that certain
individuals experiekiced at this time. Also this information would be valuable in
the development of the Unlocking Doors to Self-Esteem curriculum. Conversa-
tion copics that males mentioned the most were opposite sex, sex, and sports.
Girls answering the survey no.med opposite sex, school, other friends, and gossip
as popular topics of exchange with their friends.

In general, topics shared by girls were geared more toward private problems
and life experiences, while the boys pursued "safe" topics like sports, places to
go, jokes, weekends, cars, and school.

Finally, there was a survey question referring to personality traits that kept
students from being accepted by their peers. For the boys responding to this
question, the most important reasons given as to why one may not be liked were
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"causes trouble, attention-seeking, and starts fights." Other answers listed fre-
quently were "phony," "puts on an act," "bossy," "smart mouth" and "dumb/

WAYS I'M LIKE MY CLASSMATES
(OR FEELINGS ABOUT FRIENDS)

I think that I'm like my classmates and my classmates are
like me! I Mirk they're like me because of the craziness when we

are next to each other or their craziness when we are all in a

group. I think it's pretty neat the way we allhang around in class

and after class.

It kind of gives you a good feeling when you're all alone at

nutrition break, and here come all your friends smiling,

laughing, and talking. So then you're not alone, and it's not
even boring. I think that's the greatest feeling you get to have in

school.

It's also a great feeling to talk to your friends in class. I think

they have some word for this . . togetherness.

By Erni Barros

Chula Vista, CA

boring." Girls mentioned "stuck up," "conceited" and "snobbish." Their
responses were socially oriented with "conforming to the group," "being un-
friendly," "acting stupid," and "bad appearance" stated most often.

Responses to this question come into focus when secondary teachers con-
sider the group dynamics happening at any given time in their classrooms.
Students who may not be competent socially or academically often exhibit
negative attention-seeking behavior in order to gain some type of recognition by

those around them. The results of this survey verify that this type of behavior is
not considered "cool" or accepted by the general adolescent population. Ac-
tivities in Unlocking Doors to SelfEsteem provide students who act inap-
propriately with information they need to make some modifications in their
behavior. At the same time the lessons suggest models uf appropriateness and ac-

ceptance. Many students may know they are not doing the correct thing, but
don't know how to change to make things better for themselves.
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Peretti's research (1973) adds more light on how students can become more
accepting to their peers. He reports that those who measure up to the expecta-

tions of their peer group are accepted. Both males and females place great em-

phasis on "having a good personality." "being friendly," and "being nice to other

MY FRIEND IS SPECIAL

My friend is special because she is loyal and the most honest

person I know. I can talk to my special friend about subjects I
couldn't or wouldn't talk about with any other person. Even
though we went to different schools, and didn't see each other
for more than a month, we both remained honest and best
friends.

We would never lie to each other. We would never even
hide the truth from each other. She can speak her point of view

about me without insulting me. We are always open to each

other. When we need help, and we could give the help, we do.

We can go places together and have a great time. We almost

always agree with each other but even if we don't, that's okay.

My special friend didn't become special in one day. We
worked it up to each other in a special way. We have known each

other since kindergarten, starting from a small speck and
building up to a strong friendship. I'll always remember that
nothing's better than a friend, but the best thing is a special

friend.

By Barbara Poukkula
Chula Vista, CA

kids." Students he found to be unacceptable for peer group inclusion were ones

who were listless, quiet, aggressive, socially ineffective, rebellious, fearful, and

unkind.
The results of our survey, coupled with Peretti's findings, helped us to fur-

ther familiarize ourselves with the problems and conflicts of social development

during the age of adolescence. Developing a curriculum for the secondary level
that could be infused into existing academics, while meeting the social needs of
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students was the ultimate challenge. Before this could be accomplished, we
needed to know what strategies had already been used to eliminate the
stereotypic barriers dividing students and which oncs met with success. What we
discovered will be presented in the next section of this chapter.

Elimination of Stereotypes

One of the major goals of Unlocking Doors to Self-Esteem is to provide stu-
dents with opportunities to explore their feelings, attitudes and actions toward
others. In doing so, it is hoped that students will begin to break down the bar-
riers existing within their classrooms that result from preconceived stereotypes.

Allport, a leading personality theorist, has addressed the nature of prejudice
and the problems of overcoming existing stereotypic barriers in our society. He
mentions many techniques that have been tried in attempts to make people's at-
titudes more positive. They include legislation, formal educational methods,
contact and acquaintance programs, mass media, group retraining, and in-
dividual therapy (Allport, 1960).

Zeroing in on formal educational approaches, he found numerous Liethods
that have been tried within schools and are considered to facilitate positive at-
titude changes. Some of these are classified as direct methods where the students

are aware of what's happening to them; while others are indirect methods that at-
tempt to change prejudicial attitudes in a "round about" manner.

The information method is one example of a direct approach. In this
method used widely in many subject areas, particularly social science units
teachers approach a particular population head on, attempting to inform their
students in an objective, knowledge-acquiring way. The informational method is

considered by many to be an indispensible forerunner to some of the other
methods. Their reasoning is that without intercultural information obtained at
school, students have limited opportunities to learn in an objective way about
people who are different from them. Accurate information is viewed as a prob-

able ally to improved relationships (Allport, 1960).
An example of an indirect approach effective in changing attitudes provides

students with vicarious experiences in which they may view certain films, read
novels, or act in plays designed to ettcourage a sympathetic identification. For ex-

ample, when students view a film such as "Elephant Man," they realize that the
elephant man is human and also has feelings. Consequently, they can identify
with the character. In turn, they begin to generalize their newly-acquired em-
pathy toward people they may know with different problems.

Allport mentions another educational method that uses both the direct and
indirect approaches depending on the activities involved. The participation
method can send students into neighborhoods to get actively involved in festivals

or community projects. This is direct experienc, in that the students are aware of
what they are to do and why they are there.
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If done within the school, however, where students are grouped and col-

laborate with each other in pursuit of some common goal, such as a school fair or

play, the students are not totally aware of what's happening. In effect, this in-
direct approach aids in developing positive new acquaintances with others who

are members of an unfamiliar group. The results of these experiences are
summed up by Allport's statement, (1960), "prejudice tends to diminish
whenever members of different groups meet on terms of equal status in pursuit
of common objectives" (p. 246).

In general, most theorists agree that when one tries to change attitudes in an
indirect manner, students will benefit mote than from the direct approach. As a
result, positive change occurs. Students tend to gain when they immerse them-
selves in community projects and participate in realistic situations. These methods

are non-threatening and non-forced. They help students develop an acquaintance
with rather than a knowledge of the unfamiliar culture or out-person.

A study by Ziegler supports this indirect approach for attitude change. Us-
ing a field method approach to observe inter-ethnic friendship patterns in four
different schools, Ziegler noted that greater inter-ethnic Contact occurred in
schools that had students from more diverse backgrounds. His suggestion was
that teachers structure inter-ethnic contact into their daily classroom curriculum

to enable students to become acquainted with each other as opposed to just
learning about one another (Ziegler, 1979).

A forerunner of Unlocking Doors to Self-Esteem which also takes both ap-
proaches into consideration is Fox's Communicating to Make Friends (CMF)

(1980). The CMF program effectively facilitates positive interaction and social ac-

ceptance among elementary age students of various races, cultures, and sexes.
Although not written for se, ondary students, it has been utilized and found suc-
cessful for this population. The program encourages unfamiliar classmates to get

acquainted by discovering and discussing their commonalities. A unique feature
of the CMF Program that adds to its effectiveness is the progression of weekly ac-
tivities. They are structured as a natural friendship would occur. This practice in-

sures the positiveness of th newly forming social relationships between par-
ticular partners as well as among all classmates. The first third of the program has

participants involved in sharing non-threatening factual information about
themselves. As time evolves, partners are then asked to share personal informa-

tion of a higher level, i.e., mutual interests. Finally, students reach the stage of

sharing feelings.
In Unlocking Doors to Self-Esteem we used primarily indire:t approaches to

meet our goals. Infusing the social objective into the daily subjf-ct area unit,
while students remain unaware, is an example of this approach. Self-concept, at-
titude change, and interpersonal communications do not exist as separate units.
Instead they are indirectly dealt with in books, classroom discussions, group tasks

and assignments, and methods of presetnation.
Specifically, "Learning from the Media" and "Handicaps Don't Have to be

Limiting" are examples of lessons that use vicarious experiences to promote a
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sympathetic identification from students. In the first, a drama activity, students

are encouraged to view contemporary films having a multi-cultural emphasis as
well as films that deal with discrimination issues such as age, sex, and the handi-
capped. Class discussions and field trips are suggested. In the second example,
students interview a guest speaker who has a handicap or particular limitation
that has been overcome. In both activities, students pre looking in from the out-
side but gaining a sympathetic understanding.

In the career education activity, "Get the Job Done," a participation
method is used. Students are sent into the community to interview workers in

certain positions. They note particulars about the environment and what skills

are necessary for the job. Later, students come back to class, where they analyze
and suggest modifications that could be made for an employee possessing a cer-

tain limitation. In effect, they must try to come up with a workable solution for
the inclusion of this person.

All of these techniques help familiarize students from diverse backgrounds

with each other. They also highlight similarities, cooperation, and positive in-

teraction.

Successful Learning Strategies

In addition to the development of activities that promote the growth of self-

confidence and the elimination of stereotypic barriers, we sought to provide
lessons that would facilitate students in their quest for stronger interpersonal
relationships. To accomplish these objectives in the most efficient and effective

manner, we studied existing successful learning theories for direction.
The Modeling Theory of Albert Bandura provided welcome direction (Ban-

dura, 1971; Bandura & Walters, 1963). Bandura's research shows that students
learn very effectively from observing the behavior of their peers. After a new
behavior pattern is observed, it soon becomes incorporated into the observer's

own monitoring system. Of the two other learning strategies reviewed shaping

and coaching modeling techniques were found to be more effective and less
time-consuming (O'Connor, 1972). The latter aspect added extra credence to its

usage in Unlocking Doors to Self-Esteem.
Throughout the book, numerous opportunities are available for teachers

and students to see desirable social patterns modeled. However, peer modeling is

stressed in accordance with the adolescent social developmental patterns dis-
cussed earlier in this chapter.

Another reason for utilizing the modeling approach lies in providing direc-

tion for helping socially isolated students. Many of these individuals exhibit anti-

social behaviors, either consciously or unconsciously, that have become habits
and the only ones they know. By creating opportunities for them to see their
classmates acting appropriately, they can learn new behaviors. Many of the in-
cluded activities also help clarify exactly what is expected for acceptance within

their peer subculture.
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As we sought answers to the questions relative to why people are attracted to

each other, how adolescents form their friendships, how to eliminate stereotypic

barriers, and what teaching techniques are effective the foundations of
Unlocking Doors to Self-Esteem evolved. Using this information and applying it

to the structure of the secondary classroom, we constructed a workable tool for

use by secondary teachers. Successful field testing and evaluations reinforced and

solidified the concepts in the book.
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THE MASTER KEY:
THE TEACHER

Chapter III

In order for teachers to help their students meet the gcals of Unlocking
Doors to Self-Esteem, it is important for them to determine how well they are
modeling what they are teaching. This chapter will assist teachers with their self-

evaluations as well as provide ideas for modification. More specifically, directions

are presented to enable teachers to accomplish for themselves the same three
goals they have set for their students:

1. Teachers will explore the alternatives and suggestions given to
strengthen their self-awareness and self-concept.

2. Teachers will explore their own attitudes, feelings and actions toward
others while working to eliminate stereotypic and social barriers.

3. Teachers will examine their own skills for promoting positive rela-

tionships with their students and colleagues.

To be a successful change agent in areas as important as personal and social

growth requires more than just doing a few lessons, The real change evolves when

the teacher and classroom atmosphere model and support the social concept of
the lesson. As stated by Fox and Malian (1983) the hest place to begin in the ac-

complishment of these goals is with the TEACHER.

A Very Important Person

Before teachers can help their students develop healthy, positive self-con-
cepts, they must feel good about themselves. Educators must be confident in their

abilities as well as ay. are and accepting of their strengths and weaknesses. Unfortu-

nately, not all teachers feel praiseworthy. This chapter examines some of the
obstacles that prevent teachers from feeling successful. Suggestions to facilitate

overcoming these barriers and to improve teachers' self-esteem are also included.
Numerous concerns are necessary in protecting and enhancing teachers' self-

concepts. First, teachers need to take special care of their physical needs. Due to
the nature of the teaching profession, teachers come into continual contact with
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sick students, making them very vulnerable to illness. If the teacher's health is

poor, it can overshadow everything. Thus, teachers should take extra measures to

GETTING TO KNOIV ME

Getting to know me isn't as hard
as it sounds.

Fm not set by any special bounds.
I've achieved all my goals.
I've jumped over those holes.
I've reached for the star

and found it wasn't far.
And forever through the thick andthe thin,

I always knew I was going to win.

By Chery/ Jennings
San Diego, CA

insure regular exercise, proper diet, and relaxation to prevent illness.

Another area of concern is mental stress. Stress can be a realistic conse-

quence of pedagogy, and teachers often suffer because of the pressures they put

on themselves or those caused by the reactions of others.

If teachers are not well-organized or in control of their classrooms, a stress

problem will occur and perpetuate itself. When this is the case, teachers should

not be afraid to do some self-evaluation. Requesting help from fellow faculty

members or district personnel may assist teachers in revitalizing their teaching

styles or bethavior management skills. Ofteo participating in a workshop or tak-

ing an additional university course can help them improve these skills; adding

new techniques to their repertoire. These actions usually result in relieving per.

sonal and teacher-related fOrms of stress,
On the other hand, the stress may be caused by something that teachers

cannot control, It' this is so, educators should be flexible and consider a possible

change of environment or career. A new beginning often provides teachers with

some challenging alternatives and newly acquired support.
Sometimes stress is caused by administrau v,.. personnel or by the principal.

A realistic evaluation of the kgitimacy of the criticism or suggestion should then

take place. Teachers should do this, keeping in mind that the employer is not at-

tacking their person, but objectively judging their performance. Too often con-

structive and helpful suggestions are misunderstood and thought to be personal
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attacks. If teachers feel confident and capable in their skills and abilities, they are

not likely to misunderstand the wdl-meaning suggestions of other professionals.

On the other hand, teachers should not feel uncomfortable standing up against

criticism they feel is unjust.

HOW TO REACT

Should I cry and shout,
or be shy and pout?

Should I grin so big and smile
you could see it for a mile?

Should I say "Congratulations!"
or turn and walk away?

Of course iv go and say

"Thank you, I've learned a lot this day."

By Tara Nicholson
Oceanside, CA

There arc many forces in society making negative judgments relative to the

educational process and too often blaming teachers for ailments that exist.

Against this non-supportive background, it is difficult for good educators to

believe in themselves and support a healthy positive self-concept. Teachers need

to become more assertive, standing up for their rights and their profession. Most

teachers are dedicated, well-trained, and capable. A public relations campaign is

suggested. Educators should not be afraid to let the community know of the

positive things that are happening in their classrooms. It's okay to publicize their

accomplishments and be proud of them.
Taking charge of one's life and being assertive arc important components of

teaching. There are numerous classes teachers can attend and books to read that

can help them to feel and act capable. The success of the Assertive Discipline Pro-

gram by Lee Canter (1976) is a prime example of how teachers can learn to con-

trol their own destiny as well as their classroom.
Along with taking care of themselves and learning to be assertive. teachers are

encouraged to reward themselves whenever they experience success, however large

or small. They should takc time to enjoy it personally and share it with others.

Many things can and should be done to facilitate a positive faculty climate

and hdp teachers and administrators share in each others' accomplishments.
People need to be recognized. One way to do this is to set up a bulletin board in
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the front office or faculty lounge displaying the "good work of teachers." This

practice can be done on a regular basis for the teaching staff, administrators, and

othei school personnel.
Principals and administrators were included in the aLove ideas because their

recognition will benefit them as well as their staff. It will model what needs to be

done by them for their faculty members as well as enhance their self-concepts. If

everyone is reinforced, professional performance will improve.
This section has focused on presenting some of the ingredients that facilitate

a positive self-esteem for teachers, Although teachers know the importance of

these ideas for their students, they often forget about their own needs. We want

to reiterate the importance of teacher self-confidence and to provide teachers

with ideas fOr taking care of themselves. Only then will they be able to truly

understand and meet their students' needs.

A Model of Acceptance

Once teachers begin to feel good about themselves as human beings and

start to see themselves as competent, it is important for them to evaluate their

I LOVE YOU

I thought I could never
touch a bird flying high
Nor watch all the cars
on the road pass me by.

You've taken the time
to lend me your hand,
You've brought me to the beach

just to lie on the sand.
You've taught me so many things
things I should know
About growing up
and places to go.
You are my special friend
just want you to know
I love you so much
for letting me go.

By Melinda Macaspac
San Diego, CA
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attitudes, feelings, and actions toward their students and colleagues. To encour-
age their students to accept others, teachers must make sure they are feeling and
demonstrating acceptance of these same individuals. The easiest way to guaran-
tee this is for teachers to work toward acceptance of all students. This practice
must be taken seriously so that teachers are truly modeling a personal commit-
ment to eliminate the stereotypes and social barriers perpetuated by our society.

This goal is often difficult to reconcile for most individuals, including
teachers. However, teachers should consider learning ways in which they can ob-
jectively evaluate the stereotypes they are perpetuating. Further, they need to
develop a plan to eliminate their own negative attitudes. This action is especially
important because tochers come into direct contact with so many consciousness-
developing young individuals. Students are very definitely influenced by their
teachers' attitudes and actions. In many cases, students take on their teachers'
thoughts and make them their own. Thus, it is important for teachers to make

surc they are modeling appropriate attitudes.
Unfortunately, many teachers are unaware of their attitudes. As a case in

point, how often do teachers, while in the lounge or at lunch, make racial or cul-

tural remarks or jokes about other staff members, students, or the population in
general? How often do regular educators talk about special education students
and teachers in less than understanding and accepting terms? Unfortunately,
these negative conversations do exist, and in many situations these attitudes and
opinions don't end here. Teachers, without consciously realizing it, carry these
thoughts and words into actions into thcir classrooms. Usually, it's done in very
subtle ways. Unfortunately, what happens is that students read these actions and

often adopt them.
An example of how subtle these messages can be is demonstrated in the situa-

tion where a social science teacher is giving a lesson on appreciating other cultures
with all the appropriate reasons. At the same time, this teacher has a Cambodian
student in the class with whom he really feels frustrated because th:: student has
difficulty in speaking or understanding the English language. The teacher, even
during the lesson, doesn't provide any opportunity for this student to share his cul-

ture. What students arc hearing about appreciating is being negated by what their
teacher is doing in reality. They will focus on the actions rather than the words.

We are bringing this negative possibility to light in order to help teachers
become more sensitive to what they are saying as well as doing . In the case of the
Cambodian student, what did that teacher de 1 this student's self-esteem? Also,

did the teacher make any contribution to breaking down social barriers?
It is difficult to discuss these issues because most people are guilty of

violating them. However, they must be brought out into the open so strategies
for change can be plaid-led and implemented. More specifically, , once teachers as
well as members of society realize that there is a problem, they can learn to
monitor t hemselves.

Before going On to the last goal of this chapter, we present one more exam .
plc of a realistic situation reinforcing the importance of teachers modeling



acceptance. Although the example focuses on handicapped students, the con-
cepts of awareness and acceptance can be generalized to apply to all people who

have been ostracized.
The following two situations focus on how two teachers handled the same

problem. Notice how they perceived the situation, their attitudes, and their
subsequent actions.

Mrs. Jones learned that she will have a girl with cerebral
palsy mainstreamed into her anatomy class during fourth period.
Her first reaction is fear. She has never really known or even
talked to a person in a wheelchair. Also, she's really not sure
what cerebral palsy is. Her limited knowledge recalls that people
with this condition have uncontrollable jerking and their balance

is off. She has also heard that sometimes a person with cerebral

palsy can't talk very well and may drool. She doesn't know what
to expect and is afraid to seek information for fear that she will
seem ignorant on the subject as well as not being open to having

a mainstreamed student in her class. Negative thoughts and feel-

ings of doubt run through her mind all week.
By the time Janet, the CP student arrives, Mrs. Jones is very

uncomfortable. She does her duty as a "good" teacher and

welcomes Janet with all the proper words, however, her body

language reveals her real feelings of inadequacy. She has difficul-

ty giving eye contact to Janet and is unable to bring herself to
touch the shoulder of this girl in a wheelchair whose neck is
turned to one side. She feels bad because she knows that many of
her other students enjoy the physical contact or touches of rein-

forcement she gives them.
Not only does she realize her inadequacy; so do her stu-

dents. They have the same feelings and uncertainties, having

never experienced interacting with a handicapped person. Mrs.
Jones, her students, and Janet never feel comfortable with one
another because of their first experiences. What does occur
subsequently is that Janet's classmates never accept her as an
equal but seem to pity and feel sorry for her.

Throughout the remainder of the year Mrs. Jones did the
best she could but never was able to feel relaxed around Janet.
Thus they all missed the opportunity to make a valuable friend
and learn something from one another.

Now let's look at the same situation and sce how it could be modified to
make everyone more comfortable, as well as taking positive steps toward elimi-
nating stereotypical and social barriers about the handicapped.
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Mr. Smith hears that he will be getting a new stucten,. The
student has cerebral palsy and has been in a special education
class for three months at his school. Mr. Smith realizes he knows
very little about handicapped students of any type. However, he
is willing to !earn and wants to help his new student succeed in
his class. Not knowing what to expect and realizing his uncom-
fortable feelings, Mr. Smith contacts the special education
teacher. Together they clecide it would be a good idea for him to
visit the special education classroom to see what these students
are doing as well as to meet Janet. his soon-to-be student.

Mr. Smith is a little nervous aDout the visit but goes, and is
very surprised to discover that many of these students are capable
academically as well as easy to talk to. He and Janet hit it off well
as Janet is able to show Mr. Smith what she can do. Their conver-
sation allows Mr. Smith to ask Janet or her teacher about things
he doesn't know or understand. Also, the special education
teacher gives Mr. Smith some specific ideas for helping Janet in-
tegrate academically and socially into his classroom.

Mr. Smith immediately goes back to his class and shares his
experience and new knowledge. The class is receptive and
decides they want to know more about Janet and also her
cerebral palsy. Since Mr. Smith teaches anatomy, he feels it
would be meaningful for his students to do some research on
some common physiological problems ..iuch as cerebral palsy.
After his students research their topics, they decided that it
might be a good idea to do some planning for Janet's arrival.

Finally, when Janet arrives, she is truly welcomed by Mr.
Smith and the students. They spend thc class period getting to
know one another, sharing their research, and asking Janet some
questions. They are off to a good start.

The second situation illustrates !low stereotypes can be eliminated as well as
how teachers can model and encourage acceptance of others. Mr. Smith showed
his respect for Janet by treating her as he would have liked to have been treated
himself. He also learned that pity and sympathy were different from empathy
and was able to model this for his students. Filially, he didn't let his negative
feelings stand in the way of taki:ig some positive steps to change them.

An Active Participant

Having discussed ideas for improving teachers self-concepts and presenting
thoughts on eliminating stereotypes, it's time to consider 1-,ow teachers can
Fmcome active participants in their classrooms. It is vital that secondary teachers
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recognize adolescents have difficulty accepting authority. In their search for
social identity, students tend to reject anyone who makes demands on them,
especially if the demand conflicts with their perceptions of themselves and

others. Because of this identity crisis, adolescents are more sensitive about the ac-

tions and reactions of those around them, especially their peers. This is a time

when peer pressure is at its strongest. With these factors in mind, let's look at

ways secondary teachers can avoid alienating themselves from their students.
These practices will be helpful in relationships with others as well.

An important part of getting to know others is the wilhngness to open the

doors by being the person who initiates the interaction. When working with
adolescents, often it's the teacher who is put into the role of the initiator. Thus, it

is of priine importance that the teacher begins the relationship in such a manner

as to encourage continued communication.
We will not detail improving communication skills, but will present a few

ideas relating directly to communicating with adolescents. In addition, we refer

teachers to two excellent works that provide detailed strategies for evaluating and

enhancing skills in this area:

Gordon, T. and Burch, N. Teacher Effectiveness Training.

New York: Peter H. Wyden Publishers, 1974.

Ginott, H.G. Teacher and Child; A Book for Parents and
Teachers. New York: The MacMillan Company, 1972.

Given the sensitivity of ado!,.-scents' social and emotional development,
secondary teachers might make a special effort to avoid demands that could be

interpreted by their students as commands. This helps to eliminate the need for

students to confront their teachers and close communication channels. Some

alternatives that will facilitate their growth and at the same time show them they

are respected and accepted by their teachers are as follows:

1) When planning class activities, it is helpful to keep in mind that

adolescents are primarily focused on meeting their social needs.

2) Provide students with opportunities to experience their in-

dependence. Give them choices in class relative to the topics they

will be studying, times they'll be studying, and how they'll be learn-

ing as well as demonstrating their knowledge of the subject. This

can be done easily by encouraging their involvement in some of the

planning. They'll be much more receptive if they are involvtd.

3) Rather than telling students what to do, present your needs and the
situation in such a manner that the students offer support. The use
of problem solving techniques can be modeled as well as reinforced

by using this strategy.
4) Students can benefit greatly from studying the problem solving

model by Thomas Gordon in Parent Effectiveness Training (1975).

This approach will be useful both in and out of class when a cotren-

soc is required.
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5) Teachers who show their willingness to cooperate and to value the
opinions of their students receive respect and cooperation in return.

6) One way to illustrate respect for students is to avoid embarrassing or
labeling them in a negative way in front of their peers even when
they are behaving invpropriately. Counsel or discipline students in
a private and confidential place.

7) Although part of teaching is providing students with academic feed-
back, it's important that the feedback is presented in such a manner
that it suggests guidance and direction rather than criticism. Choice
of wording either orally or in writing should be analyzed and
modified to convey positiveness. Describe the areas of improvement
rather than evaluate them.

Teachers can further enhance thcir effectiveness as participants in their
classrooms by doing some self-evaluation of non-verbal ways in which they com-
municate, particularly their body language. Once again the interactions of
teachers with their students will be discussed to present this concept, however the
ideas can be generalized to all relationships.

Teachers often verbalize one thing and demonstrate the opposite with their
eyes and/or bodies. An example in point is Mr. Thomas, the environmental
science teacher, who had his students do an activity where they shared impres-
sions on pollution. He chose not to involve himself in the activity as was his com-
mon response.

Observing Mr. Thomas more closely, it appears that he avoids interaction
with his students. A non-biased observer might record the following actions to
explain how Mr. Thomas projects such an unwelcoming image.

Mr. Thomas always stands behind his desk or lectern when addressing the
class. Students are always sitting while he is standing. When he speaks to his
students individually, Mr. Thomas' arms are usually folded in front of him or on
his hips. However, he tells his students that he treats them as adults.

What message is he conveying to his students? Students think that he sees
himself as "above" interacting with them. Hi is "too good" or too uncomfortable
to let them know him as a person. It does not matter what he says students shy
away from him, and he is viewed as the authoritarian.

If Mr. Thomas did some self-evaluation or discussed this with a fdlow facul-
ty member, he would find he is projecting the opposite of what he wants or says
he wants. Although this teacher is in the habit of sending out unwelcoming body
language, there are things he can do to change his patterns. First, he could sit
next to students when he talks to them. He could walk around the table or
lectern throughout his presentation to get closer to his students, effectively show-
ing his comfort with their presence. This is an especially good technique to use
when trying to get students involved in the presentation, too.

Another suggestion he should consider is to become an active participant in
group activities that involve everyone sharing. He could model what he wants as
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well as share his personal thoughts, making him an integral part of the class. He

might also model acceptance by positioning himself with different students
when he does interact.

In order to convey an air of interest, concern, and openness, Mr. Thomas
could monitor the position of his arms and hands more closely. He could also

provide eye contact with his students. Both gestures demonstrate genuine in-
terest in what the other person is saying or doing, thus opening the doors to
quality interaction.

Listening effectively is a useful skill for secondary teachers. Their students
need and appreciate having contact with an adult model who listens and genu-

inely tries to understand. However, learning to listen well is difficult. It requires
the receiver of information to concentrate on what the speaker is saying. It in-
volves analyzing his feelings as well as the words he is using. Through effective
listening, the receiver can convey acceptance, empathy, and a desire to deal with

the situation at hand. Good listeners avoid making judgments relative to the
speaker. If done properly, listening can also provide the receiver with oppor-
tunities to open doors of communication allowing the speaker to share more

about himself. This shared information can help teachers gain insight into their
students' personal and educational needs.

Secondary teachers arc role-models for their adolescent students in
numerous ways, including communication skills. One of their major instruc-
tional goals should be to constantly remind themselves of their influence on their
students. If they do this they will be opening the doors to butter teacher/student
relationships. They will be growing personally and professionally as their
students benefit from their example.

Things to Come

Ideas for self-concept enhancement have been presented, together with
strategies for becoming a more accepting role model. In addition, some methods

for expanding personal involvement between teachers and their students have
been identified in this chapter.

However, it is the implementation of these suggestions that will assist

teachers of secondary students in becoming effective MASTER KEYS in the social

and emotional deveLpment of their students. Once they have performed some
self-evaluation and completed the necessary positive modifications, they are

ready to work N:ith their students in accomplishing similar goals.

The rest of Unlocking Doors to Self-Esteem concentrates on providing

educators with over one hundred lessons and units of study to aid them in this
challenge. These lessons begin in Chapter IV and continue through Chapter VI,
They will assist teachers in opening doors to friendship and developing positive
communication between adolescents in their classrooms.
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A SPECIAL DOOR:
DEVELOPING POSITIVE

SELF-CONCEPTS

Chapter IV

This chapter presents ideas and resources to provide successful experiences
for students which in turn will help enhance their self-concepts. Before teachers
begin to implement the suggested lessons and units of study, there are some ef-
fective practices that can be done with students in all subject areas.

Given that clacsrooms are composed of students of diverse backgrounds,
abilities, and needs, there are numerous things teachers can do to provide their
students with opportunities for success academically, behaviorally, and socially.
One way to assure this success is to have realistic expectations of what students
can and cannot do in each of these growth areas. Having realistic expectations
does not mean lowered expectations for some students or thinking that a par-
tit ular student is not able to perform with the rest of the class. It is very impor-
tant for teachers to look at each student as a potential "winner" and idet: ify areas
in which he/she is capable. When this is done, teachers can explore helpful
resources that enable their students to perform at their highest potential. This
practice is particularly important to use with mainstreamed students from special
education classes or thme who have limited English speaking skills. It's important
to look for the best and to avoid incorrect assumptions based on myths or
misunderstandings. Students should receive "the benefit of the doubt."

Another action that will enhance the self-concept of each student is for
teachers to identify cha:uteristics, abilities, and skills that each individual stu-
dent llas that can be used to represent him /her in a positive light. In addition to
improving the student's self-concept this practice illustrates to the student's peers
that this person is capable and has definite strengths. It is very useful to play
down weaknesses, although they should never be forgotten. It helps to look at
weaknesses in terms of areas of improvement rather than negative attributes.
Both of these strategies will model an accepting attitude toward all students and
contribute to building stronger self-esteem for them.
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

I SHALL OVERCOME
Conquering Your Flaws and Limitations

English Grade Level: Junior High

Students will improve their reading comprehension
skills. They will recognize basic literary elements such
as characters, plot, setting, and theme.

Students will acquire a greater awareness of their own
strengths and weaknesses.

Library books

1. Have the students determine some weaknesses or
limitations they feel they have. Some background
activities in this area may be necessary depending
on the maturity level of your students. Perhaps a
filmstrip on an individual who has overcome his
limitation would be beneficial. Also, if the
teacher shares with the class a limitation or
obstacle that he /she has conquered, this may
help to introduce the lesson and break the ice.

2. Once this is identified, have students go to the
library and find a book about an individual who
has overcome a similar problem. It is a good idea
for the teacher to be prepared with some title sug-
gestions. Please refer to our annotated bibliog-
raphy of young adult fiction in Chapter VII. They
should read the book and identify the compon-
ents that meet the content objectives mentioned
above.

3 Have them report on the book either by a written
report or an oral presentation.

4. Complete the assignment by having them devel-
op a plan for conquering their chosen limitation.

One week (A as an extended homework assignment.

An atmospher: of caring and non-judgmental accep-
tance will facilitate better self-exploration by the
students.
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

POETRY WITH MEANING

English Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will recognize and analyze the many forms of poetry. They

will create and edit their own writings, thus demonstrating effective ap-

plication of their creative and communication skills. They will also
identify poetic devices and terminology.

Students will relate the meaning of poetry to their own experience and
cultures. This activity provides a medium to express feelings about

oneself and others.

paper pencil

When introducing different forms of poetry (e.g., narrative, sonnet,
lyric, Haiku) have students write a poem about themselves. Topics such

as the following may be used:

A Reflection of Me

Getting High on Me

Changes I Have Gone Through

Handicaps that I Have

Things in my Environment
that Affect Me

One to two class periods

Looking At My Life

Me, Myself, and I

Limitations I Have Overcome

Ways I Am Like My Classmates

Things I Can Do

Giving students a topic that they know something about helps make
poetry more relevant to daily life. Poetry is a good productive outlet for
one to reflect and express negative and positive feelings.

LIMITATIONS I HAVE OVERCOME

The limitation I think I have overcome is shyness. When I

was younger I was very shy. I didn't talk very much, and if I did,
kids would be sutprised. Yet, now I think I've overcome that; I
talk more and seem outgoing. Sometimes I even talk too much

so I try not to. I am still shy about some things such as meeting

new people and talking to guys, hut I think all people are shy

about those ideas.

By Elizabeth Cansicio, Chula Vista, CA
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Subject:

Content
Objective: The student will understand the concept of an action verb.

Social Students will have the chance to explore themselves and share with

Objective: others what they like to do. Similar hobbies will surface.

Materials: used cardboard ice cream bins from local ice cream shop

"ME" BASKET

English Grade Level: Junior High

old magazines to cut up scissors

glue paint brushes
clear shellac or polyurethane spray

Directions: Group students, making sure that friends are not sitting together.
Students should share magazines and materials in this manner. They
should be allowed to talk about what they like to do, and to cut out pic-

tures from magazines depicting things that they enjoy doing. An em-
phasis is put on action verbs. The pictures are then painted onto the ice

cream bin with a mixture of 50 percent white glue and 50 percent water.
A nice way to do it is to overlap the pictures in a collage format. When
the ice cream bin dries, it can be preserved with clear shellac Of poly-

urethane spray.

Time: One to two class periods

Notes to A. This activity enables grammar concepts to come alive and be in-

Teacher: troduced in another modality which helps the special education as

well as regular student.

B. Students will have a chance to explore themselves and focus in on

common interests.

C. "Me" baskets can be used for individual storage in school or can be

taken home to enhance the atmosphere of students' bedrooms, etc.
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COMP TIME FOR ME

Subject: English Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Content Students will write a composition supporting a given topic, using clear
Objective: and effective English,

Social This activity will help students pinpoint positive experiences in their
Objecive: lives, This in turn helps them connect with their feelings about

themselves. Students will identify their positive characteristics.

Materials: paper pencil

Directions: When making assignments for compositions, give students a choice
from the following list:

1. What arc the major events in your life that have influenced your
feelings about yourself? Were these positive or negative? Which
Ones did you have control over? Which ones didn't you have control

over?
2. Looking back into your childhood, identify a person who influenc-

ed you in a positive way. Explain how he/she influenced you and
why this made such a lasting impression.

3. Share one positive attribute or characteristic about yourself that you
are proud of. How does this affect others?

These questions may be used as a springboard for your ideas to help fos-

ter positive self-concepts and give students an opportunity to share.

Time: Two to three class periods

Notes to A. BefOre starting this project, it might be beneficial to have students
Teacher: do a time line of their life, listing major events. This requires a se-

ouence of events and at the same time presents a visual representa-
tion. This chart could also be an impetus for other composition
topics.

B. If your current literature is conducive, select a story to read prior to
this activity that deals with a major event over which tne character
does have control. Discuss the subject of control of our own lives
prior to the composition writing.

C. If students have a difficult time getting started, brainstorming in
groups. depending on the question, might be profitable. This will
hopefully give more confidence to those who are having trouble
beginning .
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ME, MYSELF AND I

Me, myself, and I
three persons in one body,

Each striving to find the other.

All of them are different
Yet all are of the same;
They don't know each otheror do they?

One bright, happy, carefree;
The other serious, demanding;
The third con/toed, scared, angry.

But at least Me, Myself, and I
Know who we are: We're special!

By Julie Peckham, jan Diego, CA
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DESCRIBING ME

Subject: English Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Content Students will demonstrate knowledge of the concepts of the Parts of

Objective: Speech. Adjectives, verbs, or nouns can be used.

Social
Objecive: The activity fosters positive self-concepts for students.

Materials: paper pencil worksheet or index cards

stencils crayons colored pencils
marking pens rulers

Optional: vocabulary building books dictionary thesaurus

Directions: Direct students to write their names vertically with large letters on a
piece of paper. Next to each letter, instruct students to write an adjec-

tive that describes them and begins with that letter. For example:

Loving Friendly

Youthful Responsible

Noteworthy Active

Nice Natural
Resource books may be used if ideas are needed. Also, teacher and
students can brainstorm words on the blackboard prior to executing this

activity

Time: One-half class period.

Notes to A. When assigning this task, ask them to use only positive descrip-

Teacher: tions!

B. This could be a group activity or a get-acquainted activity.

C. This activity is invaluable to the teacil;r as a source of information
on how the students actually view themselves.

D. This activity should be used to reinforce grammar concepts in the
already existing curriculum. A class review might be needed prior

to beginning.
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WAYS I AM DIFFERENT

The ways I am different from the rest of this English class is
that I am probably one of the worst students here. One of the
reasons I think I'm not as good a student as the rest of this class is
that I am a student athlete. Most of the rest of this class are just
students. The sport I'm in is basketball. Most of the people in
this class like sports such as baseball or football.

Another reason I am different from the rest of this class is
that I was not in English honors the first semester. Only a couple
of other people weren't in the honors class last semester. I'm not
the kind of person that can .rit at a desk fOr 50 minutes and write
something like vocabulary work or any kind of assignment that
takes a lot of sitting in one place and writing or reading. The on-
ly exception to reading would be if it was a very good book,
These are the three main reasons I think I am different from the
rest of the class.

By Albert Lacson
Chula Vista, CA
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Subject.

Contem
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

MY PAST, PRESENT
AND FUTURE ACTIONS

English Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will identify the past, present, and future tense of verbs. They
will demonstrate the ability to sequence personal experiences and ideas.

Students will self evaluate who they are, where they've been and where
they are going. Students will problem-solve goals in their own lives.

chalk

1. Present Tense Example: Instruct students to think about all the
things that they are doing at this xact moment. Have a class discus-
sion and brainstorm on the blackboard. More than likely students
will produce present participle forms such as:

I am talking. I am sitting.

I am listening. I am hearing.

2. Have students look at the verbs that described their actions to see if
there is anything three or more students had in common. Explain
to the students, when they are talking or writing that this is the
present progressive form of the verb.

3. Compare this to other present forms of the verbs.

One-half to whole class period

A. This activity produces an informal outlet for students to share and
compate past experiences as well as future plans. It provides a per-
sonal touch to subject matter that would otherwise be very dry,

B. Supplementary Resources: If You Don't Know Where You're Go-
ing, You'll Never Get There. (Argus Publishers)
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LAUGHING AT OURSELVES
CAN BE FUNNY

Subject: English Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Content Students will develop the ability to sequence ideas as a precursor to
Objective: paragraph writing,

Social This activity will help students shed a positive light and sense of humor
Objective: on their own strengths and weaknesses.

Materials: colored markers
paper cut into strips 4 1/4 " x 11" or
worksheet with comic strip format already set up for students to fill in
appropriate conversation.

Directions: 1. Have students design a comic strip about something that they want
to improve about themselves. Let them make fun of themselves
and learn to look at weaknesses in a humorous light. Then they can
share their comics with classmates and laugh.

2. Pair classmates. Direct them to share some ideas for improving
themselves in the area illustrated in their comics.

3. Ask students to write one or two paragraphs on what they would
improve about themselves. Have them tell why and how they
would go about making the improvement.

Time: One to two class periods

Notes to An outcome of this activity is to help students realize that all people
Teacher: have their strengths and weaknesses and that it is okay not to be perfect.
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THE MANY MOODS OF ME

I have many moods. One of my moods is happiness. If I
have a good day I'm happy. If something good happens to me I
feel happy.

Another mood of mine is sadness. I feel sad when I have a
bad day or something goes wrong, Sometimes I don't even know
why I am sad I just am.

Sometimes I'm happy, sad, kind, and mean all together. It
depends on the kind of day I've had and how I feel.

Sometimes my lift gets me down, I hear of all the crimes
and murders and I feel bad, I wish there were more good people
in this world

Everybody has many moods inside of them. I wish they
could write them all down on a piece of paper like me.

Oj
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THE MANY MOODS OF

Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

Drama &
Communications

Grade Level: Jr. & Sr High

Students will become aware of the many facets of play

production other than acting (e.g. choreography).

Students will express feelings of confidence, as well as
recognize their abilities to communicate with their

bodies and faces.

record player records stage in front of class

1. In order to set the stage for this activity, ask

students to write down ten adjectives that de-
scribe themselves.

2. Instruct students to find a record that would relay

the overall feelings that they listed. This can be
done for homework over the course of a week.

3. Utilizing the music, and realistically looking at
themselves, have students individually create a
routine (2-5 minutes) which they will perform for

the group.

4. Students should be encouraged to use interesting
dance routines or facial expressions without ac-
tually talking themselves.

5. While the class is observing, have them come up
with five (5) descriptors for that person. Compare
the individual's original list and the classmates'
conclusions for evaluation

6. Questions that can be used for discussion:

a. Did your peers perceive you the way you in-
tended to be perceived?

b. If not, where are the discrepancies?

Two or three class periods

If the class is shy, divide the sexes for this activity.

Or
Discussion questions can be written on a handout for

written response.
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GETTING TO KNOW YOU

Subject: Drama and Communications Grade Level: Junior High

Content This activity will encourage students to demonstrate their creative
Objective: abilities.

Social
Objective: Puppets are used as a medium to expl...)re students' self-concepts.

Materials: Puppet theatre can be constructed from old voting booths or
refrigerator boxes.
Puppets that look like ttic studeus.

Directions: 1. Pair students np. Havu tt-:3 nttoduce themselves to each other
through ihr:ir puppets.

Infoation to share is:
a. Narr and nickrh.r.r.L.
b. Ari:a in which they live
c. CiAsses tiAt they ate taking
d is they do out, Ae of sO,00l
C. i-'avorites
t. See if the two ;, d a least two things they have

in comn.o',.

2. Dividc into F...ar sceti.ms. P.I.tners will then be responsible for
introduciti?. e:,ch other wing iPformation Feviously learned.
i-lave for., .:ntroductiox: goig on at one time.

One to MG class peti15.

r.o A. This ic a good introdur.ory activity for the beginning of the year,
Tc4chea: semestr:r, or unit.

B. 'kippers c;..n he a5 eaborate as individual teacher may desire. They
can be ryr.le ofpape!: bags, spoons, socks, inper Aires, hands, etc.
'You'r art trcher on campus might have some good ideas!

Stat.:ients will take this activity as seriously as their teacher does.
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

PRE1TY BABY TREITY FACE

Drama & Communications Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will learn the basic rudiments of make-up for the purpose of

theatrical enhancement.

Ftudents will increase their poise and self-confidence.

make-up
mirrors

camera (i.e., Polaroid)
cotton, etc.

1. Divide the students into groups of four. Try to make sure that there

is someone in each group who has made the most of their facial

features, hair, and makeup.

2. Have each member of the group share the one or two facial features

that they like about themselves. Then have each member tell every

other member what feature they like best.

3. Pair students. Ask them to share with their partners the one thing
that they would like to enhance or change about their appearance.

4. With cosmetics, as a team, students could come up with some ways

to enhance each other's image and try them.

5. Get students to return to the group. See if they can identify the
change and evaluate from a make-up point of view if they created

the illusion they sought. This can be carried further to the whole

face.

One to two class periods

A. From our study, we found that attractiveness is a very important
component of acceptance at the senior high level. Also, it has a
tremendous effect on one's self-confidence.

B. Discussion on make-up should take place prior to doing this activity.

C. If approached from a theatrical, business-like manner, students can

really enjoy this experience.

D. An outside speaker such as a clown, mime, or local make-up artist
might be a wonderful addition to this activity.
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

BLIND DATE

Drama & Communications Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will become more aware of their talents and abilities in the
field of dramatic performance. This activity can be adapted to en-
courage a monologue, dialogue, or soliloquy whatever may be the
instructional unit at hand.

SLadents will re-evaluate their attitudes and actions toward a possible
blind date.

telephone as a prop

1, After studying what a monologue is, and experiencing some famous
monologues, students will be asked to think about a given situation.
They can do improvisation first. Afterwards, they can think about it
in a more s,:rious tone and present it on paper and/or orally to the
class.

2. An example of a relevant monologue might be: A boy calls a new
girl in class and asks her to a party. She has just met him and vice
versa. What do,:s he say? What might he be thinking? Remember
that students will be doing a one-sided conversation (monologue).

Two class periods

Class discussion should cover the following topics of concern:

Relating to others is a two-way street.

Remember the Golden Rule and treat new acquaintances accord-
ingly.

There is much that takes place that affects people's feelings.
Think about the repercussions of what you are saying. You are
dealing with a person with feelings.

Students should be encouraged to get to know all types of
people.
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UNDERSTANDING YOUR FEELINGS

Subject: Drama end Communications Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Content Students will identify feelings and act them out. They will become
Objective: aware of their own feelings and how they communicate non-verbally.

Social
Objective: Students will identify their feelings and the feelings of others.

Materials: situation cards

Directions: 1. Students will be given situation cards to act out. The format of the
lesson which should be explained to all students before they play
charades is:

When , I feel

(a situation occurs) (an emotion)

The students need to decode what the situation is that's causing the

emotion and also what the emotion is.

For example:
When my _parents are angry_at.me, I feel sad.

(situation) (emotion)

2. Choose from these situations or develop your own.

a) Being grounded.
b) Flunking a test.
c) A favorite pet dying.
d) Meeting someone who is handicapped.
e) Being invited to a party.
t) Taking care of younger brothers and sisters.
g) Getting a good report card.
h) Being new in your school.
i) Not understanding the assignment.
j) Getting your driver's license.
k) Having your picture made.
1) Eating a hot fudge sundae.
m) Not getting a present for your birthday.
n) Getting your hair cut.

Time: One class period
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A RESPONSIBLE CITIZEN

Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Social Science Grads Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will develop a commitment to responsible
citizenship by being well-informed in regard to their
duties and responsibilities.

Students will evaluate their own roles as citizens.

paper
pencil

Instruct students to do the following (use form
below):

1. Fold paper in half. On one side, write down 10 at-
titudes or actions a responsible citizen should ex-
hibit.

2. On the other side, do a self-evaluation checking
those items that you presently do.

3. Pick one area that you do not presently do and
would like to improve. Dividing into small
groups, exchange ideas on specific steps to take
for accomplishing your goal.

4. Develop an action plan or commitment in writing
on how to make this change.

5. Get back together in a week or a month and share
what you have accomplished.

Two class periods or can be followed through in two
weeks.



A RESPONSIBLE CITIZEN

BEING A RESPONSIBLE CITIZEN

Eight Important Characteristics Characteristics That I
of a Good Citizen Model and How

,

.

4.

.

,

.

.

One area that I will be working toward is:

Steps that I will take to tet this goal are:

1)

2)

3)

What I have done this week toward my goal.

Signature



RESOURCES IN YOUR COMMUNITY

Subject: Social Science Grade Level: Senior High

Content Students will list and describe resources available to cope with mental
Objective: health problems in a positive way for themselves, friends, and family.

Social Students will evaluate themselves and become aware of mental health
Objective: problems. They will identify resources in their community where they

can seek help.

Materials: list of agencies in community, e.g., State Mental Health Agencies,
Alcoholics Anonymous, Drug Abuse Agencies, Psychologists, Psy-
chiatrists, Therapists, Child Abuse etc.

Directions: 1. Give students a choice of problems to research. Have them work in
teams of two (those interested in same topic).

2. Encourage students to visit a facility related to the topic of their
choice. Ask them to do the following:

a) On visitation, interview a person and find out what resources are
available.

b) Tour the facility.
c) Obtain brochures, pamphlets, pictures, to use as handouts to

class.

3. After visiting the facility have student pairs give a five-minute
report to class orally on their agency.

4. Have students hand in a 5" x 8" index card providing the following
information:

a) Name of Agency b) Address
c) Phone Number d) Contact Person
e) General Resources Available
0 Steps to follow if you need this resource for yourself
g) Steps to follow if you need resource for a family member

Time: One to three weeks

Notes to A. Cards can be filed in class. They could be typed up and published
Teacher: for use by students, families and school. A copy should be in the

school library and other places on campus where students might go
for helpful information.

B. You may need to structure time for students so they know where and
what they should be doing on the project in designated intervals.

6
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

FINDING MY ROOTS/
ARE WE RELATED?

Social Science Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will identify and accept their ethnic and cultural heritage.

Students will heighten self-awareness and self-concept.

paper materials for display and portfolio

1. A portfolio of family roots will be the outcome of this research proj-
ect. Students will gather as much information as possible from the
library, older family members, and other available resources. They
may use interviewing techniques, notnaking, or other methods
that you may want to encourage.

2. Pmes within the portfolio can focus on:

a? Family tree names back to great-great-grandparents.

b) Map of the world trace family migration.

c) Something special about my family is...

d) Old photographs.
e) Chronology interesting things about each individual in fami-

ly, present, and past.

A semester project

Students should be encouraged to bring in letters, Bibles, photographs,
or other memorabilia that may have been passed through the genera-
tions in their family. A class bulletin board display and sharing time

can be incorporated into weekly classes. A word to the wise: Be careful
of sentimental, precious family items that cannot be replaced easily.
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POEM ON HERITAGE

From many areas of Germany my ancestors came
Seeking their fortune, money, and fame.

In the late 1800's my ancestors arrived,
And in the beginning they barely survived.

But survive was the very thing they did.
They bought some land for a very low hid.

They started a family and a dairy farm, too;
Over lands in Wisconsin the sweet breezes blew.

With World War I the father had to leave.
That he would return they could only hope and believe.

He fought in dark and gloomy trenches,
Not able to sleep on anything, not even benches.

He lived with sickness, famine, and death,
But he struggled to breathe one last breath.

For years he remembered the green grass of home,
Yet he was without toothbrush, shaver, or comb.

After many years he finally returned.
His heart, now a cinder, still lovingly burned.

His children grew older, had kids of their own
Who wore out the clothes their mother had sewn.

Their daughters, now teens, soon became courted.
And more immigrants were constantly being imported.

One daughter met a man and they got married.
And over the threshold his wife he carried.

The two of them moved to a lake called Pewaukee
Which is very close to the place of Milwaukee.

Suddenly World War II began .

The husband was drafted and soon went to war.
When the countries of the world at the Nazis were sore.

He fought on beach, cliff, mountain and plain,
Hoping his mind could keep from insane.

4,
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As his body was fatigued and his health grew worse,
Hitler and his Nazis he damned and cursed.

As a human being he willed not to die,
And to kill every Nazi that Passed hir eye.

He didn't think he was going to survive,
But his wife was ecstatic when he came home alive,

In that tiny house on that puny little lake
David Scheu was born and that's no mistake.

They moved to a house called Kavanaugh Place
Long before man thought of traveling in space.

At the age of 14, high school he faced
On the year many orbited around in space.

At eighteen he joined the Navy to sail the seven seas,
But for some reason in the winter all he did was sneeze.

At the end of his senior year he and Debbie met
They loved each other very much and the date was set,

They got mat7ied February 3rd, 1968;
They went to California; his ship left from that state,

Debbie then sailed to the Orient. ..

They lived there for about half a year.
Then David got orders to go somewhere near.

They had one more year to live away from the States,
But after all they were lifelong mates.

And on June 3rd, 1969, David Scheu, Jr. was
Made in Japan but all American Parts
German, English and Irish -- well almost!

By David R. Scheu, Jr., Chula Vista, CA

r,/
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I'M ALWAYS AN "A"
EVEN WHEN I DO "D" WORK

Subject: Social Science Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Content
Objective: Students will gain a greater understanding of realistic expectations.

Social This activity will focus on students realizing that their self-concepts
Objective: should not be tied in with the grades they receive. They are still okay

when they've failed. It just means that they need to work harder or that
the circumstances of the situation were out of their control.

Materials: pop quiz

Directions: 1. Give the class a pop quiz on something the students will ALL do a
poor job on. Randomly give everyone a "D" or "F." Hand them
back to your students. Notice their facial reactions as well as their
behavioral changes such as frowning, acting out, and verbalizing
negative comments about the test or teacher. Write these down.

2 . After the initial shock, have your students write down how they felt
and what they thought about themselves when they saw the grade.

3. Share your notes and their reactions. Have a group discussion about
how a grade on a paper reflects their academic performance rather
than their self-worth. The grade should indicate what they know
and what they need to learn.

4. Also discuss what it's like to have others see when you've done a
poor job.

Time: One class period

Notes to A. Another discussion could focus on understanding that we shouldn't
Teacher: always carry around the burden of "having to make an A on a

paper." It's an unrealistic expectation,

B Also, there could be a discussion relative to the "Normal Curve" as
it relates to academic abilities. You might discuss the concept of
grade inflation.
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I'M ALWAYS AN "A"
EVEN WHEN I DO "D" WORK

C. Discuss the possEe feelings of a hypothetical student who

despite trying his hardest was unable to make a good grade.
What arc some alternatives for this student? This discussion should

be handled very carefully.

FEELINGS

Sometimes I think
I am useless!

Sometimes I think
that I'm not much at all

But if God put me
on this earth,

I must be worth
something. . .

Just maybe even
a little something.

But at least that's better
than nothing at all.

By Lynette Figueras
San Diego, GA
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

PRODUCTIVE WAYS
TO COPE WITH STRESS

Social Science Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will identify the causes and methods of coping with their own

stress.

Students will heighten self-awareness.

None

1. Instruct students to research a technique from the following list.
Feel free to add to this list in a class discussion:

a) Nutrition
b) Exercise
c) Relaxation training
d) Mcditation
e) Positive thinking
0 Biofeedback
g) Peer groups and support
h) Healthy pastimes
i) Ways to relieve anxieties/ t.me management

2. Small groups of students may work together to create displays to in-

form others of the benefits of various techniques.

3. Students can share their research by putting on a "Be Good to
Yourself Fair." They can invite other classes and parents to par-
ticipate,

Three to five weeks.

A. This activity is a good one to help foster good community relations.

B. Guest speakers from the community can be used to enhance stu-
dent research.

C. If you have a stress test available, allow students to take it. Discuss
how they can use this information to identify stressful elements in

their environment and lives.

D. You might invite the school nurse to class to show students how to
measure heart rate and blood pressure. Discuss how these affect

their level of health.
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WHO ARE YOU?

Subject: Career Education Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Content After completing this activity, students will be able to
01.3jective: formulate and ask questions suitable for interviewing

other persons with the purpose of getting to know
them better.

Social Students will enhance their self-confidence by being
Objective: the VIP in front of classmates.

Materials: chart, butcher paper, pens, markers

Directions: 1. Students will contribute suitable questions for in-
terviewing peers so they can get to know them
better. Teacher will record these on the butcher
paper.

2. Next, get the class to agree on a suitable list of
questions to be used to interview every classmate.

3. Every day a different classmate will be inter-
viewed. This person, who will be the VIP for the
day, has the option of not answering some of the
questions. VIP could be given certain privileges
for that day.

4. After everyone has been interviewed, ask class to
try to remember commonalities that were shared
by three or more classmates.

Time: Half an hour

Notes to A This activity is a good alternative w class introduc-
Teacher: tions. It helps to integrate the coiltent objective

with the social objective at the onset of the school
year. It is an excellent resource for teachers to b,:t
to know the strengths and inverests of particular
students.

B. Students may also imcryim the teacher. The
teacher, by being first, hdps provide a model for
conducting other intetviews.
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
jective:

Materials:

Directions:

WHAT'S MY LINE? (A)

Career Education Grade Level: Jr.. & Sr. High

Students will c.xpiore career alternatives. They will determine how
others hlive f:hplored professional opportunities available to them and
mack realistic career choices. They will learn to develop interview ques-

tions.

Students will become awarc: of their own interests and abilities while

bolstering self-concepts.

books for job interview library current articles

1. Present students with a list of people to research who have managed

to excel in their chosen fields despite tremendous obstacles. Each
student will choose one personality from the following list.

Teachers should add to this list as needed:

Obstacles

Blind and deaf
Eyesight poor

(wore glasses)
Physically handicapped
Blind
Deaf
Physically handicapped
Learning disabled
Blind
No arms

Famous People

Helen Keller
Anne Sullivan

Franklin D. Roosevelt
Stevie Wonder
Beethoven
ltzhak Perlman
Nelson Rockefeller
Ray Charles
Bonnie Consolo

Careers

Writer, speaker
Tutored Helen Keller

United States President
Singer/Musician
Composer / Musician
Musician
U.S. Vice President
Singer /Musician
Homemaker

2. Teachers will just provide the person's name. Students need to
answer the following questions about their selected person:

a. What is your person's chosen field?
b. What obstacles or hurdles did he yr she have to overcome

socially, emotionally, and/or physically?
c. List at least ten rrtinent facts about the individuals such as:

a) when they lived d) individuals who influenced them
b) where they lived e) other information you would in-

c) life events elude in a biographical sketch

3. Have students write ten questions they would use in an interview
that would help them get to know this person.

4. Have students list five things they learned from the famous person
that would help them gain and keep a meaningful job.

Time: Approximately two class periods
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

WHAT'S MY LINE? (B)

Career Education

Students will explore
confidence.

Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

career alternatives and develop self-

Students will become aware of their own interests and abilities.

chair in front of class

A student sitting in the chair assumes the identity of a book
character, historical figure, or currently well-known personality
who, despite tremendous obstacles, has managed to overcome and
excel. (Personalities can be those previously studied in Part A of this
activity or others identified by teacher and class.) Use people such

as: Helen Keller, Anne Sullivan, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Stevie
Wonder, and Itzak Perlman. The rest of the class is to ask interview
questions developed individually. Each person gets a chance to ask
one question. The object is to uncover the identity of the famous
person. The interviewing will stop after 15 questions. Students will
record their guesses on an index card and why they chose that per-
son. Take a class poll and see who was chosen. The class might
discuss why this person "made it" and how he/she overcame
his /her handicap to succeed professionally.

One to two class periods

The class should be encouraged to talk about some of the limita-
tions students may have when trying to be employed. Also discuss

possible solutions.
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Subjet

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

MY RESUME:

A PICTURE OF THE POSITIVE ME

Career Education Grade Level: Jr . & Sr. . High

Students will learn how to write a resume.

Students will explore their personal strengths as well as their job skills
and experiences.

paper pencil resume form

Students will learn about the rationale and components included in
writing a resume. Have students go through the following steps:

1. When they do educational background, focus on accomplishments,
i.e., awards, special recognition at each time period, K-3, 4-6, 7-9,
10-12 grades. Ask them to try to come up with at least two things
that were positive experiences at each level. Example:

K-3 - class monitor/100% attendance
4-6 - safety patrol/participant in school play
7-9 - band leader/pep club/intramural sports star
10-12 - honor roll/chess club, etc.

2. When they do the work experience section, ask them to focus on
responsibilities that they've had in their lifetime. They can use
home, school, paying jobs, and/or volunteer work. Once again, they
are to list at least two positives per category. Examples:

K-3 - care of family pet
- dinner aide (set table, wash dishes)

4-6 - selling Scout cookies/housekeeping
7 9 - babysitting/yard care
lo-12 - gas station attendant/candy striper/tutor

5. For Special Skills: Ask students to reflect on chatacteristics that
would be desirable to an employer and write down at least five
traits or qualities valued.

Example: punctual friendly organized
courteous neat appearance

4. Referencei: Ask students to list three people who think they are
great!

One to two class periods

Reflect on the positives. This activity is a good introduction before hav-
ing them do a real resume. They will also learn the components
necessary for writing any resume.
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social

A JOB FOR ME

Career Education Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will identify personal strengths that can be applied to a future
career.

Objective: Students will identify their positive characteristics.

Materials: ditto or overhead transparency
Dictionary of Occupational Titles

Directions: Have students complete the checklist below.

A. Find a person in the class who has one of the listed abilities and
have them sign their name on the lefthand sidc of it.

B. Each student should try to identify four or five things that describe
him/her.

C. Using this information, students should think of three jobs that
might utilize their three best skills.

D. Students should check back with the classmates that signed their
sheet and see if they have any of the same jobs.

E. Students will evaluate themselves in the righthand co!umn using
the following scale:

No ability = 1 Slight ability = 2 Maybe = 3 Good = 4 Excellent ability = 5

Name of Classmate Who Possesses These Skills My Rating (1-5)

1. athktic ability

2 overall academic performance

3. sense of humor

4. mathematical ability

5. attractive physical appearant

6. public relations skills

7 mechanical ability (ur,e of hands)

8. musical

9. artistic

10. dramatic

11. reading

12. writing

13. thinking

14, scientific ability
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SIGN IN, PLEASE

Subject: Career Education Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Content This activity familiarizes students with desirable personality traits that
Objective: would relate to almost any job.

Social
Objective: Students will pinpoint their personality strengths.

Materials: ditto sheet of suggested form

Directions: 1. When introducing this lesson on desirable personality traits for get-
ting a job done, have students complete the following worksheet.
Students will gather classmates' signatures in the slots provided
beside the personality trait. No one person can sign more than two
traits. The first one that fills up all their signature spots is the winner.

organized prompt
enthusiastic able to accept
self-confident criticism

dependable cooperative

flexible good listener
well-groomed good speaker
motivated follows directions
respects rights & stays on task
property of others honest
patient supportive of
persistent others
friendly diplomatic
good at details thorough
productive creative

consistent
2. Using this activity as an introduction, go through some of the traits

as vocabulary. Also discuss how these can be achieved. Discuss the
kinds of traits needed on the job.

3. End the class on a positive note, and have all students stand in a cir-
cle and very quickly state in one word what personality trait they
think is their most desirable. This activity will take five minutes and
enables everybody to walk out feeling good about themselves.
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SIGN IN, PLEASE

Time: One class period

Notes to This is a really good warm-up activity for starting a unit on desirable

Teacher: work traits.

WHO AM I?

Who Am 1?
Sometimes I am like a shadow,

hiding behind things, afraid to be seen,
At other times I'm bold and brave,

afraid of nothing.
But then there are times when

everything goes wrong and life
seems to be against me.

But the days in my life that count most
are when Ifeel there is nothing
I can't do!

That's when I know who I am,
I'm me and no one else.

By Laura Cavanaugh
San Diego, CA
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

TRANSII1ON

Science Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will appreciate, develop, and become aware
of the interrelationships existing within the human
body.

Students will become aware of ways te deal with
changes in their bodies during puberty. This activity
will enhance their self-confidence.

student journals

1. In lecture format, the teacher should deliver the
information as objectively as possible dealing with
physiological changes in puberty. Most adoles-
cents are going through these changes at approxi-
mately the same time.

2. Teacher can have students enter comments into
their confidential journal twice a week. Once per
week the class can convene in a circular type dis-
cussion (forum), bringing up general topics of im-
portance to all such as:

complexion changes hair growth
height/weight changes sexuality
vocal pitch changes

Once per week for as long as deemed beneficial.

A. Specific structure for class discussion is advised
taking these ideas into consideration:

a) No more than one or two topics at atly one
meeting

b) Serious no laughing
c) Discussions and journals shall be held con-

fidential
d) veryone needs to be there, but a student has

a right to pass on verbal comments

B. Check with district regulations on covering infor-
mation relative to these topics.
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

PEP UP YOUR ENVIRONMENT

Science Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will identify ways their environment can affect their mental
attitude. The effects of light and color will also be evaluated.

This activity is designed to enhance the self-concept /self-awareness of
students.

1. Students will do research on how colors affect people's behaviors
and the effects of positive thinking.

2. Ask students to evaluate their bedrooms at home by using the
following questions to guide their responses.

a) Do you have a place you can call yours?
b) If a stranger walked into your room and didn't know you,

wh-- could he tell about you from your environment?
c) How does it make you feel?
d) What colors are used in the decorating?
e) Is your environment what you would like it to be?
f) Are there some realistic changes that could be made?
g) Are there posters in your room? Why did you choose those

particular ones? Does it tell anything about you as a person?

3. After students evaluate their environment, the teacher could bring
in some concrete ideas on helping students pep up their environ-

ment. Examples:

a) sunshine through a window
b) plants
c) paint walls

d) posters
e) organizations
f) friends & pictures/

make collages

One class period

A. This activity could be a large group discussion, etc. Students can
research how people react to colors. They can read studies done by
others as well as some surveying of classmates' reactions.

B. You might ask a guest speaker to come to class who can do color
analysis for what shades of colors people should wear. This is very
popular and quite interesting.

C. Paint stores, interior decorators, or the art teacher on campus might
provide a good resource.
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

MY SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT

Science Grade Level: Jr . & Sr. High

Students will analyze their school environment as it relates to their in-
dividual needs.

Activity will help students feel more positive about themselves and the
place that they experience daily.

inventory

Ask students to complete the following inventory. Afterward they are
to pick at least one area they would like to improve. Students who have
chosen the same areas might be grouped. Have them develop some
realistic ideas for changing that aspect. Let them develop a plan of ac-
tion. Reinforce the idea that they have options and opportunities to
make positive changes in their lives and physical environments.

Please put a check mark k.,) under one of the headings of often, sometimes, never, to in .
dicate the way you feel about what your school has to offer you as a person.

My School Environment

Does your school offer: often sometimes never

a) classes that make you feel happy to be therc?

b) the ch..nce to use your talents?

c) the chance to develop new talents?

d) a chame to cooperate and work with other
people?

e) to mix with peopie of all races and cultures?

0

g)

h)

i)

j)

k)

to join social clubs (sororities, fraternities, pep
clubs, etc.)?

to join interest groups?

vocational training?

an opportunity to succeed in something?

a place to be with friends?

a comfortable environment
(i.e. , temperature / lighting)?

I)
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MY SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT

1) a chance to interact positively with teachers?

m) support from your teachers?

n) activities that you enjoy after school hours?

o) aid or help when you need it?

academic

social

emotional

Time: One class period

Notes to A. This inventory provides students with an avenue to explore their

Teacher: school environment and how they feel about it. Discussion and
concrete suggestions for improvement might ensue.

B. The inventory could be expanded to a five choice range if students
can handle more variance.

C. Students can add their own questions to the inventory.

D. This information might be shared with the principal to give
him/her some student feedback. Also teachers can use it to identify
areas of needed improvement.
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

FACE UP TO IT

Science Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will develop skills to improve health, skin care, and dental
hygiene.

Students will become more aware of their bodies and how to improve
their assets. Improvement in self-concept will be realized.

toothpaste shampoos creams/soaps

1. Ask everyone to bring in a box or label from theit shampoo,
toothpaste, and soap.

2. Make a group list of ingredients used for each product. Some of
these chemical ingredients may need to be researched by students.

3. Have them compare common ingredients and then find out what
those ingredients do to a person's skin.

4. Do some kind of analysis of what type of skin the students have.
Help them identify the types of ingredients they should be using.

5. Have each student develop a skin care program to follow. Have
them do a pre and post test to measure results of the program. One
example of a pre/post evaluation might be taking a Polaroid pic-
ture before and after the skin care program. They can look for visi-
ble differences.

A call or visit to a cosmologist at a local department store will
provide the t-;:acher with skin evaluation forms.

Another option is to make up yorr owa evaluation instrument
as a class and duplicate enough copies so that each student will have
two. Examples of areas to evaluate might be:

a) dry areas of the face d) coloring
b) oily areas e) condition of hair
c) areas with acne

6. The skin care program should be followed foi six weeks or more.
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FACE UP TO IT

Time: One to two class periods/six week homework project

Notes to A. A cosmologist or dermatologist would be an excellent guest

Teacher: speaker.

B. Teachers should be careful about how they introduce and imple-
ment this lesson if there are students who have very sensitive health

problems.

C. Special health problems may have to be referred to the School
Nurse.

ME, MYSELF, AND I

There are many differeat sides of me
I'm sometimes quiet or rather .'.hy
But sometimes I'm very bola'.
I am a very special person in my own way
I can love with all my heart
and hurt with all my soul.
I can make a quest for my only dream
or I can reach for the highest star
I may be different, strange, or ever weird
But I am a human being. . .I'm alive.

By Laura Cavanaugh
San Diego, CA
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

TARGETING

Science Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. Hign

Students will identify problems, make observations, record data, inter-

pret data, and make predictions based on their work.

Students will learn something new about themselves, Tip y will develop

their own self-improvement contract. /

chart worksheet notebook

1. Students need to choose a hab;' or behavior that th;..y would like to

increase or decrease. This beh )r should relate to improving and
helping them become healthier, better persons, i.e., stop smoking,

lose weight, increase physical fitness, say positive things, improve
athletic ability, improve skin care routine, etc.

2. Ask students to observe this behavior for one week and record the
following information: when it occurs, why it occurs (what triggers

it?), with whom it occurs, how often does it occur? They are to keep a

daily tally,
3. Have students determine a realistic goal for one month.
4. Have them determine how they are going to reward themselves.

5. All of this information should be recorded in a personal notebook.
6. Pair students in groups of 2-4 to act as a support system. They will

help each other monitor their target behaviors.
7. Students will make out a contract based on their individual informa-

tion and determining their goals.
8. Ask students to make a graph on a daily basis to report the frequency

of behavior.
9. Have them analyze weekly in their notebook their progress and ex-

plain why they have (or have not) accomplished their goal. They
should Cien predict their progress for the next week and make sug-

gestions for going forward. This information should also be recorded

in their notebook.
10. If the short term goal is accomplished, at the end of each week

students should be rewarded by their support gtoup, as well as enjoy-

ing previously determined tangible or social reinforcement such as:

going on a date, going to the arcade, going to McDonald's, getting a
special privilege from parents, going to a movie, or having a picnic.

Time: Five-ten minutes per day for a month

S
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TARGETING

Contract Form
46111 4

Name: -

Target Behavior:

Classmates in my Support Group:

Specific things we plan on
doing to support each other:

My for this week is:goal

,

If I thisaccomplish goal:

Weekly Record:

Frequency of Target oehavior

Comments:

- -
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DANCING TO MY TUNE

Subject: Physical Education Grade Level: jr. & Sr. High

Content
Objective: Students will practice various types of dance routines.

Social Students will cooperate with peers as well as be in the
Objective: limelight.

Materials: records or tapes
record player or recorder
mats
costumes (if desired)

Directions: Gear some units specifically toward self-awareness.

Examples: Expressive dance Vaudeville
Eastern type dances Jazz
Karate, Judo

Have students pick out popular melody from an era.
In pairs they can do a gymnastic type routine or
dance. Planning the routine steps, practicing at
home, and creating costumes should be fun as well as
a learning experience. Students can perform for each
other. Peer-evaluation or clapping can be used as
feedback tin the pair that planned and performed the
routine.

Time: Homework project and three to four class periods to
see everyone's routine.

Notes to Many young women and men at junior high level en-
Teacher: joy practicing popular dances as well as making up

their own steps and dances. If boys have a hard time,
encourage gymnastic type routines.
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

GAMES

Physical Education Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will follow directions. This activity reinforces the rules to a
particular game.

This activity will show the non-athletic students that they can enjoy and
be good at a sport.

Electronic or boxed games relative to baseball, football, soccer,
hockey, etc.

This lesson is a good rainy day activity or alternative to a paper and pen-
, cil test. Many students know the rules to the game in question but lack
the gross or fine motor skills to play the game properly. The use of an
electronic or boxed game to illustrate the rules of a game is multi-
sensory as well as reinforcing. Have student, work in pairs or small
groups to avoid having particular students feel like "outcasts." Personal
attention and positive socialization skills are encouraged in this situa-
tion. The destructive powers of a large group dissipate when students
can have a positive experience with different peers on a small group or
dyad basis.

One class period

A. Students who do not have the gross motor skills to win on the field
might be able to be winners in this situation.

B. This approach could be used as a reward for students who did well

on an exam or met a goal in physical education.

C. Stude its can bring their own games from home and share them
with the class.
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LOOKING GOOD

Subject: Physical Education Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Content Students will self-evaluate their physical attributes and limitations.
Objective: They will develop a program for physical self-improvement.

Social
Objective: Students will enhance self-awareness.

Materials: tape measure
form run off
standard chart of measurements

Directions: Each student will be weighed and have their measurements taken
by the teacher during the first week of school, if possible. Information
such as listed in the box below will be recorded. You may wish to ditto
this information as well as other pertinent data on a 5x8" index card for
each student. This will make it look professional; similar to how records
are kept at spas and commercial health clubs.

On Mondays, students will weigh and report their weight
throughout the semester. Measurements will be taken monthly.
Students and the teacher will observe changes in skin complexion and
posture, as well as body weight. Use of a standard chart for
measurements would be helpful to students when they determine their
goals for improvement.

With a partner, have students discuss ways to achieve their goals.
They will then develop an action plan on this exchange of ideas.

This is a good time to relate P.E. to attaining better physical condi-
tions via nutrition, exercise, and positive attitude.

This chart should be maintained and self-monitored weekly.
Students might keep food intake and exercise diaries as well as their
card,

Students who achieve their goals should be given special recogni-
tion and an opportunity to share with others how they did it. This will
provide a model for others as well as positive reinforcement for achiev-
ing students.
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LOOKING GOOD

Here I Am Healthy Ranges Areas I Need Action Plan to Foods to
to Strive for to Work on Achieve Goals Avoid

Weight

Arms

Legs

Chest

Waist

Hips

Comment on
general
posture:
Skin/
complexion:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

Ongoing throughout semester

A. Remember this can be a very sensitive area for students, especially
overweight ones. Make sure you give extra support and reassurance
to these individuals.

B. You might supply or set up a library of magazines and books that
deal with diet, health, and exercise. It's important for the informa-
tion to be accessible to students. Have them read related materials
for homework. Students may also want to contribute articles
they've found from newspapers and magazines.

WAYS TO REACT WHEN I LOSE

When I lose, I'm usually depressed, but after a while it rubs
off Sometimes when I lose it's not really fair, and I get really
mad until I get my way or somebody calms me down, When
other people lose, I try to cheer them up. I really don't like to
lose, but somebody has to,

By Michelle Beyer, Chula Vista, CA
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

RUNNING FOR YOU

Physical Education Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will participate in cardiovascular exercise and attain a higher

level of physical fitness.

Students will increase their proficiency in a sport and feel good about it.

track shoes place for running, measured and mapped out

notebook for each student to keep record charts of performance

This program should be implemented at least three times per week,

10-20 minutes per period.

1. Obtain books, films, and speakers from the Heart Association. Ask

for a representative to come out and talk to the group about the
positive benefits of walking fast or jogging.

2. Next, discuss with students a realistic goal to work toward both as a

group and individuals. (This will vary according to interests and

abilities.)

3. 1st day Everyone runs as far as they can. Have students time each

other and keep track of distances. This information will be recorded

in students' notebooks as a starting point.

4. Have students develop realistic four-week individualized plans.

5. Have students run three times per week around a pre-determined

track.

6. Give students a choice of improving the distance they are running

or the number of laps.

7. After four weeks, students should evaluate themselves and make a

weekly plan for improvement.

8. Progress should be graphed by each student. The culminating ac-
tivity could be to explore fun runs in the community that they
could work towards entering as a class. Afterwards, a class picnic

could be planned.

Time: Unit of study

t)
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Notes to
Teacher:

RUNNING FOR YOU

A. 50- or 100-miler T-shirt might be a special incentive for students.

B. This activity should be viewed as an individual progress plan, not
competition between students. It should be introduced and con-
tinued throughout the year. Students should be reinforced for en-
couraging one another. All progress should be evaluated in rela-
tionship to where the person started.

C. For those that cannot jog, the same system can be used for fast
walking or wheelchair speed and endurance for the handicapped
students.

D. You may wish to use stories such as the one about Glen Cun-
ningham who was nearly burned to death as a child, but as an
adult became America's fastest miler in the 1930's.

E. Avoid using jogging or running laps as a means of punishment for
students. This will defeat the purpose of the program.

WHY BEING PHYSICALLY FIT IS IMPORTANT TO ME

I like being physically fit. It's fun exercising which is one
thing I'm decently good at. It helps me look somewhat better
and keeps me healthy. During the summer I always lose weight
because my family goes camping and there's so much to do all
day long. There's no time to eat, so I lose weight. I also get a
nice tan and my hair gets blonder.

I also like to try to keep ahead of my friends in P,E. They're
usually a little ahead of me in other subjects, so I try to make up
for it in P.E. It's also fun because you just do sports and no
bookwork.

I used to be rather pudgy until the 4th grade, and I didn't
like sports. But then I started playing tackle football with the
kids across the street, and I /6:tied softball, so I am no longer
pudgy.
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JUNK FOOD JUNKIE

Subject: Physical Education Grade Level: Senior High

Content Students will analyze and increase their energy level. They will identify

Objective: factors that relate to being physically fit.

Social
Objective: Students will enhance self-awareness.

Materials: None

Directions: 1. Have students keep a 14-day log of their own food intake, writing

down all meals and between-meal snacks. At the end of each day,

they should estimate caloric intake. During P.E. class, they should

record energy level going into class and again at the end of the
period. In addition, have them evaluate their own performance.

2. Discussion during this time should center around different nutri-

ent': and why they are important for good physical maintenance.

3. Lists of daily activities and calories needed per hour to participate

can be distributed. Students can then subtract the calories they

used from their daily intake to see if they are taking in the right

amount and appropriate high protein foods rather than empty
"junk food" calories.

4. Using this information and new knowledge, the students will try

fbr two weeks to eat more high protein foods, foods with more
nutritional value, foods without sugar and salt, and foods that have

not been processed.

5. Students will then keep track of their energy level and their perfor-

mance at P.E.

6. Students should also note any changes relative to:

a. Complexion b. Skin color

c. Alertness d. Pep and gusto
e. Temperament

7. Finally, have students compare week one with week two.
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JUNK FOOD JUNKIE

Time: One unit of study approximately 5 minutes per period.

Notes to You might make this a competitive project for mutual support.

Teacher: Reward those who comply with the rules. If you choose to make this

competitive, use teams rather than individuals.

DREAMS

The clouds slowly drift by, as I lie
under a tree shading me. Tbe wind
gently blows across my face, while
I dream of my future; standing in
front of a class teaching child,en
with expanding minds; wearing a long,
white wedding gown, walking up an aisle

to meet the one I love. But I may not
last that long, Only God knows,
and I should live my life- day by day,
instead of thinking of the future
or mourning over the past. I should
concentrate on today. Then my life

will mean more to me and otherr.

By Julie Sorgi
San Diego, CA
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Subject:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

GENERAL IDEAS FOR P. E. CLASS

Physical Education Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Self-awareness

P.E. fields and equipment a healthy attitude
a good role model

The following are some general suggestions for P.E. teachers to follow
to help enhance all students' self-concept while still dealing with the
game content and competition of everyday classes.

1. Try to set up a system where students can choose some of the units
of study. In racquet games, if given a choice between racquetball,
tennis, or badminton, students can choose their course of study ac-
cording to what they would enjoy more or achieve more success do-
ing. Build in a self-evaluation section of the grade. Students can
evaluate themselves according to specific criteria that you have
previously set up. This helps students get a more realistic picture of
their own strengths and weaknesses.

2. When charting skills, chart progress, and always reward improve-
ment. Measure individuals as much as possible against themselves.
An explanation of why they should do their best is important to
discuss.

3. Stress to the students the importance of being a good spectator.
One may not have the proper skills to play, but they can have an
important role of rooting others on.

4. Create activities where students can compete against themselves.
There are no winners or losers in this situation. If a student got
three baskets last time, can he/she get four this time?

5. A buddy system may help in certain activities. Pair students
together so that the strong person can help out the weaker one. A
peer tutoring approach might be a good method to practice certain
skills as long as your strong student has enough maturity and self-
confidence so that he/she doesn't feel a need to show off or rub it in.

6. Choose teams according to something 'arbitrary such as colors of
clothing or who had oatmeal for breakfast. This insures a good ran-
dom mixture of abilities on each team. When this task is left to
students, too many feelings are hurt.
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GENERAL IDEAS FOR P.E. CLASS

7. Try to explain and model a healthy competitive spirit. Too often
when one's team loses, the loss gets transferred to the individual
member's self-concept. Talk about such concepts as: "let's try our
best always"; "someone has to lose"; "we can't all be winners all the
time."

8. Explore activities listed in The New Games Book edited by A.
Fluegelman: The Headlands Press, Inc., 1976, or The Cooperative
Sports and Games Book by T. Or lick, Pantheon Books, 1978.

9. Give a special award to students who put forth the most energy.
This practice will emphasize that effort is as important in sports as
the ability to perform at a high level of competence.

10. When planning activities, plan various activities to make different
people shine. Let everyone be a captain. Give those who are not
confident or competent the choice to have someone help them.

11. Set up a program where each team or class gets reinforced with a
certain number of points for winning an event. Reward those who
are good sports and exhibit good sportsmanship with points, also.
This emphasizes the idea that, "It's not important if you win or
lose but how you play the game." Explain on paper as well as orally
what sportsmanship is and the types of behaviors that you will be
looking for.

For example:

a. Sharing equipment
b. Working with a new person
c. No putdowns, just encouragement
d. Shaking hands before and after a competition, etc.

Then set up a chart in the locker room. Reward points at
sporadic intervals according to when you see good sportsmanship.
Remind the class daily which students received points and what
they did to earn it.

Promise the winning class at the end of the semester a special
game, a field trip, or an Olympic Day.

Follow through on individuals that have exhibited good
sportsmanship with special recognition in the form of:

a. Awards
b. (aptain for a day
c. Special privileges to help the teacher, etc.
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OPENING THE DOOR WIDER:
EXAMINING ONE'S OWN
ATTITUDES, FEELINGS,

AND ACTIONS

Chapter V

Methods and strategies included in Chapter V provide opportunities for
students to explore their feelings, attitudes, and actions toward those who seem
unfamiliar or different. The goal is to look past the obvious differences (i.e., skin
color, physical handicaps, etc.) and focus on the strengths and similarities of
others. Lessons in this chapter emphasize the common theme: we all have limita-
tions and weaknesses we strive to overcome, and that this practice is an acceptable
part of life. In the meantime, we capitalize on our strengths and the positive at-
tributes of others.

Many of the lessons encourage previously unfamiliar students to work
together on a particular project. This temporary break-up of pre-existing friends
is intended to find and develop newly-discovered commonalities between class-
mates. Working together in this indirect approach, while striving to attain a
common goal, can become the impetus to opening further communication chan-
nels. The increased proximity and exposure between classmates provided in these
lessons fosters cooperation and true empathy as opposed to pity and sympathy.

Attitudes and feelings are difficult to change but possible. The authors
of Unlocking Doors to Self-Esteem offer the lessons in Chapter V as one step in
breaking down stereotypic barriers in regard to age, sex, handicaps, religion,
race, and culture. A creative and accepting teacher, a po3itive social climate, and
students possessing positive self-esteems are other important keys to "unlocking
doors of friendship." These keys lead to opened communication channels, accep-
tance, and inclusion of all classmates.
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

BRAVE NEW WORLD

English Grade Level: Senior High

Students will identify the plot, characters, and
themes of an assigned novel.

Students will explore their attitudes, feelings and ac-
tions toward others.

paperback copy of Brave New World or another
book with a similar theme.

1. Have students read the book Brave New Worldby
Aldous Huxley. Discuss themes of the book
relative to one's position in society, i.e., alpha,
beta, gamma, delta, etc.

2. Students should then try to empathize with the
different designated sections of the Brave New
World society. A written or oral discussion on
what it would be like to be an alpha or delta, etc.
should take place.

3. Another question to address is: Is there a way for
us to change our position in our society?

A unit of study

Other books that lend themselves nicely to this
discussion are:

a) Lord of the Flies Golding

b) 1984 Orwell

c) Catcher in the Rye Salinger

d) Soul on Ice Cleaver

e) Black Bo,; Wright

1111ED)041:3111
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Subject:

Content
Objecqve:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

FACTS VS. OPINIONS

English Grade Level: Senior High

Students will differentiate between statements which are facts and
those which are opinions. They will analyze the views of editor on the
editorial page.

Students will explore their own opinions. They will learn to present
their opinions without turning other classmates off. They will also prac-
tice being persuasive in a positive manner.

paper
pencil

1. Give out some controversial topics relative to important aspects in
your students' lives. Some examples are:

a. Should we teach subject areas in two different languages?

b. Should school athletes have good grades to get scholarships?

c. Should special education students be in regular education
classes?

d. Should sex education be taught in schools?

e. Should religion or the creation theory be taught in school?

f. Is suspension or expulsioi rom school an effective way to deal
with problem students?

2. Ask students to choose one of the following formats:

a) Team up in groups of four. Ask them to come up with a consen-
sus as an answer to the assigned question. Then ask them to
write an editorial relative to their position. (This is a process ac-
tivity as well as one in which students develop a product.)

b) Give a persuasive speech to the class while taking a stand on an
issue.

3. The goal of this lesson is to present their opinions without turning
others off. Have a group discussion about this aspect of the assign-
ment before they start.
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FACTS VS. OPINIONS

4. Important points they should include are:

a) There may be similarities in goals. What are some of the ap-
proaches to attaining them that are acceptable?

b) Discuss that a view can be a personal one.
c) Listen to another's opinion; try to identify a common ground.

d) Avoid putting the other person on the defensive by being
abusive or name calling.

e) Remember everyone has a right to his/her own opinion.
f) America was founded on four freedoms, one of which is

freedom of speech.

Time: Two to three class periods.

Notes to A. A possible warm-up activity is to have students read editorials from
Teacher: a newspaper in class or as a homework assignment.

B. A panel of adults discussing a controversial topic might present
their views to the class. These individuals could contribute ideas to
a class discussion on the important points to include under #4 of
Directions on this page.

C. A newspaper editor would be an excellent guest speaker.

..,
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

CHILDHOOD MEMORIES

English Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will do a written composition incorporating proper gramthat-
ical components of written expression.

Students will explore their feelings about a problem common to
themselves and others of a similar age. They will utilize problem-
solving skills and attempt to resolve a dilemma.

construction paper markers
colored pencils magazine pictures

Students will design a children's book about a problem that happened
to them as a child. In order to do this they will first have to decide what
will be included this can be done by an outline. The conclusion of
the story should present a resolution to the problem either real or fic-

titious.

Two class periods to one week.

A. This activity can also be implemented in groups as an oral discus-
sion. Students who don't know each other well may come up with
some commonalities of prior experiences.

B. The final product could be shared with younger students or made

as a gift to parents or someone special.

MY GUINEA PIG DIED

My guinea pig died.
Should I or should I not cry?
It's not "only an animal."
They have feelings too.
They live, eat, breathe and drink

like all of us do.
But I still don't know if I should cry.

By Julie Sorgi,

San Diego, CA
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

DARE TO BE DIFFERENT

English Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will draw meaningful conclusions from selected readings and
relate them to their own experiences.

Students will explore their own attitudes, actions and feelings toward

others.

paperback copies ofJonathan Livingston Seagull by Richard Bach,

1. Have students read Jonathan Livingston Seagull for homework.

2. Discuss the story using the following questions:

a) What do you think the moral of the story is?
b) Should people always conform?
c) Why do you think Jonathan had a need to be different ?
d) Do you think all seagulls look and act alike?

e) Do you think all people of one race or culture look or act alike?

0 Do you think all individuals with the same handicapping condi-

tions look or act alike?

3. Develop additional questions that will aid them in generalizing the

concepts of this study to things and experiences in their own lives.

Homework and one class period

BUT I CAN

They say, "I can't run," but I can watch.
They say, "I can't talk," but I can listen.
They say, "I can't build," but I can plan.
They say, "I can't see," but I can imagine.
They say, "I can't read," but I can hear the stories.
They say I can't do much,.
But I can move mountains

.if you help me.

By Tara Nicholson
Oceanside, CA

hi 7
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

IT'S NOT FUNNY

English Grade Level: Jr . & Sr. High

Students will be able to distinguish fact from opinion. They will
become familiar with different sections of the newspaper.

Students will explore racial, political, and sexist prejudices presented in
media.

clipping of cartoons from comic strips and editorial page of the news-
paper, e.g., "Cathy," "Wee Pals," "Sally Forth," "Doonesbury," etc.

1. Students will bring in a copy of the Sunday comics. If they don't
have access to one, they can share. The ensuing discussion should
revolve around what the comic strips say and the attitude and pre-
judices the author is trying to make the readers aware of.

2. Reactior,.. can be written also.

3. Different groups of students should analyze different comic strips.

4. The class can keep a running bulletin board or scrapbook of these
comic strips. These could be classified according to topic at hand,
i.e., racism, sexism, handicapism, stereotypes, poking fun at
public figures, political figures, etc.

One class period or ongoing unit done weekly

A. Discussing the enjoyment students get from reading comics and
funnies in the newspaper can highlight another common pastime
of classmates.

B. It's important to get across to your students that there are often hid-
den meanings or social statements presented in the comic strips

they read.
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KELLY

Friendly, patient, kind, and understanding

Sister to Bret

Loves to swim, ride her nd read

Who feels left out because she can't run

Who feels happy because she can swim

Who feels loved because she has friends
who care about her

Who fears having an accidene with her wheelchair

Who fears people will not accept her
because she's crippled

Who fears going to the doctors

Who would like to see herself walk

Who would like to be able to do things that
normal, healthy children can do.

Who would like to see nothing but the best
come to her family.

Kelly was born with a disease called Osteogenesis Im-
peifecta which means her bones can't grow the way

our bones grow. Yet she tries hard to do the things
that we do. Kelly is a real super woman.

By Paul Northeimer
San Diego, CA

r
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A NEW CLASSMATE

Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Drama and
Communications

Students will develop the ability to work in a spirit of
cooperation within a group. They will solve problems
involving time factoib in order to complete a given
task.

Students will be forced to look past the obvious. They
will explore attitudes, feelings and actions toward
those who are different.

Grade Level: Jr. & Sr, High

situation cards props if needed or desired

1. Divide students into groups of four or five. Give
them one of the following situation cards. Give
them five minutes to plan their presentation
without any teacher explanation or expectations.
Students will then role play the situation in front
of the class.

Suggested Situation Cards to Role Play:

I am an eighth grader. Reading has always been
difficult for me. I don't like school much and I
fool around in class a lot. Sometimes the teacher
hassles me and the whole class is watching, so I act
like it's just a big joke. I really feel dumb and I
hate school.

I am a diabetic. I look just like you do and I can
do everything that you guys can. My body has a
hard time processing sugar properly. I am not
supposed to eat sweet, sugary things such as soda,
ice cream, candy, and cakes. If I do, it can be very
bad for me.
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A NEW CLASSMATE

This fema'e student practices a religion that believes that

dancing ahd wearing slacks are sins. The class has just earned

some money and one idea is to have a special western dance

just for the 7th grade.

I just got admitted to a regular PE class in school. This is a big

thing for me, because a few years ago I was in a car accident

and lost my right arm. That was really hard because I used to

be the star of my little league. Well, tiw they are picking
teams for a class intramural competition. I wonder if anyone is

going to choose me?

2. A class dicrussion should take place revolving around the following

questions: How would the new classmates feel? What are some

alternatives for coping with the situation?

3. Students should then be given the opportunity to reenact the skit.

(Expect students to overprotect and nurture the student this time.)

4. A third try should be given. This will show the complete cycle

students will go through.

Time: Two to ti. .T periods (One to two period., role-playing, one period for

discussion)

Notes to Most likely the students will progress through three stages when doing

Teacher: this activity: rejection, oversympathy, and finally appropriate treatment.



Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

OUTER SELF

Drama and Communications Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will do a self-evaluation, and receive feedback from others.
They will discuss how their moods affect their means of dress.

Students will explore their own attitudes, feelings, and actions toward
themselves and others.

cht cklist (form attached)

Students will enter class and take five minutes to reflect upon their
day. They will write how they felt when they got up this morning.
This is a personal exercise and will not be sharcd with others.

2. Students will then jot down what they are wearing that day and
how they feel about each item that they have on.

3. Questions to provoke thoughts and discussions are:

a. Is there a relationship between what you have on today and how
you felt this morning?

b. What are you saying to others in your choice of clothes today?

c. How are others seeing you?

4. Students will interview five other students of their choice and ask
them, 'Judging from the clothes I have on, what kind of mood do
you think I'm in? Am I representing myself the best way I can? Any

suggestions? A sample of an anonymous checklist that students
may use has been included below:

a. Wlwre is it appropriate to wear what is

wearing? school , church , ballgame , date
, work , home , other

b. What mood do you think he/she was in when dressing this
morning?

c. Give two suggestions for improvement

Time: One to two class periods
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OUTER SELF

Notes to A. Depending on your students' maturity level, you may wish to

Teacher: preface this activity with a projection type exercise using characters

from an existing script. Plays that may be relevant are:

The Put-Down Pro
The Big Hassle by Jack Canario,

Janus Book Publishers,
Hayward, CA

Discuss the characters in th .. play in terms of their attitudes, per-
sonalities, how they see themselves, and how others see them. Fur-

ther discuss what kinds of clothes would project their attitudes and

perceptions.

B. A TV program that will facilitate the social and academic objectives
of this lesson might be "The Facts of Life." Then discuss in class

how each character dresses a9d how their choice of dress reflects

their feelings about themselves and the image they are projecting to

others.



Subject:

Content
Objective:

LEARNING FROM THE MEDIA

Drama and Communications Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will develop an appreciation and understanding of drama, in-
cluding its background, history, acting principles, and production
techniques.

Students will develop an interest in dramatic literature and dramatic
performance as a part of their cultural lifestyle.

Social Students will explore their own attitudes, feelings, and actions toward
Objective: those who are different,

Materials: None

Directions: 1. Teachers and students should be encouraged or required to view
contemporary local and national theatrical productions, movies,
and TV performances dealing with the following themes:

Films Dealing with
Handicapping Conditions

All God's Children
Butterflies are Free
A Patch of Blue
Coming Home
A Day in the Life of

Bonnie Consolo
Circle of Children
Sunrise
Sybil
Three Faces of Eve

signing/deaf
blind
blind

physical

physical
emotional

autism
emotional
emotional

If You Could See What I Hear blind
Who Are the Debolts? multihandicapped
Elephant Man physical
Miracle Worker blind/deaf

Films Dealing With
Cultuk al Differences

Zoot Suit
West Side Story
Fiddler on the Roof
My Fair Lady
Roots
Guess Who's Coming to Din-
ner?
To Sir, With Love
Chariots of Fire

Films Dealing with Aging
On Golden Pond
Tribute
Sunshine Boys
Going in Style

Films Dealing with Sex Differences
Nine to Five

Kramer vs. Kramer
Unmarried Woman

2. Class discussion should ensue.
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LEARNING FROM THE MEDIA

Time: A unit of study

Notes to A. Field trips can be taken.
Teacher: B. One of these stories could be used in a class production for the year.

C. Students could be required to write a review for the school news-
paper or class newsletter.

D. Check local afternoon TV listings. Sometimes there are some good
older films that would be applicable.
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

FOCUS ON THE POSITIVES
OF OTHERS

Drama and Communications Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will experience the development and writing of a skit. Given a
certain situation, students will take an idea and express it on paper
formulating a five-minute skit.

Students will focus on each other's positive strengths. They will explore
their own attitudes, feelings, and actions toward those who appear to
be different.

cards envelopes

1. Begin this lesson with a discussion on stereotypes relative to age,
handicaps, culture, sex, and race. Discuss the fact that stereotypes
can be positive or - -gative. Get some students to share their ex-
periences and feelit js with the class in a non-threatening environ-
ment.

2. Next, divide the class into small groups of 3 to 4 students.

3. Then give each group an envelope with an index card in it. The card
has one theme that they need to focus on. Possible themes are: sex,
age, race, handicap of any type.

4. Given that card, the group will brainstorm with each other all the
positive things that they can think of when dealing with the par-
ticular population.

5. Students will then write a skit that will demonstrate popular posi-
tive attitudes about their assigned population. This can be done as
a group assignment and will take one to two class periods.

6. Scripts should be read, evaluated, and given feedback by teacher
prior to a class presentation. This procedure will guarantee that on-
ly the positive attributes are presented in the skits.

7. Students present their skits. Pe- rs will list and comment on the
positives that may have surfaceu in their classmates' skits.

8. A culminating discussion on stereotypes can take place with a focus
on looking at the strengths of each individual rather than constant-
ly trying to put them into a group.
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FOCUS ON THE POSITIVES
OF OTHERS

Time: Four to five class periods including preparation time. Prep time and
writing the skit can be incorporated into a group project or homework
assignment.

Notes to Stereotypes are a part of life. Focusing on the positive ones and
Teacher: downplaying the negative ones can be a beginning to breaking down

some barriers between students.

CINQUAIN

Lonely People
Insecure, unaccepted
Waiting, aging, dying.
All they have is their faith and hope
The Wasted.

The Physically Handicapped
Different, "Not Normal"
Dying, hoping, succeeding
A sign of hope and inspiration
Unbreakable spirit.

By Alex Bleza
San Diego, CA
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WHAT ARE WE REALLY SAYING?

Subject: Drama and Communication Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Content Students will realize the effect that a performance (media) has on the
Objective: audience or observer. They will pinpoint what is being communicated.

Social Students will become aware of what various forms of media are pro-
Objective: moting in their commercials dealing with stereotypes, individual roles,

erc

Materials: opaque projector

Directions: 1. The goals of this lesson are to have students interpret advertising
techniques used by the advertiser in magazines, TV, newspapers,
and other forms of mass media.
To .acilitate this, teacher should bring in examples from magazines
of advertisements depicting one of the following populations in a
negative light also some in a positive or changing light (handi-
capped, female, young person, old person, black, Chicano, etc.). A
discussion revolving around the following questions should in-
troduce this lesson.

a) What is being shown? (What are they advertising?)
b) klow do you feel seeing it?
c) What is the advertisemenr really saying?

2. Give students a homework assignment to look through any
available magazines, newspapers, comic strips, etc. They are to
choose an example one positive and one negative to share
with the class on the opaque projector. They are to think about why
they chose those pictures and explain their conceptions to their
classmates. Students can also hand in a short, one-page synopsis for
the teacher.

3. After they have done this activity, students can start to observe
what is going on in their own lives the kinds of input they are
getting from other forms of media TV, plays, radio, etc. What
are these mediums really representing? What types of stereotypes
are they perpetuating? Are there any changes taking place?

Tine: Two to three class periods

Notes to This is a good activity to introduce students to another form of media
Teacher: the opaque projector.
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HANDICAPS DON'T HAVE
TO BE LIMIENG

Subject: Social Science Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Content Students will identify contributions of different
Objective: members of society.

Social Students will realize that they all have disabilities and
Objective: that many can be overcome.

Materials: guest speaker someone who has an obvious
physical handicap, but leads a productive life in
spite of the disability.

Directions: 1 . Invite a guest speaker who has a handicap to talk
to the class. Have the guest speaker tell about us-
ing strengths to ovelcome weaknesses and limita-
tions.

2. On the following day have a cbss discussion
focusing on the fact that everyone has disabilities
although many are not as obvious as those of the
guest speaker.

3. Students will then evaluate themselves as to their
strengths and limitations in these four areas:
emotional, social, physical, and educational.

4. They will then list two strengths and two
weaknesses in each area.

5. They will note a way to improve each weakness as
a homework assignment.

Time: Two to three class periods

Notes to A. A list of resources or places students may go that
Teacher: are available to aid them in accomplishing their

goals may be provided.

B. Ask the special educator in your schools to pro-
vide you with a list of guest speakers in your area.
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

PEOPLE IN THE NEWS

Social Science Grade Level: Senior High

Students will summarize current events orally or in writing.

Students will explore their attitudes, feelings, and actions toward

others focusing on the positive, i.e., what an individual can do.

bulletin board newspaper articles 6 magazine articles

1. For a month prior to this activity, students should collect articks
from magazines and newspapers dealing with people overcoming
weaknesses or challenges. This will create a general classroom
awareness and appreciation.
Examples: a) an individual with a handicapping condition overcom-
ing or compensating for his handicap, b) efforts of minorities (racial,

cultural) to attain equality in an adverse situation.

2. Students will collect five different articles on same theme (a or b)

and summarize them orally or in writing. An oral evaluation may
lend itself to better peer discussion and integration of the social ob-
jective,

One month

WHY PM PROUD TO BE AN AMERICAN

I am an American! In those few words I express freedom,
love, free agency, freedom of speech, and so much more. In
these few words I show ideals that people have fought and lived
for and others have 16 light and died 16 r,

America is the country I love, Ire are not under a dictator-
ship or monarchy. Our government is a democracy so we choose
our leaders and we speak our minds. We live lives of freedom

and opportunity.
This was made possible by people who bad dreams of

freedom. They made those dreams into goals, and those goals

became America. Be proud to say "I am an American," for you

By Amber Callahan, Chula Vista, CA
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

TAKING A STAND

Social Science Grade Level: Senior High

Students will familiarize themselves with their citizen responsibilities.
They will gain knowledge of their democratic rights and freedoms.
They will analyze current federal, state and local problems.

Students will gain a greater understanding of their attitudes, feelings
and actions toward individuals with handicaps. They will gain
awareness of political issues that directly affect them or their classmates.

paper and pencil library
copies of laws relative to topics of interest

1. Have students research one of the following topics or any others

that involve discriminatory practices:

a) Job discrimination relative to hiring the handicapped.

b) Integration of special education students into the regular class.

c) Provisions of differential standards for graduation for Special

Education students.

2. Encourage them to take a stand on the issue. Have students write
their Congressman/woman relative to their opinions.

One to two weeks

A. A class debate might be an interesting enrichment project.

B. The entire class may wish to give support for a specific bill going
through the legislative process. Discuss how to go about getting in-

volved and try it.
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te,
Subject:

Content
Objective:

Sochi
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

ROLLING TO WIN

Social Science Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will develop an empirical approach toward thinking and
respect the opinions of others who, through the same process, have
reached different conclusions.

Students will explore their attitudes, feelings, and actions toward
others.

one die

1. Students will participate in a discussion to answer the following
question: If they were given three wishes, what would they be?

2 Representatives from the class will be called upon to roll the die.
Depending on the number rolled, students will take the role of one
of the following:

a) If students roll a 1, then they will take the role of an adopted
child whose real parents are dead.

b) If students roll a 2, then they will take the role of a student who

is blind.
c) If students roll a 3, then they will take the role of a Vietnqmese

refugee.

d) If a 4 is rolled: a student who is mentally retarded.

e) If a 5 is rolled: a very rich child.

f) If a 6 is rolled: an 80-year-old person.

Students will then try to empathize with the situation called for

and discuss how their wishes would change if they found
themselves in one of thc six categories.

One to two class periods

Role keys can be changed according to pertinent subject of interest to
the class, i.e., historical or geographical aspects of people living in their

community.
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

STEREOTYPES

Social Science Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students rill begin valuing attitudes and behavior that enable men to
relate to enrh other as human beings, rather than as stereotyped images.

Students will focus on physical cultural characteristics.

butcher paper or blackboard markers

1. Students will break into small workable groups (No more than

five).

2. Teacher will provide a list of five cultures and/or races represented in
their geographical location or discussed in a student text.

3. Students will brainstorm and list stereotypes they have about each
culture/race. They can tape their group lists in proper culture

category on the chalkboard or on butcher paper.

The class will ien compare lists and see which things appear most
often.

4. A class discussion of stereotypes and prejudices that everyone has

can ensue. Now students will be asked to identify someone they
know who doesn't fit the stereotype.

5. Concepts for discussion include:

a) Stereotypes perpetuate negative connotati,,ns.

b) Stereotypes affect a person's individual self-concept.

c) Our goal is to look past traditional stereotypes.

d) Gut reactions and group discussion should be encouraged.

One to two class periods

A. One way to get students to internalize this subject matter is to have
them anonymously write their gut reactions. Have them tell what
stereotypes they think people put them in and how they feel about

it.

B. This activity can be modified to deal with handicap stereotypes,
successful person stereotypes, ethnic, or minority stereotypes.
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

GETTING ALONG

Career Education Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will identify communication skills needed to
get along with co-workers.

Stud:nts will explore their own attitudes, feelings,
and actions toward others.

situation cards

1. Put students in dyads. Give each pair a situation
in which there is a disagreement between co-
workers.

EXAMPLES:

a. Worker A doesn't believe that co-worker B has
kJdone his share of the work.

b. Worker A thinks co-worker B took credit for
something he (A) did.

c. Co-workers A and B are competing for the
same promotion.

d. Worker A was chosen to take a trip that co-
worker B wanted to take.

3. Have them solve the problem in a positive man-
ner. Compromising may be necessary by both
parties.

4. As a class, allow pairs to share their solutions.
Since other classmates will be analyzing the same
situation, have them compare their approaches.
Discuss the importance of getting along with
others on the job.

Time: One to two class periods

Notes to An entire lesson can be done on effective communica-
Teacher: tion techniques. Thomas Gordon has excellent books

that provide specific strategies that can be taught to
your students.



Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

WHO'S QUALIFIED?

Career Education Grade Level: Seitior High

Students will develop an awareness of others' qualifications. Students
will also become familiar with the major laws that govern employment.

Students will explure their attitudes, feelings, and actions.

paper pencils

1. As an introchrtion to this lesson, have students do a homework

project in which they do a library search on laws that govern hiring

practices in their state. Have each student focus on information
pertaining to one of the following areas:

a. Sex

b. Handicapped persons

c. Race

d. Age
2. As a class, have students discuss discriminating hiring practices.

a. Why are these practices perpetuated?

b. Why was there a need to have laws governing these practices?

c. Are these laws ever abused by the employees?

d. What recourse do you have if this happens to you for one of the

above reasons?

Homework assignment and one class period

There is an excellent video-tape or film called A Different Approach

that would be beneficial to show and discuss. The tape can be ordered

from:
South Bay Mayor's Committee
for Employment of the Handicapped
2409 North Sepulveda
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
(213) 545-4596
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

GET THE JOB DONE (Part 1)

Career Education Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will explore different career options relative to the skills re-
quired for specific positions. They will practice intcrviewing tech-

niques.

Students will familiarize themselves with how to rebte to possible
employers.

paper pencil

1. Have students search their neighborhood far a place of employ-
ment (grocery store, secretarial services, xerox place, etc.). Ask
them to choose one type of position within that establishment.
Have them interview a representative of that nosition to find out
what it is that they do. The following list will direct their question-

ing:
Specific Questions for Students to Ask

a) What is your job description?
b) What specific skills are needed? (e.g., personality traits/tasks

required)
c) What in your background helped you attain the present posi-

tion?
d) What advice would you give someone who is interested in this

profession?
2. Ask students to complete a form similar to the one below when in-

terviewing:
a. Place of employment

Person interviewed
Job title
Work hours
Transportation used to get to work_
Any benefits provided for transportation
Hourly wage
Rest breaks provided on the job
Benefits such as insurance , etc.

b. Please comment on the following:
elevators steps required height of counters
ramps access to restroom entrance to building
existence of railings availability of food

Time: Half of a class period to explain assignment. Homework assignment.
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

GET THE JOB DONE (Part 2)

Career Education Grqde Level: Jr.. or Sr. High

Students will explore different careeer options relative to the skills re-
quired for various positions.

Students will explore some positive actions and modifications that can
be made to accommodate a person with a particular limitation.

index cards

1. Students should come back to class with the prescribed information
requested in part one. Each student will then choose an index card
provided with an identity to assume written on it. They will then
analyze the pros and cons of this individual taking a job in the place
that they have researched.

2. After they have analyzed the pros and cons, they should list 3
realistic accommodations that could be done to enable this person
to work in the environment studied. Examples for index cards:

a. a female who is paralyzed and uses a wheelchair

b. a male, age 40, who doesn't have use of his right hand

c. a man, 68, who walks with a cane

d. a woman who is 7 months pregnant

e. a diabetic

f. someone who has asthma

g. a 16-year-old school dropout

h. someone who only knows one language and it's not English

3. A group discussion should occur after students have made their
decisions and recommendations. Listed below are some concepts
that should be brought out.

a. People shouldn't be denied a job because of a characteristic or
trait that they possess, especially ones that they don't have too
much control over.

b. Some accommodations are easy and should be encouraged.

c. Not every job is for everyone.

d. One must have realistic expectations for oneself when looking

for a job.

Two to three class periods
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The Inside, The True Person
By Paul Kreul

San Diego, CA
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Directions:

OPTIMISM VS. PESSIMISM

Career Education Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will acknowledge the importance of positive attitudes in get-

ting and keeping a job.

Students will discuss how attitudes affect one's behavior. They will ex-

plore their own attitudes and feelings toward self and others.

1. Have all students define the terms "positive attitude" and "negative

attitude" on a piece of paper and give an example of both.

2. Have a class discussion abcut how important it is to have a positive
attitude toward getting a job and keeping it. Discuss the self-
fulfilling prophecy as it relates to self and others.

3. Teacher will make the following list on the chalkboard:

a. the boss d. the workplace
b. hours e. salary
c. co-workers
(List can be expanded from discussion.)

4. Students will arrange desks in a circle. Each student will then have

to create a negative statement dealing with an assigned topic from
above. Five students will take topic one, five topic two, etc., so that

all students have a chance to verbalize a negative attitude about one

aspect relative to getting or keeping a job.

5. Next, students will look at the same statement they made and
revise it so that they verbalize a positive attitude.

6. Discuss the following concepts:

a) How did you feel making the negative statement?

b) How did you feel hearing all the negative comments?

c) Do you think having a positive attitude about yourself and
others would help you get a job? Or keep a job? Why?

d) How does what we say affect what we do?

e) How can we help our co-workers who complain look at things a

bit more positively?
0 What can you do as an individual not to perpetuate negative at-

titudes?

Time: One to two class periods
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CRITICISM CAN BE HELPFUL

Subject: Career Education Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Content Students will discuss ways to accept and utilize criticism to their advan-

Objective: tage.

Social Students will explore their own attitudes, feelings, and actions toward

Objective: themselves and others, i.e., school, job, peers.

Materials: ditto with story situations

Directions: 1. The following situations are given as a warm-up activity to begin

this lesson. These situations can be put on the blackboard or on a
ditto. Each student needs to read the situation and react to it on

paper. No prompting from the teacher is needed at this point.

a. School
Roberta knows that part of her grade in social science is going to

be based on oral class participation and attendance. She usually
sits in the back of the room and just listens. Half way through the
grading period the teacher indicates she has not been doing her
job and that Roberta is expected to answer more oral questions.

b. Job
Miguel is working as a cashier at the local 24-hour market. Many

of his friends stop by to patronize the store. However, the boss
criticizes him for not giving the correct change and blames it on
his socializing with the customers rather than paying attention

to his job.

c. Classmates
Evangela tells Sue Ellen that she overheard the teacher say that
her friend Amanda was going to fail the course if she did not
make at least 80% on the next test. Evangela tells Sue Ellen not

to tell Amanda. Sue Ellen tells Amanda so that she'll study.
Evangela finds out and criticizes Sue Ellen for having a "big

mouth' and "not being able to keep a secret."
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CRITICISM CAN BE HELPFUL ,a,titriot

2. After students have reacted to the situations, a class discussion
should ensue. Make sure the class discusses possible steps to follow

when they receive criticism. Some possibilities are listed below:

a. Listen to everything the person is saying. Stay calm and open-
minded. Avoid interrupting. Don't feel you have to reply right

away.

b. Think about what was said and how it was said. Determine
what the objective of the criticizer was. Was he angry? Jealous?
Trying to be helpful? Doing his job, etc.?

c. What can you do or say that will help you deal with the prob-
lem appropriately? Students need to brainstorm some ideas.

Examples:

Ignore the problem it's not your problem.

Communicate with the criticizer some options so that you
can correct problem.
Be assertive to criticizers. Let them know why you made your
decisions. Be firm.

3. After discussing each situation, have students turn their papers
over and resolve situations in a more appropriate manner.

Time: One to two class periods
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USING AND ABUSING

Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Science Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will list and explain the physiological effects
and psychological reasons behind the use and abuse
of drugs and other chemical substances.

Students will explore their own attitudes, feelings,
and actions toward others involved in drugs and
toward participating themselves.

5" x 8" index cards 20 cards per group/5-6
students in a group.

This is a good introductory activity when beginning a
unit of study on drug uses and misuses. The activity
provides the teacher with insight as to what students'
attitudes are about the use and misuse of drugs as well
as their actual knowledge of this topic.

Go through the class and give every student a number
in sequences 1-6. Group the students around tables or
desks according to their number (e.g., all ones
together, all twos together, etc.). Each group receives
a stack of cards with the 20 different statements listed
below. One statement will appear on each card.
Studcnts then have the task of coming to a group con-
sensus on dividing the cards into the following three
stacks: 1) agree, 2) disagree, and 3) undecided.
Statements on cards:

1. is rude to refuse a joint.
2. It seems that if you want to be popular you ha'', e

to drink or take drugs.
3. LSD has no medical uses.
4. It's better for non-drug takers to leave parties at

which drugs are used.
5. Non-drug users nr non-drinkers shruld be asser-

tive in refusing to participate anu explain their
viewpoint.

6. It is preferrable to drink than to use other mind-
altering drugs.

7. PCP is used by veterinarians in treating animals.
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USING AND ABUSING

8. Cocaine is addictive.
9. Sugar can be considered a drug.

10. When people are "high" they are a lot of fun.
11. Smoking pot gives you a sore throat.
12. After smoking one marijuana cigarette, it is safe to drive.
13. Getting high and getting drunk are different experiences.
14, Most drinkers feel a little uncomfortable with non-drinkers at a

party.
15. You can't change a drug user or a drinker unless they want to give

it up.
16. Fifty percent of the fatalities in auto accidents are substance abuse

rdated.
17. One out of five youths (ages 14-17) who drink are problem

drinkers.
18. Marijuana promotes a physical dependence.
19. If you are with someone who is on a "bad trip" you should call their

parents first.
20. Mixing drugs and alcohol gives you a better "high."

Time: One to two class periods

Notes to A. This procedure enables students to explore their own ideas, feel-

Teacher: ings, and misconceptions which inevitably will be shared with
others in the group. Also, students will see what their peers actual-
ly know and don't know about drugs. You can make up your own
questions and play the game again at the end of the unit of study.

B. Guidance Associates has some excellent filmstrips and cassettes in
the area of drug education:

"Marijuana: Facts, Myths and Decisions"
"Drug Information"
"High on Life"
"Me, Myself, and Drugs"
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"NEVER"

Some of the most wonderful stories to
read are about the "never" children,

The child the doctors say will "never"
walk, who runs a marathon.

The child doctors say will "never" speak,
who sings majestically.

The child doctors say will "never" be
able to use his hands, who writes
masterpieces or plays the piano with
force . . yet gentle smoothness.

But what about those who don't have
any special gifts? Maybe they are run-
ning and swimming and playing . . . on
the inside,

By Cynthia Rainbolt
San Diego, CA
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

UNDERSTANDING OUR BODIES

Science Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will identify different parts of their anatomy, especially those

relating to their respiratory system, digestive tract, and brain function.

Students will develop a positive attitude towards others. They will iden-

tify handicapping conditions in a positive manner.

textbook
brochures

speakers from community agencies

films

1. When students are studying the parts of the body and how they

work, make sure they also study the handicapping conditions that

exist when a part malfunctions.

2. In a discussion, bring out the incidence rate of each condition. Also

discuss why thes conditions are not diseases that happen to others

but occur randomly within a large population.

3. Bring in speakers from American Diabetes Association, Epilepsy

Foundation of America, United Cerebral Pals'', Assn. or any other

agency that deals with the handicapping condition being studied.

They can provide movies, pamphlets, and other information.

4. Ask them to share information on preventative emergency pro-

cedures and what to do if someone has a problem in or out of the

classroom.

One to two class periods.

Contact a special educator to get a list of local agencies that provide

speakers, brochures and /or films on any handicapping condition you

might wish to discuss with your students.
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

WHAT IT'S LIKE
TO BE HANDICAPPED

Science Grade Level: Jr, & Sr. High

Students will identify how different parts of their body work and
don't work. Particular emphasis will be on their eyes, ears, throat,
and voice.

Students will foster positive attitudes toward individuals who are
blind, deaf or hard of hearing, or who have speech and/or language
problems.

blindfolds (enough for six students)
cotton balls (two per classmate)

1. When the class is studying the eyes, ears, throat and voice, bring in

the concept of problems that might affect their performance.

2. Divide the class into three groups. Have each student pair up with
one other person within their assigned group. Groups will rotate to
each of the following activities:

a) What it's like to be blind.
b) What it's like to be deaf or hard of hearing.
c) What it's like to have trouble speaking or using language.

3. Set up learning centers in your classroom. At each station students
will do the following:

a) What it's like to be blind. Have one partner wear a blindfold
while the other partner leads him/her around the room. The
blindfolded partner will do the following activities with
guidance from his sighted partner: 1) write his/her name on the
chalkboard; 2) pick up his/her books; 3) open the door; 4) get a
drink of water; 5) walk up and down steps. Then the partners
change places.

b. What it's like to be deaf or hard of hearing. Have one student
put cotton in his/her ears. The other student will say a sentence
very quietly without looking at the person. See if he /she can
guess what was said. Next time have them communicate
something they want without using words (e.g., hand gestures,
head movement, lip movement). Have students exchange tasks.

c. What it's like to have trouble speaking. Have one partner read
something from the textbook with his tongue touching the roof
of his mouth. Can the partner understand? Exchange places.
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WHAT IT'S LIKE
TO BE HANDICAPPED

4. After all students have experienced what it's like to have these
handicaps, have a group discussion dealing with the following
ideas:

a. How did they feel?

b. Would learning be harder for them if they had these handi-
caps?

c. What are the aids, appliances, or machines that could help
these individuals compensate for their loss?

d. What are possible causes of each handicapping condition?

Time: Two to four class periods
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A BALANCED MEAL

Subject: Science Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Content Students will familiarize themselves with the basic food groups and

Objective: components of sound nutrition.

Social Students will explore their own attitudes, feelings, and actions relative

Objective: to other cultures.

Materials: cookbooks from different cultures
magazines such as Sunset, Southern Living, Good Housekeeping,
etc.

Directions: 1. Students will divide into groups of four or five. Each group will take
a different culture.

2. Students will apply the information they learn about nutrition in
their science book to the choice of menus for their culture. Some
background research may be necessary prior to beginning this

lesson.

3. Students will look through their books and magazines and come up
with a daily menu for their culture. They will then identify which

food group each food item belongs to.

4. Discussion and nutritional evaluation should follow emphasizing
different methods to achieve good balanced nutrition.

Time: Two class periods or a homework activity

Notes to A. Students should be grouped randomly so that members of the par-

Teacher: ticular cultures being studied are dispersed throughout the class.

This will familiarize students with someth:ng new to them and will

help them examine their attitudes toward others.

13. Students can cook one item on their menu to share with classmates,

C. This activity can be one small part of a larger "Culture Fair" to be
held in conjunction with Social Science and English Departments.

D. An interesting bulletin board of foods and cultures lends itself to

this activity.
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FROM SCIENCE TO DAILY LIVING

Subject: Science Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Content Students will relate the scientific method to problem solving in real life
Objective: situations.

Social Students will explore their own attitudes, feelings, and actions toward
Objective: others. They will become more objective before drawing conclusions

about relationships. They will be able to support their attitudes with
objective data.

Directions: 1 . Introduce the steps involved in doing an experiment, i.e., "the
scientific method to solving a problem."

a. Problem
b. Hypothesis
c. Experiment exploration
d. Observation
e. Conclusion
Now relate these steps to Problem Solving strategies used in real-
life daily situations:

a. Identify the problem.
b. Generate all possible solutions.
c. Evaluate each solution.
d. Decide on one solution to follow.
c. Implement the solution.
f. Evaluate its effectiveness.

2. Lead a discussion which will help students see that the scientific
method is valuable in their daily lives as well as in the "lab." In the
discussion focus on: a) the differences between opinions and facts,
b) the importance of open-mindedness, and c) the need to look at
numerous options before coming to a conclusion or making a final

decision.

3. Some examples that could be discussed in detail to reinforce the
new skills are:

a. Prejudices reinforced by family
b. Barriers to widening your opportunities
c. Risk taking
d. Broadening friendship circles

Time: One to two class periods
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Let It All Out

By Michael Moeller
San Diego, CA



FLOOR TO MY KNEE

All my life I could not see
Anything from the floor to my knee.

There if nothing there.
I say, "I don't care."

But it hurts inside.
I'm very brave; I won't hide,

I can't run, or walk, or jump, or play
But I swear to myself I will one day.

By Tara Nicholson
Oceanside, CA
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MIX-UP

Subject: Physical Education Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Content Students will participate in current unit team game
Objective: such as: soccer, basketball, football, field hockey, or

softball.

Social Students will experience not being the best in

Objective: something. Stuo nts will gain an awareness of feel-
ings for the person that's not very athletic.

Materials: equipment needed to play the chosen sport

Directions: 1. The object of this lesson is to have students play
the position they play the worst, i.e., if you have a
good pitcher, put him in an outfield position that
he would have a hard time doing well. Sugges-
tions for selection of positions follows:

a. Draw a position from a hat.
b. If teacher knows students' abilities well, then

the teacher could assign them to a position
that isn't optimal.

c. Have students .Nrite their name and positions
they prefer to play. Then when assigning posi-
tions, make sure not to allow them to play any
positions they listed.

2. During the game, the teacher should make notes
and grade students for their poor performance.

3. A class ,liscussion should follow focusing on the
followiag questions:

a. How would you feel being graded on
something you don't feel is a strength?

b. Was your interest in this game as high as in a
game where you're playing your strongest
-)osition?

c. Did your teammates treat you any differently
today?

d. Dc you know anyone who might feel like this
all the time? Don't tell us who.

e. How do you think they feel?

5
4 2
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MIX-UP

f. How do you treat them?

g. What could you do as a teammate to help this person to feel

more comfortable in physical education class? Examples that

might be considered are:

Practice with the person

Focus on positives. Cheer others on and ignore it when
they make a mistake.
No yelling to make the person more nervous -- give en-

couragement to your classmates.

Switch positions. Don't focus as much on winning or los-
ing but how the game was played.

Time: One class period

Notes to For students who are good at all positions, have them use their non-

Teacher: dominant hand to play the game.
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WAYs TO REACT WHEN YOU LOSE

Ways to react when I lose are to stay calm, not talk to
anyone, and most of all to st4\away from people. When I lose,
my dad says I'm one of the pbrest losers he has ever seen.

I think I'm a poor loser because of my striving to be better
than my opponent. If I'm beat I think that I could have done
better with myself It makes me feel like I'm "no good" or that
anybody can just come along, play better than me, and beat me.

In basketball when I play I do the best I can because it is
personal pride for me to be better than the other person. During
the games I run until it hurts to breathe; I take people on
defense who aren't my assignments. I raise my teammates'
spirits so they will play better and want to win. The reason I do
this is simple. If the other people on the team see me working as
hard as I can and making the team feel as though it is important
to win, they will tty harder themselves to win. "If I do win, then
I don't have to worry about how to react when I lose."

By Greg Matthews
Chula Vista, CA
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

LOSING DOESN'T MEAN
YOU ARE A "LOSER"

Physical Education Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will learn the rules of the game and the rules of good sports-

manship.

This activity fosters positive interactions with all people involved in the

sport not just the student's team.

butcher paper tape markers

1. Each time a new game is introduced to the class, the rules of good
sportsmanship should be covered concurrently with the rules of the

game.

a) How to play
b) How to win
c) 1-Tow to lose

Brainstorming is a good technique for developing a class set of rules

for good sportsmanship behavior for any game; e.g., in baseball

you don't throw the bat; shake the hand of the person closest to you

who is a member of the opposing team and thank him/her for a
good game; and separate the game from your own personal worth.

15-20 minutes

A. Students would benefit from keeping an ongoing binder with rules

of games and good sportsmanship-like behavior.

B. Many students in physical education classes would benefit from

more structure. By covering the rules of sportsmanship along with

the rules of the game each time a new game is introduced, these
students know what is expected of them. Students with poor social

skills need this information repeated and modeled by others.

C. Ditto rules of the game and sportsm-nship-like behaviors pertinent

to the game at hand. Give each student a copy to study. Test either

orally or use a written exam. Post a copy on the bulletin board.
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF . .

Physical Education Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. Tligh

Students will understand the challenges and frustrations of individuals
who have physical limitations.

Students will explore their own attitudes, feelings, and actions toward
others with handicaps.

rank order slips tape for braces blindfolds
cotton balls slings or handties chairs or
wooden rulers wheelchairs

1. Have students prioritize how important the following things are to
them: a) the ability to see; b) the ability to hear; c) the ability to
walk; d) the ability to talk; and e) the ability to use their hands.

2. Relate each ability to the chosen game they are playing for the day.
What would happen if they didn't have their most important abili-
ty? Give them a chance to experience this during PE class. Each stu-
dent will participate the entire period without this ability. Use
materials listed above to help simulate the handicapping condi-
tions

3. After experiencing this, students can answer the following ques-
tions orally:

a. What kind of special considerations would you like to have had
made for you?

b. How did yo-1 feel about yourself?
c. How did other classmates treat you?
d. Why do you think we did this?
e. What did you learn?

One class period

A. It might be easier to co ,centrate on one handicap at a time. A
fourth of the class could play the game with that disability. Time
for a class discussion is strongly suggested.

B. Handicapped...How Does It Feel? packets for secondary level

published by B.L. Winch & Associates can be used to help students
simulate handicapping conditions.
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HANDICAPS THAT 1 HAVE

Handicaps that I have are the handicaps of most people around

my age. My biggest handicap is the video game craze. There are

many others. I give in too easily. I sometimes put things off until

later, When I'm mad I sometimes take it out on somebody.

I'm sometimes lazy. When I'm watching TV and my mom
asks me to do a job, I slowly get up, nag, and do other things so

I don't have to do what she asks. I used to have a TV handicap,
hut now I'm older I don't watch as much TV as I used to when I

was younger. I also write too small and sometimes I am greedy.

Another handicap I have is that I sweat too, too much, I

also have a habit (Y- talking too much everywhere. I can't stay still
ji)r Jive minutes anywhere, especially when I am sitting. These are

some of the handicaps that I have.

By Steve Noriega
Chula Vista, CA



Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

SCAVENGER HUNT

Physical Education Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will get acquainted with classmates.

Students will identify classmates' strengths. They will get to know

classmates and their commonalities. This activity shows that everyone is
involved in sports in one manner or another.

pencils ditto of list

Give students the following list or develop a similar one. Have students
find classmates who can sign their names by a phrase or word that
represents them in Physical Education. No one person can sign a list
twice; however, they can sign the same item on numerous lists:

1. Knows the rules of football

2. Can dance

3. Has a good "serve"

4. A good scorekeeper

5. Loves to watch sports

6. Likes buttered popcorn

7. Knows the name of five outstanding women in sports

8. Takes shower every day

9. Has jacket, sweater, or T-shirt with school name on it

10. Plays on a school team

11. Watches Monday Night Football

12. Watches Saturday World of Sports



SCAVENGER HUNT

13. Jogs

14. Likes to camp out

15. Has competed in a sport contest or race

16, Goes to all school games

17. Would like to be a cheerleader

18. Is Of has been in the school band

19. Tries his/her best

20. Is over 5 feet tall

21, Shows good sportsmanship behavior

22. Is a good fan

23. Can stand on his/her head

24. Can do a cartwheel

25. Collects baseball cards

26. Has baseball cap from an out-of-state team

27. Can name five different types of balls

28. Has been boating

29. Can swim

Time: 20 minutes
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

LIMITATIONS

Physical Education Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Student will practice skills for the current unit of study (e.g., softball,
volleyball, soccer). Student will follow good sportsmanship practices.

Student will experience how it feels to be limited in movement. They
will identify coping skills they utilized.

equipment for game

1. Class will play team game such as baseball, hockey, soccer,
volleyball, or basketball.

2. Before the game begins, 3-5 people on each team will draw an in-
dex card from the teacher's hand that will describe their limitation
for the first half of the game. For the second half of the game,
students will pick a teammate to take over their limitation,

Limitations might be as follows:

a. Tie shoelace with a teammate's shoelace (i.e., work as a pair
throughout).

b. Hop throughout the game.
c. Do NOT use dominant hand while playing.
d. Be second to touch the ball or don't touch it at all.
e. Always pass the ball to a teammate.
f. Clap your hands before you touch the ball.

3. Debrief activity ten minutes before the end of the period. Use these
questions:

a. How did you feel having such a limitation?
b. Did you develop a method to cope with your limitation and still

be an active member of the team?
c. How could teammates help you participate? Would "rooting

you on" help?
d. Why do you think the class did this activity?

Time: One class period

Notes to Good resource for more ideas: The New Games Book edited by Andrew

Teacher: Fluegelman, Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1976, A
Headlands Press Book.
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KEEPING THE DOOR OPEN:
FOSTERING POSITIVE

RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHERS

Chapter VI

Chapter VI is designed to provide secondary teachers with numerous "easy-

to-do" motivating activities designed to facilitate their students' building of posi-

tive social interaction skills. This chapter furnishes teachers with a set of impor-

tant lessons that focus on two major needs of the adolescent: a) becoming accept-
ed by their peers, and b) developing effective communication skills to encourage

widening their circle of friends. These lessons provide an abundance of oppor-
tunities for students to explore alternatives and consequences within a safe envir-

onment. Furthermore, the activities help to direct exploration (in a subtle way)
toward encouraging development of appropriate and acceptable social skills.

Students are taught the necessary elements for building positive relation-
ships, especially friendships. They learn to evaluate their own communication
skills and discover ways to improve problem areas. For example, they begin to
realize how important their body language and image are in how others pc,:ceive

them.
Another essential skill they learn in their endeavor to widen their circle of

friends is how to interact and feel comfortable with individuals who are handi-
capped, are of a different race, culture, age, religion and/or sex. Models as well

as non-threatening opportunities are provided to help students deal with these
social situations in such a way they personally grow from the interacti in and in-
volvement. Although they learn to focus on the commonalities rather than dif-
ferences in the initial relationship, they do recognize and appreciate the in-
dividual differences that exist.

The thirty lessons included in this chapter have been field tested by second-

ary teachers from numerous classes. Each lesson has been evaluated as significant
in aiding students in acomplishing their goal of being accepted while at the same
time enlarging their own circle of friends. They also learn that both goals are at-
tainable and can be handled in a socially appropriate and acceptable manner.

15.2
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

SAY IT WITH SCULPTURE

English, Art Grade Level: Junior High

Students will be able to communicate a quality or
idea by creating a sculpture conceptualization of an
abstract idea.

Students will identify the elements of friendship that
they feel are important and to compare these
elements with what their peers see as important.

wire assorted junk such as string, material
clay scraps, buttons, paper, etc.

1. Students will use assorted junk to illustrate
through sculpture some of the common elements
of friendship Examples of some modern art may
be used to provide students with a jumping off
point. Examples of some of these elements are:

a) mutual trust
b) compassion
c) cooperation

d) enjoyment
e) communication
f) sharing

2. After the structures are completed, allow students
to discuss elements they illustrated and explain
why they chose them.

3. Further discuss the importance of friendships and
ways to enrich as well as expand relationships with
classmates.

One to two class periods or as a homework assignment

Notes to The socially isolated student will benefit from a class
Teacher: discussion revolving around the important elements

of a friendship. Many of these students do not under-
stand these elements and therefore have trouble ap-
plying them to social situations. Input from peers will
indirectly aid in providing an appropriate model.

et- cJoilain
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

IMAGES

English Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will identify the plot and theme of a story or book. They will
conceptualize and relate the theme to situations thvt may affect their

lives Of the lives of others.

Students will explore their attitudes, feelings, and actions toward
others.

books markers construction paper

1 Divide students into groups of four or six. Each member of the
group will read the same book. There will be four or five different
books covered in each class.

2 You can use books from your required reading lists or choose books

dealing with different struggles of the handicapped or minority in-
dividuals. You may wish to refer to Chapter Seven of Unlocking

Doors to Self-Esteem. An annotated bibliography of young adult
fiction relating to these topics has been included. A partial list is

below:

a. But I'm Ready to.Go by Louise Albert.

b. Nancy and HerJohnny-0 by Bianca Bradbury.

c. You're Somebody Special on a Horse by Fern Brown.

d. Stranded by Matthew Christopher.

e. Shadow in the Sun by Bernice Grohskopf.

f. Listen for the Fig Tree by Sharon Bell Mathis.

g. Lisa, Bright and Dark by John Neufeld.

h. The Cougar by Martle Quimby.

i. The Lionhearted by Harriet Ma!, Savitz.

j. The Cay by Theodore Taylor.

3. Once they've read the books, each student will develop five sym-

bols that would represent significant themes of the book.
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IMAGES

4. Groups will meet and discuss the various conceptualizations of
each of its members. As a group they come up with a consensus of

4 to 6 symbols that would pictorially and conceptually represent
common themes of the book. Using these components, they will

do two things:
a) Design a book cover to share with the class that represents the

book's themes. (Use on bulletin board.)

b) Do a group oral report to the class on their book.

Time: One week of class periods plus reading time,

Notes to A. Short stories, magazine, or newspaper articles could be used in

Teacher: place of a book.

B. All students could read the same novel, Directions would be ad-

justed accordingly.

C. Use of logos from various organizatiolis and/or companies could be

put on transparencies and displayed to students to help explain

how to illustrate a concept.
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POETIC GREETINGS

Subject: English Grade Level: Junior High

Content
Objective: Students will relate the meaning of poetry to their own experience.

Social Students will create and edit own writings to effectively apply creative
Objective: and communicative skills.

Materials: pencil
paper
typing paper (folded in quarters)

Directions: 1. Students will fold typing paper in quarters. Students will decorate
greeting card on the outside using the theme of friendship.

2. Students will create the poetic message on the inside for delivery to

a classmate. This individual will be selected by a drawing. This in-
sures that everyone will receive a greeting card.

3. Teacher should set the stage in a positive note. Greetings should
only be positive. A class discussion revolving around the use of
greeting cards should take place. Some questions to consider are:

a. Why do you send a greeting card in the first place?

b. How do you feel when you receive a greeting card?

c, How would you feel if you received one that wasn't positive?

Time: One class period

Notes to This activity can be implemented during certain times of the year such
Teacher: as: Valentine's Day, birthdays, Christmas. It also could be done for

students who are out of school for a prolonged period of time because
of illness,

r!- L
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LET ME INTRODUCE MYSELF

Subject: English Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Content Students will improve their skills in sentence structure, paragraphing,
Objective: and using the appropriate letter writing formats.

Social An opportunity will be provided to present positive information about

Objective: oneself to another. Consequently, students will widen their circle of
relationships and open the door to communication.

Materials: paper pencil

Directions: 1. Put all the names of students in a jar or box. Have students draw
the name of somebody they don't know well.

2. Utilizing the correct format for friendly letters, have them intro-
duce themselves and request information about the other person. If
you choose, you can encourage a running communication.

Options that might be tried are:

a) Choose a different student each week.
b) Add some mystery to the task by having students not divulge

their identity and then have students try to guess who wrote
them .

Time: One class period

Notes to This lesson might be followed by contrasting friendly letters and
Teacher: business letters.

IT'S A FRIEND

She's always there when I need her,
We share our thoughts.
I can trust her, because she trusts me.
We are very close even when we're apart.
[re have serious talks
And have a lot offun together.
We like the same things;
We hate the same things.

Can you guess? It's a friend?

By Tata Nicholson, Oceanside, CA
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Subject:

Celtent
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

RECIPE FOR FRIENDSHIP

English Grade Level: Junior High

Students will do creative writing and paragraph formation.

Students will be encouraged to think about the elements of friendship.

5" x 8" index cards

1. Ask students to list at least five ingredients they feel are important
for a good friendship to occur.

Example ingredients:

a) common interests
b) mutual respect
c) sense of humor

d) loyalty
e) athletic ability

2. Ask students to write a recipe for developing a good friendship us-

ing their own ingredients.

Example: Directions for Building a Friendship:

Mix 3 drops of humor to a relationsh:P.
Add common interests one at a time until well blended.

3. Every day the teacher can read one recipe to the class for thought

provoking purposes.

One class period

A. This idea might make an attractive bulletin board. Cut out or draw
pktures of people walking hand-in-hand, smiling, of friends, etc.

B. This activity is a good one to provide models for those students in
class who lack the proper social skills.



RECIPE FOR FRIENDSHIP

5 Cups of friendliness
3 Cups of care
3 Cups of love
4 Cups of dependability
6 Cups of trustworthiness
3 Cups of goodness
1/2 Cup of disagreement

Double the recipe, add anotber peisov efrid bieHnd well, Set in
the sunlight for days, tber, pop in the oven. 1V1n removed
from the oven it will sp.;ing back open, releasing a beautiful
friendship,

Although --,ot a '1.):;.;/, the ingrediewr are needed to make

a good ,iiend.-htP.

By Steven Grego?),
Chula Vista, CA

REUPE Fill!ADSHIP

2 honest people
1 stronr bind

seveial good tims
2 big, O72 keattj.

TARP ibe two hone:it people and create seveYal good times
with tio.m. Stici: the two big, open heads together and tie t.em
to make one ,rtrom bond, If you folic,w these directions it will
never spoil. WirAttever you do, don't destroy,
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WHAT MY FRIEND IS LIKE

My friend is funny (funnier than I!) And we insult each other,

Not to hurt, not to ay, not to do and die, but simply to tease.

We got in trouble once before, and it seems we'll keep getting in

trouble.

If I have a reason (which I don't) I'll use my friend as a model for

this recipe:

One (1) full-grown, friendly person
(1) person to use as other friend

Take these two people, mix in pot, take glue and glue them to-

gether. (If they are good friends, they might always be f9gether.

Think about it!) Boil in love, companionship, arguments,

humor, etc. Place in same neighborhood if convenient.

This friend may not conform to the friend stereotype (nervous,

smiling hee-hee-het) but at least a friend'

1 t;

By Jonathan Rimorin
Chula Vista, CA
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SPEAKING UP

Subject: Drama/Communication Grade Lev.: Jr. & Sr. High

Content
Objective: Students will prepare an outline for giving a speech.

Social This activity provides students with a peer model for
Objective: dealing with social situations.

Materials: 3 x 5 index cards visual aids of student's choice

Directions: 1. Students will choose One of the following topics.
Teachers need to limit sign-up to facilitate an
even distribution relative to the number of class
members and topics.

a. How to make a friend.

b. How to meet a new person at a party.

c. How to treat the new person in class.

d. How to ask the teacher a question about
assignment that you didn't understand.

e. How to join an already existing friendship
circle.

2. Each student will make an outline of steps that
one needs to know in presenting their "How To"
topic.

3. Students will proofread the steps and then
transfer their outline onto note cards. They can
also develop visual aids such as overhead
transparencies to use in their presentation.

4. Students will then give a how-to-do-it speech to
the class.

5. Classmates will give fellow students feedback by
writing down one thing they thought the present-
ing student did well and one suggestion for im-
provement.

Time: Two to four class periods
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS

Drama and Communication Grade Level: Senior High

Students will learn to evaluate their own and others' performances in an
objective manner. They will increase their ability to give both formal
and informal presentations. Students will acquire increased poise and
self-confidence in group acting situations.

The activity will provide students with a model of how to act around an
individual of the opposite sex.

role cards with situations.

1. Teacher will divide class into six groups. The groups will act out one
of the following situations. A discussion and input will be done
after each role play. A second group will re-enact the situation with
the suggested modifications. This format will be followed until all
three situations have been performed.

a. Girl meets boy or vice versa in a pizza place after school. She
knows him from her math class. She thinks he is attractive.

b. You are at a school dance. You are the only one who is asked to
dance out of your group of friends. How do you feel? How do
they feel? How do you accept or reject the invitation nicely?

c. What happens in a situation when you are the only member of
the opposite sex around? What are some appropriate ways to
deal with this?

2. Peer feedback is important for those in the class who don't know

how to act or what are the accepted norms for the group.

One to two class periods

A. Explain the concept "stream of consciousness" to your students.
Relate how they can use this skill in their presentations.

B. Ask students for ideas for other situations they'd like to act out.

C. Make sure the class is supportive and doesn't laugh at the shy stu-
dent or the one who may not have had any experience in this area.
This is the reason why groups rather than an individual should be
assigned the role.
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MY FRIEND IS SPECIAL BECAUSE . . .

My friend is special because, when hard times are in,
She's there with her happy grin,
When I'm in need of a favor,
Nor, should I ask, nor should I fear
No matter how far, no matter how near.
Does she understand that I am different?
Does she realize I'm not always efficient?
She does, she does, that's why she's special.

My friend ir specthl because
She shares the good times, and always will.
The question then, "Will I?"
"Does she want to?"
Or does she want to say goodbye?
But deep beneath my rusted ihought
I know this line I would've never thought
The times when the whole world walks out,
Neither do I call, nor do I shout.
It is that time to thank my friend.
She'll always come ti1 the end,
She's given me courage; she is so special.
She is unique, not artificial,
She makes my life worth living for,
I hope I love her evermore.

By Missy Welch
San Diego, CA

1 E 3
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I'M WITH YOU

Subject: Drama and Communications Grade Level: Senior High

Content Students will use body language to express support and acceptance of

Objective: another person.

Social
Objective: This activity will help students identify how they feel toward others.

Materials: role playing task cards provided by teacher

Directions: 1. Students will be provided with a role-playing task card which they
will improvise in front of the class without using any words.

2. At least two students will do each of the cards.

3. As a large group, the pairs will have the effectiveness or ineffec-

tiveness of their body language evaluated.

4. In a class discussion, the teacher needs to point out the four aspects
of body language: distance, eye contact, posture, and non-verbal
facial gestures. Focusing on supportive behaviors, a chart can be
made to pinpoint specific body gestures that one would use to il-

lustrate support and acceptance of another.

Example:

Eye Contact

Look at per-
son while
speaking

Pesture Distance

Touch them Sit or stand
closer to
them

Non-verbal
Facial

Smile; act in-
terested in
them

5. Situations to use:

a) You are walking down a sidewalk. A person in a wheelchair is
coming your way. How can you show you are supportive or ac-
cepting by using body language?

b) You're at a party. A good friend brings an exchange student
from another country that doesn't speak English. He introduces

you and then walks away. How can you make this person feel ac-

cepted and supported without words?

16,1
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I'M WITH YOU

c) You are sitting at the lunchroom table with your friends. Some-
one you've been wanting to get to know comes in and sits down
at the opposite end of the table from you. You can't talk
because you're too far apa:t. How would you show that person
you are accepting and supportive without seeming overanxious?

6. Discuss reactions afterwards.

Time: One to two class periods

Notes to
Teacher: Students might read a book or articles on body language and/or mime.

MOM AND DAD

Once they were so far away.
They'll be gone tomorrow,
But they're here today.
My parents always did say
That everything would be okay.
But why did I always hide
When my mother cried?
Why did I want to die
When my father knew I lied?
Yet I know that I am welcome
To stay with them,
'Cause they've always stood by me
When I was in need.
I wonder
What would I he
Without my family?

By Fran Botos
San Diego, CA
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EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS
WANTED TO KNOW

BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK

Subject: Drama and Communications Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Content Students will be more aware of voice tones. They will perfect their com-

Objective: munication skills for gathering information.

Social Students will be provided with a medium to relate to peers on a positive

Objective: note in order to help understand and accept differences in people. They
will learn how to ask for "personal" information without insulting the
other person.

Materials: tape recorders

Directions: 1. Teachers will discuss with students appropriate methods to utilize
when asking people personal questions. Teachers should provide

their students with some models.

2. Students be paired. A tape recorder per pair should be provid-
ed if available. Otherwise, the ecrinment can be passed around

and shared.
The task is for each student to ask his partner one question that he
always wanted to know about but was afraid to ask. Partner has the
option of passing and not providing the answer. Students will play

back how they sound concentrating on tone of voice and clarity of
information. Questions they should ask themselves are: a) How did
they come across on the recorder? b) How do others hear them?

3. Next the teacher provides each pair with an index card and a situa-
tion. A list of possible situations appears below. The pair discusses

together the best way to approach the situation on the card. Then
they can demonstrate or act out the situation into the tape
recorders.

a. A person in a wheelchair.

b. A person who doesn't celebrate Christmas.

c. A person who grew up in another state.

d. A person who is blind.

e. A person with missing limbs.
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EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS
WANTED TO KNOW

BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK

f. A person who speaks more than one language.
g. A person who celebrates a different holiday than you do.

4. The situation is then played back to the class. The class will react
together as to whether they would have answered the question the
way the original student dyads did. Constructive peer evaluation
and feedback is encouraged.

Time: One to two class periods or longer if deemed valuable

IT HURTS

It hurts when I say, "Hello" and I hear no reply.
It hurts when I stand there with a group passing by.

They think I don't notice but it stares me in the frce.

It hurts when you laugh and I know not why.
It hurts when they avoid me; it makes me want to cry.

It hurts when I'm alone; they look at me and ctare.
It makes me think they don't even care.

It hurts when they laugh when another jumps away from me.

It's not fair. But most of all, it hurts because
ihey're my friends and I'm not theirs.

By Tara Nicholson
Oceanside, CA
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

PAPER BAG DRAMATICS

Drama and Communications Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will participate in classroom dramas which demonstrate the
knowledge of props and costuming.

This activity will facilitate the acceptance of others.

materials listed below garbage bags (paper or plastic)

1. Divide class into groups of 4-6 students.

2. Give each group a paper bag filled with props. On the paper bag
put a label that relates to the theme of their skits.

3. Have groups explore the props in their bag.

4. Have group create and act out a five-minute skit using these props.

5. End the activity with a discussion of the stereotyping that may have

surfaced in the skits.

Possible Props for Skit about
Handicapped Individuals
a) Glasses that you can't

see out of
b) A cane
c) A sling
d) Cap
e) Book
0 Pencil
Posssible Props for Skits
about Sexual Discrimination
a) Makeup
b) Dress
c) High heels
d) Vest
e) Male hat
1) Male belt
g) Toothpick

One to two class periods

Time for discussion is important.

s 160

Possible Props for Skits
about Racial Stereotypes
a) Afro-pick
b) Hairnet
c) Transistor radio
(1) 'White T-shirt
e) Hats
0 Pack of cigarettes
g) Ball
Possible Props for Skits
about Age Discrimination
a) Wig
b) Spectacles
c) Powder
d) Shawl
e) Watch
0 Pill box
g) Deck of cards



Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

FRIENDSHIP DAY

Social Science Grade Level: junior High

Students will actively participate in a movement to
make a change in today's society.

Students will identify important characteristics of a
friendship as well as widen their opportunity for mak-

ing new friends.

letter writing paper envelopes
addresses of Congresspersons

Students will write a letter to their Congressperson
suggesting the development of a National Friendship

Day. In their letters, students should specify why they

feel this is important. They should also include sug-
gestions for ways to observe this holiday on

a. an individual basis

b. a national basis
c. an international level

or

As a class, they could proclaim a day of friendship and
decide how they're going to implement it. How can

they get the school involved?

Two to three class periods or a unit of study

A. As an offshoot of the observance of Friendship
Day, students can start a pen-pal relationship with

students in another country.

B. Have students contact the United Nations or the
American Field Service Organization (foreign stu-
dent exchange) for information on how to
become an exchange student as well as how to ap-

ply for one to visit.

1 6 1
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MY FRIEND IS SPECIAL

My friend is special because she helps me out in everything
I do, especially when I'm down or sad She cheers me up if I'm
in a bad mood, She's funny, cool, and nice, She makes me
laugh all the time, I like to hang around with her because she's
friendly.

When she comes over to my house, she acts like a sister
sometimes. She eats dinner with me and stays over for the nzght.
My parents get along with her and so do my sisters.

She is also special because she's just herself She doesn't act
another way just to impress me, and she doesn't talk behind my
back, She is considerate to me and to other people. She tIr special
to me in many other ways, but I can't name the reasons because
they're infinite,
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PR FOR A CULTURE

Subject: Social Science Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Content Students will understand and respect American ideals and the Amer--

Objective: can cultural heritage. They will identify that these values result from

the contributions of many peoples and many cultures.

Social Students are provided an opportunity to focus on commonalities with a

Objective: representative from their own school or class that they can relate to.

This will help them develop a positive attitude toward others and their

culture.

Materials: a regular textbook
a student to act as public relations person for his/her culture

the PR student should bring in any objects that he /she uses every day

in his/her home which may be different from American tradition

Directions: 1. Encourage students to act as "Public Relations" persons for their or

their relatives' culture. First have them identify the commonalities

between their customs and those of the American society. This pro-

cedure is suggested because commonalities are what brings in.-

dividuals together.

2. Once students have shared the commonalities, have them share the

differences between their culture and the American culture.

3. Information that they might share are:

a. food
b. pictures
c. mementos
d. stories
e. genealogy

f. clothing

g. artifacts
h. maps
i. types of jobs

j. exports

4. Students can bring in objects that they feel are representative of

their cultures to share with classmates.

5. After a student's presentation, a discussion should ensue. Desks

should be arranged in a circle to facilitate the informal discussion

and understanding.

Time: One class period to a week, depending on number of students who wish

to share their heritage
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

TRADITION

Social Science Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will develop an understanding and appreciation of the culture

of persons of diverse racial and ethnic backgrounds.

This activity will promote a positive change in students' attitudes, feel-

ings, and actions toward others.

paper pencil chalkboard

1. Students will individually list ways that their family celebrates a
particular holiday such as July 4th, New Year's Day, or birthdays.
Students might tell about foods they eat, special activities, games

they play, gifts and decorations, religious involvement. They will
make a list of things they do or write a paragraph about the holiday

including the information.

2. All students will compare their lists and focus on commonalities.
These commonalities should be listed on the chalkboard.

3. Students having different answers should be given class time to

discuss the origin of their particular tradition. They ran share why

their family celebrates in that way.

4. Questions to consider:

a) How are your celebrations like other class members?

b) What things would you change?
c) What things would you keep the same?

1-3 class periods

A. Have students research how different holidays are celebrated
around the world.

B. This is a good activity to do around holiday season.
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials'

Directions:

WEEK OF FAVORS

Social Science Grade Level: Junior High

Studelas will develop a commitment to responsible citizenship by
changing tiwir own actions.

This activity is geared to .ncpand the individual's positive interactions
with others as well as to evaluate the results of one's actions.

form

1. The task for students is to choose a different individual from one of

the five areas below to volunteer their services or to demonstrate a

positive action such as saying something positive, sharing the re-
sponsibility of a chore or doing something the other person enjoys.

a) an elderly person

b) a younger person

c) a family member
d) a classmate
e) an adult they see daily (parent, teacher, bus driver)

2 This would be a good homework assignment.

3. Have students record their actions on a form similar to the one

below:

Who

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Favors I Have Done for Others

What You Did What Happened Why It Happened

4. At the end of the week discuss what they have done to help others.

Relate their actions to ways in which they can be good and responsi-

ble citizens.

Time: 5-10 minutes of time daily for one week
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MOCK ELEC noN

Subject: Social Science Grade Level: Junior High

Content Students will become aware of the aspects of the democratic process of
Objective: election.

Social This activity fosters positive interpersonal relationships between
Objective: classmates.

Materials: None

Directions: Students will draw a classmate's name out of a hat. Pairs will get
together and try to find out as many positive reasons why the rest of the
class should vote for their partner for "ACATEK." They will then act as
campaign managers for each other doing the following activities:

a. Students will interview each other to get information.

b. Students will make a campaign poster about their partner.

c. Students will do a five minute introduction or speech why this
person should be elected head "ACATEK" in front of the class.

Time: One week

Notes to A. This is a good activity around election time. Use of a nonsense word
Teacher: for this campaign enables the students to learn the election process

without interference of preconceived connotations. Often the stan-
dard offices held, i.e., President, Vice President, etc., carry with
them feelings of previous failure or a popularity contest.

B. A supplementary activity might be to go to a local campaign head-
quarters and find out the types of activities actually done in cam-
paigning.

C. If you wanted to put some real competition into it you can
recognize the partners who do the best job publicizing, etc. Team-
work really helps.

D. If students really get involved in the process, they can put on their
own convention.
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

I'VE HAD THE SAME JOB

Career Education Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will become familiar with job opportunities
available for their age level.

Students will focus on similarities and work together
in a spirit of positive communication.

None

1. Divide class into groups of 4-6 students. Have
them each share with group members jobs that
they have had paid and /or volunteer. Have
them see if they can come up with at least one job
the entire group has done.

2. The class will then get back together to develop a
list of all the jobs students have done. Next, the
class should discuss the jobs they liked and dis-
liked and why.

3. End the class period by having swderits share
their reactions to the following questions:

a. What makes a job satisfactory?

b. What are the benefits of volunteer work?

c. What are the most desirable jobs for their age
group and why?

One to two class periods

This is a t )od activity for students to get to know one
another better. Similar feelings will surface.

-)c-
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Directions:

WANTED: A FRIEND

Career Education Grade Level: Junior High

Students will become familiar with want ads in the newspaper, how to
read them, and what to look for. Students will begin looking at them-
selves and others realistically matching the:: own strengths with those
that may appear in the want ads.

Students will explore their own attitudes, feelings, and actions toward
others. This activity will provide models for students who do not know
what's expected of them in order to be a good friend.

1. Students will explore the Sunday paper want ads and choose 3-4
jobs they think they would qualify for or be interested in.

2. They are to cut out the ad and paste it on a half-sheet of paper.

3. Next to each ad, they list the qualities they think wovIcl be neces-
sary to get that job.

4. Students should star those qualities that they think they possess.
(This could be homework.) They should underline the qualities they
could learn which would enable them to do the job.

5. Students can develop a class list of components that appear in an ef-
fective want ad, such as: attention-getting phrase, the position,
hours, place of employment, possible skills needed, and contact in-
formation .

6. Using this format, they will individually develop their own want
ad. The twist to this assignment is to advertise for a friend. They
write their own ad on a 5 x 7 index card.

Example: Buddy Needed: female friend from school to confide
in, to laugh with, share interests with (dancing, tennis,
and boys). Needs to be trustworthy, carin friendly,
and have good personality, good sense of humor and
like sports. Please contact: Janet Doe, Homeroom 502,
Johnson High.

7. Students will then exchange cards with at least three classmates. The
classmate will take a blank sheet of paper and divide it into three sec-
tions. In each section they are to write down the qualifications need-
ed in that ad and the contact person. They are then to star(*) the
ones they think they quaiify for.



WANTED: A FRIEND

8. Out of the three ads, they are to choose the one they feel the most
qualified for. Teacher can provide class time for students to meet
the employer.

9. A culminating activity might be for the whole class to develop a
common list of qualifications for a friend.

Time: Two class periods

Notes to A follow-up activity could have students interview each other to form

Teacher: new friendships!

BEING PART OF THE GROUP

It's always been something I've noticed.

Something I've seen, felt
wanting to belong.

It seems a trivial facet of evetyday
Oh, but evetyone needs the feeling of significance.

Maybe, just knowing or ai least
Receiving an impression 1 belong
Is a matter of reassurance of my mere exirtence.

The world is a vast world.
It laughs, cries, teaches, listens, loves, hates.

I need to be aware that the world
does these things.. .with me.

By Cristina Gruta
San Diego, CA
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS

Career Education Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will familiarize themselves with communication skills needed

on the job.

By helping with new students who arrive at school, students will prac-

tice positive interpersonal relationships.

butcher paper
list of procedures to follow (this will be developed by the class)

1. Begin the activity with a large group discussion as to which com-
munication skills are usually important in a job. Have class in small

groups brainstorm specifics and write suggestions on butcher paper
attached to the wall.

2. Have students relate these suggestions to their own school environ-

ment, specifically how to acquaint the new student to their school
and classes.

3. Afterwards as a large group, develop a list of procedures to be used

by all students when they are assigned to introduce a new student.

Two to three class periods

Talk to your principal or guidance counselor about assigning your
students the responsibility of introducing all new students to the
school. Allow a different classmate to do the job for each new student.
Hopefully by the end of the year all students will have had an oppor-

tunity to do this job.

17b
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

SAY WHAT YOU MEAN
(USING POSITIVE STATEMENTS)

Career Education Grade Level: Junior High

Students will identify communication skills that are important on the
job as well as surviving in society.

Students will increase awareness in their choice of words when com-
municating their feelings. They will be aware of others' feelings.

150 3" x 5" cards
15 decks of cards with 10 cards in each deck.

1. Pair students and give each a deck of cards with negative statements

written on them:

a. Shut up!
b. Go away!

c. Don't be late!

f. Don't look at me like that!

g. Don't copy my work!

h. Don't lie!

d. Don't "bug" me! i. Don't touch me!

e. Don't call me names! j. Don't leave your work area!

2 Divide the cards so that each student in the pair takes five of the ten

cards.

3. Student A will start by reading one of the cards. Then in a pass-
word-like fashion, student B will try to restate the same concept or

idea in a positive way.

4. Partners continue in the same manner alternating reading, till they

use all ten cards.

5. After they have done this, debrief the activity. Talk about how it

makes them feel to hear the word "don't."

One class period

A. One option is to have the pair write their positives on the backside

of the index card. The class can get together at the end 'and make a

list of ways of expressing the positive.

B. Learning disabled students have a tendency to use a lot of negative

comments in their conversation. This is a good way to model the

positive.

C. Students might develop some class rules and state them in a
positive manner.

l
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teadler:

STAY IN SCHOOL

Career Education Grade Level: Jr, & Sr. High

Students will realize how important education is to their eventual
career choice.

This activity promotes positive relationships between peers.

large decorative box to collect letters
bulletin board located in lunchroom

poster board
art material

1. Begin activity by having a large discussion with the class as to why
education is important relative to their career choice. Then have stu-

dents look at some jobs more specifically and decide what school sub-

jects are required as a prerequisite. Also have them discuss changing

careers later :1 life and why they need a broader education.

The goal for the outcome of this discussion is to make them realize
how important it is to continue in school,

2. Ask students to look at some of the negative feelings that they have

all had about education. Next, look at statistics of how many
dropouts there are. Plan how the class can reach out and help fellow

students who arc in the process of making this decision.

Two class periods or unit of study

A. Students might be encouraged to start a schoolwide campaign to
educate people as to the importance of finishing school. Posters
which illustrate thc pros to finishing ones education can be set up

throughout the school.

B. Students might set up an anonymous letter box in which students

can ask for help or ask specific questions before making the final

decision on dropping out. This box should be located in an in-
conspicuous place where the identity of the depositor would remain

confidential. Taking these questions, the class could do a general
bulletin board that would answer some of the questions or develop

a public fact sheet for distribution.
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LAB PARTNERS FOR THE WEEK

Subject: Science Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Content Students will focus on what their goals are relative to

Objective: science. They will cooperate with each other to
achieve a common goal.

Social This activity promotes positive interaction between

Objective: lab partners and the rest of the class.

Directions: 1. Determine at the beginning of the semester who

will be lab partners. Have partners sign up for

sharing information about themselves and corn-
pi ing a section of the bulletin board entitled
"Lab Partners for the Week." Sometime before
their assigned week, partners should get together
to find OLlt the following information about each
other:

a. A 1,eneral biographical sketch.

b. Specify what their strengths are (these can be
in school, out of school, relative to science or
ri DO.

c. Specify what their goals are relative to science
class participation.

d. A positive statement about their partners and
their relationship in science class.

This information can be presented in creative
ways of the partners' choice. Some ideas are to
have pictures made of the partners in action in the
laboratory (or any picture) with cute captions
underneath their picture.

2. Allow five minutes at the beginning or end of
class for the "honored partners" to share the infor-

mation.

Time: Ongoing project /five minutes once per week

ill
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GIVING OF YOURSELF

Subject: Science Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Content Students will identify the specific structures and processes of the car-

Objective: diovascular system.

Social
Objective: Students will identify the rewards and drawbacks of helping others.

Materials: options available: Red Cross Agency, local hospital, books, films,
school nurse, medical specialist

Directions: 1. After presenting the regular content concentrating on blood, cir-

culatory system, and cardiovascular structure, bring in the human
factors. Ask students to do one of these assignments:

a) visit a hospital
b) participate in a blood drive

c) research abnormalities and diseases related to blood such as:
leukemia
hemophilia
anemia
sickle cell anemia
Tay Sachs disease

2. Then use these OR similar questions to debrie: their activities:

a) During a blood drive, the opportunity exists to give of yourself

to another person. How does this make you feel? Do you think

you would feel .lifferently giving to a relative or friend as op..
posed to a stranger?

b) What happens if you give blood and it. doesn't work? What can

go wrong? How do you deal with this?

c) Factual information about the mechanics of giving blood
what do they do? Machines that they may use?

d) Who gives?

3. This same format can be applied to other content such as Cardio-
vascular Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) and first aid/life saving

techniques.

Time: One class period and a homework a:;signment



Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

SCIENCE ICE BREAKER

Science Grade Level: Junior High

Students will identify observation skills of scientific method.

This activity allows social interaction between students who otherwise
might not work together,

Have student bring a potato for class paper pencil

1. Have students observe "their potato" for a five-minute time period.

2. Have them jot down specific characteristics that will help them
identify their potato.

3. After the time period has ended (e.g., 5 minutes), have students
bring potatoes to the table in front of the room. Then have them go

back to their seats.

4. Mix up the potatoes.

5. Ask each row of students to come up and pick out their potatoes.

6. Continue having all rows come to the table until all the potatoes are

claimed.

7. Debrief this activity by having students discuss general charac-
teristics that were helpful in their identification. They will say
things like: color, size, smoothness, bruises, number of "eyes" and

peculiar traits. Talk about their observation skills and how impor-

tant they are in relation to the study of science.

8. Now have students get into groups by using one of the character-
istics of the;r potato. Exampk: Those whose potatoes are smooth

should get together, those whose potatoes have more than five
"eyes," etc.

9. Keep groups for your planned activity for the day. You might have
them compete as groups for the completion of the assignment.

15-20 minutes

A, This is an excellent warm-up activity to show the investigative
process.

B. You might use this classification system as a creative way to dismiss

the class that day.
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SURVIVING

Subject: Science Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Content Students will become aware of the interrelationship between Earth

Objective: Science processes and their own environment.

Social Students will discuss methods for dealing with the human aspect of a

Objective: natural disaster.

Materials: textbook filmstrip on earthquakes or volcanoes if available

Directions: 1. When studying the subject of disastrous physiological changes in the

earth, bring in the human aspect of coping and what to do it, an

emergency. Discuss with students the general procedures that they

should know before a disaster occurs. Talkabout what they can do to

help themselves, family, and neighbors.

2. Divide the class up into groups of 4-6 students each. Each group
will simulate a natural disaster such as fire, flood, volcano, earth-
quake, tornado, hurricane, etc. Given that there is a strong
possibility that this could happen in their neighborhood, ask them

to devise a plan that deals with the following concerns:

a. Prevention: What can you do as an individual and as a member
of the community to prepare for such a disaster? (Examples:
telephone network or contact free education services)

b. Intervention: What cart you do during the disaster to avoid
damage to self, family, neighbors, and property?

c. Aftermath: What are ways that you and your community can

cope with personal arid physical losses?

3. After groups write down their ideas, they can share them with the

class OR they can publish their ideas in booklet form using dittos to
provide information to those around them. They might place a

copy in the school library since the compiled information should be

of interest to all students.

Time: One to two class periods

Notes to A. Students might make their own relief maps and use them to

Teacher: simulate the disasters.

13. Students may have experienced disasters, allow time for them to

shart their reactions.
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MY MOUNTAINS

Standing in the backgrou
The mountains crown the moonlit city.
Life in the mountains
Seems busy as anthills.
Bees buzzing here,
or an eagle soaring there.
They will never go away.

The mountains are tall,
Like the buildings in my city,
They are bold and never ending,
Storms that blow over these mountains
Are like the shaking of salt over a potato.

People in my city
Never could stop appreciating
The security and the beauty
Of the mountains around my city,

Fran Bolos
San Diego, CA

,15
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WANTED

Subject: Science Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Content 3tud,-.1,ts will develop skills in organizing data as a means for observa-
Objective: tion avd physical identification.

Social The p.ctivity promotes the interaction between classmates in a positive
Objective: manner.

Materials: 6 ink pads (1 per group) or water-soluble magic markers
magnifying glass unlined white index cards
paper towels 1 large envelope per group

Directions: 1. Divide the class into groups of six. Each person in the group will
take an index card and put their thumbprint as neatly as possible in
the middle of the card. Let it dry. Then put their card in the
envelope. Students will then shake the envelope to mix up the
cards.

2. The group will draw one card out at a time and place it on the
table. Everyone puts their thumb on the table so that the group can
inspect it with a magnifying glass. All thumbs should be touching
with fingerprint facing upward.

3. The group will inspect the card with a magnifying glass to get
familiar with identification lines, etc.

The object is to come to a consensus concerning to whom that par-
ticular fingerprint belongs. As a person's thumbprint is identified,
thai hand is removed from the center. However, these students
continue to be part of the guessing.

Time: One class period

Notes to Another activity is for them to put their name on their card and design
Teacher: a character that looks like them doing a favorite sci,-nce activity. These

cards can be posted on the bulletin board or they can takt them home.
This is a fun activity.
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HEROES IN OUR LIVES

Subject: Physical Education Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Content Students will concentrate on sports heroes winners

Objective: and achievers in the field of sports. They will widen
their concept of various sports including those in the
lesser known categories.

Social This activity helps students to recognize the strengths
Objective: and similarities of different sports heroes. By concen-

trating on positive strengths and similarites in people,
it is hoped that social barriers will begin to crumble.

Materials: bulletin board sports magazines newspapers

magazine articles posters collages

Directions: Monthly bulletin board in the locker room will
feature individuals from various minority popula-
tions. This will be an ongoing project throughout the
year. Homework assignments could be delegated to a
different class each month to contribute pictures and
articles on the following topics:

1. Blacks Who Are Athletic Stars.

2. Handicapped People Who Are Winners.

3. Women in Sports.

4. Oriental and Asian Stars.

5. Mexican-American Champions.

6. Over 60 and Still Competing.

7. Teenagers in the Sports Spotlight.

Time: Ongoing monthly project

Notes to A. A different topic can be the focus each month.

Teacher: B. A good activity geared toward heroes. This age
group is known for identifying with heroes. Try to
find ones who are good social models.
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

GIVING EVERYBODY A FAIR CHANCE

Physical Education Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will explain the concept of "handicapping" in sports.

This activity facilitates students in their inclusion and acceptance of in-

dividual differences relative to sports. Their strengths, weaknesses, and

goals for improvements vill be analyzed.

copies of golf card showing pars for holes
diagram of placement for women-men tees

1. Introduce the concept of "handicapping" by explaining how "han-
dicaps" are defined in golf. Also bring in the idea of self improve-
ment. Further clarify how two or more people of differing abilities

can play the same game together and enjoy it.

2. After preparing the group toward an awareness ofdiffering abilities
and the rights of all individuals to play a sport, put the concept of
"handicapping" into the game of the day.

3. Have students evaluate their perfoimance relative to earning points
for their team. They could average their scores over the past week.
Have them handicap themselves on a scale of I to 5 according to
their previous performance. "1" would stand for the highest perfor-

mance and "5" for the lowest.

4. After students determine their "handicaps," teams would be
chosen. Handicaps of all team members would be added to deter-
mine a "team handicap." Using the team handicap score, a decision

should be made as to what score advantage one team would have to

have over the other in order to win.

One class period

Another idea is to use this information to set up a tournament where

similar ability students play each other. Winners from each group play

another round.
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

Time:

Notes to
Teacher:

SHAPING UP

Physical Education Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will experience a physical fitness program geared toward suc-

cess. They will learn the basics of aerobic dance. Also, they will take
their own and each other's pulse.

This activity will facilitate the acceptance and inclusion of all students
and let each one shine.

record player or cassette list of aerobic exercises

record or cassettes of student's choice

1. Teacher should spend some time talking about aerobics and in-
troducing basic activities and their purposes to the class.

2. Model exercises and teach students the basic movements of dances.

3. At the same time demonstrate how to take one's own and another's

pulse.
4. After a week of teacher instruction and direction, the following

procedure should be followed:
a. Each student will pick two other classmates before class to take a

resting pulse on.
b. After the pulse-taking activity, two students who have been

grouped by the teacher (with diverse abilities) will lead the
aerobic routine for the day using music and steps that they have

developed for homework.
c. Following the dance routine, a record of pulse rates will be

recorded when students reunite. Summarize and include in
lesson with their partners of the day.

d. This procedure will vary every day according to aerobic exercise

leaders and pulse takers.

Unit of study aerobic dance

A. Everybody by the end of the semester will have taken and charted
everyone else's pulse. It is hoped that this activity will encourage in-
teraction and inclusion of all classmates.

B. Everyone will have a chance to lead the group and shine.
C. The importance of cooperation and common goals should surface.
D. Other benefits of this lesson are weight loss, sense of accom-

plishment, and improved coordination.
E. A radio can be used if a record or tape is not avai!able.
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective: Getting to know classmates coming up with commonalities.

Materials large ball or flisbee, e.g. volleyball, football, tennis

Directions: This is a list of five minute activities that can be used to introduce a

unit, get the year started, or help students warmup for daily acti-ities.

1. At the beginning of the year have students throw a ball to a person

they don't know. Ask them not to throw the ball to anyone who's
caught it before. The goal is for everyone to catch the ball at least

once.

WARMING UP TO ONE ANOTHER

Physical Education Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will physically warm up for the game of the day, week, or the

unit.

2. The second time around students should throw the ball to the same

person, say their name, and the person's name who threw it to

them.

3, The third time around, ask students to throw the ball to a person

whose name begins with the same letter as their name or the next

letter alphabetically.

4. For line-ups or team formation, have students participate in order of:

birthdays shoe size horoscope sign

hand size height phone numbers

5. Do some general warm-up exercises that require two people work-

ing together. Examples:

a. sit-ups one person doing, the other person holds feet and

counts.

b. jumping jacks face one another and try to do them in unison.

c. activities that create physical resistance such as back-to-back,

arms together.

6. Make sure that students team up with someone different every day.

Time: Ten to fifteen minutes

Notes to Since the goal is to help students learn classmates' names, have them

Teacher: get in a circle two days a week at the beginning of class and do some

warm-up exercises. Ask a different student to lead each activity.
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Subject:

Content
Objective:

Social
Objective:

Materials:

Directions:

RAINY DAY ROUNDUP

Physical Education Grade Level: Jr. & Sr. High

Students will learn to relate sports to their daily lives.

This activity promotes the acceptance and inclusion of classmates.

Varies

The following activities can be used on rainy days when students cannot
go outside:

1. P.E. Jeopardy Game
Teacher would develop a jeopardy game using five different
categories with five questions in each category. Questions should be
taken from rules and procedures of games they've played during
the semester. Teacher ranks questions on scale of 10, 20, 30, 40,
and 50, according to their difficulty level. Teacher then divides
class into two teams. The first person on the team takes the first
question which is equal to 10 points and is from a category of his
choice. If he gets it correct, he can answer another question or
choose a teammate to answer for him. Teacher will keep track of
points.

Note: The student who doesn't have good coordination skills and
may not shine on the field, may know the rules and can do well.

2. Bring in ink pads, paper, pens, colored pencils, and fine-pointed
magic markers. Pair students up with classmates they do not know.
Have them interview one another to find out sports their partner
likes to participate in, watch, or both. Students then take finger-
prints of their partner and make characters that represent their
partner doing the sports. Limit to 5-6 characters. Display final pro-
ducts on bulletin board for all to see. Make sure names of partners
are included on the final papers.
Note:Teacher may wish to group similar interest students so com-
monalities are highlighted.

3. Show films or filmstrips like the ones from Hello, Eveiybody series.
They show handicapped students succeeding in sports.

Time: One class period
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FINDING NEW DOORS:
OTHER RESOURCES

Chapter VII

This chapter provides teachers with a list of commercially available materials
and resources directly related to the three major goals of the book. For purposes
of accessibility and organization, they are also classified according to the six sub-
ject areas used in the book. Included in the list are books, media, kits, and games
of relevance to each goal and subject. The publisher's names are provided within
the listing; however, their addresses can be found on pages 201-202.

In Section ID of this chapter, an annotated bibiiography of young adult fic-
tion has been included for convenience sake. These are books teachers will be in-
terested in referring to while implementing the lessons in Unlocking Doors to

Self:Esteem.
Hopefully, this chapter will provide further direction toward maintenance

of an accepting and positive classroom environment.
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FINDING NEW DOORS: OMER RESOURCES

A. Resources Fostering Positive Self-Concepts

ENGLISH

1. The Search for Self in Literature
Guidance Associates

multi-media kit

In this program students explore the literature of self discovay and
examine concepts of individual identity. Works used include Alice
in Wonderland, Soul Catcher, Siddhartha, and writings from
Thoreau, Dickinson, Baldwin, Lessing, Whitman, Shakespeare, and

Toni Mitchell.

2. TA for Teens
Jalmar Press

book or cassette

This book by Dr. Alvyn M. Freed is geared towards adolescents and
their common dilemmas. Applied Transactional Analysis tech-

niques are helpful with self concept and interpersonal relationships.

DRAMA AND COMMUNICATIONS

1. Am I OK?
Argus Publishers

posters

These colorful posters are geared toward secondary students. They

can be adapted for creative writing, role playing, or bulletin boards.
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2. Do It Yourself Critical and Creative Thinking book
Resources for the Gifted

A book designed to build self esteem because it is written with the
premise: "I know more than I thought." The outcome is an open
ended scrapbook of ideas, thoughts, and observations about the stu-
dent's creative and critical thinking skills.

3. 100 Ways to Enhance Self Concepts in the Classroom book
Prentice-Hall, Inc. (Distributed by B.L. Winch & Associates)

A handbook for teachers and parents by Jack Canfield and Harold C.
Wells. It includes more than 100 excellent ideas for building positive
self-concepts in all students.

4. The Sharing Game board game
B.L. Winch and Associates

A semi-structured, non-threatening, enjoyable way to involve
students in communicating with each other. The game fosters ex-
ploration of likenesses and differences and helps students gain a bet-
ter awareness of themselves and others.

SOCIAL SCIENCE

1. Developing Self-Respect multi-media kit
Learning Tree

Real life dramatizations show students that self respect develops out
of self awareness and the willingness to take re3ponsibility for one's
own behavior. Could be infused into units on citizenship and
government.

2. How Do I See Myself?
Sunburst Communications

multi-media kit

Dramat:z.ations of real teenage experience to help students honestly
examine their own self images and recognize the influences that af-
fect these self perceptions. Practical guidelines are given for recog-
nizing and changing undesirable personality traits.
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SCIENCE

1. The Problem Acne multi-media kit

Hubbard

The problem of acne is discussed openly and honestly. Feelings of
being self-conscious are dealt with. A follow-up activity could lead

into self concept activities.

2. Self Care Series Female
Self Care Series Male
Hubbard

multi-media

Practical guides to personal grooming for today's adolescents.
Methods and techniques shown reflect a multi-ethnic emphasis.
Contemporary language and music helps maintain interest.

3. 'Me Now' Science and Health Program curriculum guides

Hubbard

This program develops a basic understanding of the body and how it

works. Activity-centered and multisensory approach is encouraged.
Studying one's body is a natural jump-off point to greater self

awareness and self esteem.

4. Overcoming Handicaps multi-media 1;it

Learning Tree

This series will help mainstreamed students deal with the problems
they face everyday and give them a more positive perspective of their

own futures. Could be used for peer exposure and awareness.

5. Being You
Learning Tree

Presents a difficult concept artistically and well.

multi-media kit

6. Take Care of Ju rself book

Quercus Corporation

This book provides practical suggestions for basic body care involving

diet, rest, and exercise.
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CAREER EDUCATION

1. Job Survival Skills multi-media
Singer Publishing Co.

An extensive program designed to help students develop personal
and interpersonal skills most frequently needed to find and keep a
good job. A large group of coordinated materials to give students a
foundation for communication skills. It also helps them develop
positive self concepts which facilitate interactions with their employ-
ers and fellow employees.

2. If You Don't Know Where You're Going, You'll
Probably End Up Somewhere Else
Argus Publishers

book

A paperback that helps students in grades 7-12 explore their skills in
goal setting that relate to career decision making.

3. Develop the Whole Person to Build a Better Tomorrow
Argus Publishers

Li.e Centered Educational Materials,

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

1. Understanding Yourself multi-media kit
Harvest Educational Labs

This series is designed to establish a more balanced self-evaluation,
to recognize the positive characteristics of each individual, and seek
assistance in overcoming weaknesses.

2. Teen Scenes posters
Developmental Learning Materials (DLM)

Handicapped teenagers are pictured in work and recreational set-
tings. Very good for bulletin boards because it promotes feelings of
competence, positive self concept, and encoui.ages acceptance and
respect for individual differences and similarities.



B. Resources Exploring Attitudes, Feelings
and Actions Toward Others

ENGLISH

1. The Ungame game

The Ungame Company

A noncompetitive game that encourages players to communicate
their feelings and interests to each other in a nonthreatening man-
ner.

2. Getting It Together A Reading Series About People readers

Science Research Associates (SRA)

The series features life problem themes. How to deal with personal
nroblems and interpersonal relationships comprises the content of
the lessons. Reading comprehension is stressed.

3. Prejudice in Literature filmstrips

Guidance Associates

These filmstrips present causes and consequences of prejudice
related to race, religion, age, sex, politkal beliefs, and class. How to

resist prejudices is discussed.

4. Courage in Literature filmstrips

Guidance Associates

Western ideas of courage in spiritual struggle, principled resistance,
physical exploits, holocaust survival, nonconformity, openness to
change, and the unknown are traced through literary works such as

Donne, Hawthorne, Defoe, Ginsberg, Heyerdahl, Sillitoe, and
Baldwin, among others.

5. Lifeline kit

Argus Communications

Helps students understand the needs, feelings and opinions of
others. Students are involved in value dilemmas requiring them to
make decisions and to examine the consequences of their choices.
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DRAMA AND COMMUNICATIONS

1. Can of Squirms role-playing activities

Arthur Meriwether, Inc.

Designed for junior-senior high school students to role-play pro-

vocative real-life situations. These experiences help them clarify and

understand their own attitudes, values and needs, as well as to im-

prove their communication skills.

2. Imagine
Arden Press

game

A noncompetitive game which helps participants become more
creative while learning more about their own emotions and at-

titudes.

3, Dilemma kit

Creative Learning Systems

Simulation activities which focus on the ethics of group decision
making as well as the effects of different leadership styles and the

ways that prejudice can distort the process.

4. Focus on People booklets

Educational Insights

These materials are designed to help the reader understand
American Black, Latin, and Indian cultures. Topics such as history,

literature, famous people, music, and dance are discussed.

5. Black Leaders of Twentieth Century America cassettes

BFA Educational Media

This set of cassettes tells stories about black men and women of the
twentieth century who have become leaders while overcoming per-

sonal and social adversities.

6. The Nature of Prejudice book

Addison-Wesley

This book defines the roots and nature of prejudice.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE

1. Social Consequences at School filmstrip/cassette
Interpretive Education

This program focuses on the need to think before acting. It explores

how responsibility, authority, and peer group pressure can affect dif-

ferent social situations occurring in school.

2. Value Clarification book

Hart Publishing Company

Teacher book which guides students in evaluating their value

systems as well as becoming more aware of their feelings.

3. Values duplicating masters

Educational Insights

Designed for grades 7-12 to help students clarify their values and
skills for getting along with others.

4. Man: A Cross-Cultural Approach multi-media program
Educational Design, Inc.

Comprehensive filmstrip /cassette program which focuses students

on recognizing universal similarities of experiences and attitudes of
different cultures. Students develop a better understanding of
themselves as well as an acceptance of others.

5. Points of View cards

Argus Communications

These cards depict situations in which there are conflicting view-
points. Students learn to examine both sides and to resolve the con-
flicts in an appropriate manner. Conflicts presented are ones dealing
with race, sex, age, culture, and politics.

6. We, the American Women book

A Documentary History

This book focuses on the historical contributions of women in the
building of our nation.
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cassettes7. Rights and Responsibilities
BFA Educational Media

This set focuses on how our Bill of Rights evolved and evaluates its

relevancy to contemporary issues.

8. Living in the Future: Now Social Directions

BFA Educational Media

cassettes

Th,:se cassettes help viewers realize they have control over their lives

now and in the future.

9. America: Land of Change book

Science Research Associates (SRA)

These six paperback books discuss the growth of America and how all

its people gained their rights and power.

10. Our Story: Women of Today and Yesterday
Science Research Associates (SRA)

paperback books

This paperback series presents the contributions to society by women

through the ages.

11. The 'Me' in Media book

Wieser Educational

This book guides students in evaluating mass media and its effect on

their thinking.

12. Martin Luther King: The Search for Black Identity filmstrips/

Guidance Associates, Inc. cassettes

This program offers historical perspective on the modern civil rights

movement and the philosophy of non-violent action. Dr. King's
philosophy of war, poverty, and workers' rights are presented.

13. Handicapism and Equal Opportunity: Teaching About book

The Disabled in Social Studies
Foundation for Exceptional Children

This guide provides insight into attitudes and policies regarding the
handicapped. It also fosters consciousness of one's own attitudes as

well as those of society toward the disabled.
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14. Sensitivity cards

Argus Communications

These humorous cards foc,- , on contemporary problems that are
prominent among teenagers.

SCIENCE

1. Understanding Your Feelings filmstrip
Learning Tree

These filmstrips present open-ended situations for which students
discuss ways to express their emotions in accepted ways.

2. "Facts About" Packet booklets
Science Research Associates (SRA)

This series deals with contemporary social problems such as alco-
hol, drugs, and venereal disease that high school students face.
Factual information is presented without moralizing on the issues.

CAREER EDUCATION

1. Living Skills cards

Milton Bradley

This six-unit interdisciplinary program uses value clarification
techniques to encourage students to express their ideas. Topics such
as awareness of basic social and economic decisions, self-direction,
and realistic demands made by society arc presented.

2. Junior Guidance Series Booklets
Science Research Associates (SRA)

booklets

This series covers topics that provide educational, vocational, per-
sona!, and social guidance to junior high students.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

1. Consequences cards

Development Learning Materials (DLM)

These cards present common social problems with which junior high
and high school studen's ate confronted daily.
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C. Resources Facilitating Positive Social Interactions

ENGLISH

1. Communicating Day by Day multi-media
Harvest Educational Labs

The why and how of effective interpersonal communications is
demonstrated in home, school, social, and work situations. This

program explains how people understand each other by speaking
and hearing, reading, and writing clearly.

2. Communicating to Make Friends book

B.L. Winch and Associates

This step by step program developed by C. Lynn Fox, Ph.D., is
designed tc lid elementary personnel in implementing peer accep-
tance and involvement in regular classrooms. A major influence in
the development of this book.

3. Feeling Free
Addison-Wesley

book

A book of short stories, hard facts, photographs, and activities to
help introduce kids (and adults) to their disabled peers. A frank,
realistic approach to dealing with differences.

4. Going Places with Your Personality workbooks

Fearon-Pitman Learning, Inc.

These are high-interest, low vocabulary worktexts designed to help
3tudents develop positive interpersonal habits. "What if this hap-
pened to you?" is used as the major approach.

5. Effective Communication cassette

Argus Publishers

This program teaches 7-12th graders how to listen effectively as well

as ways to evaluate their speech mannerisms.
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DRAMA AND COMMUNICATIONS

1. Pers,m-to-Person book set

12:-ative Learning Systems, Inc.

This unique easelbook system structures communication between

two students and helps them -1. -'op meaningful interaction skills.
Students learn how to listen ..nd ally hear what another person is

trying to say.

2. Mainstreaming: What Every Child Needs
to Know About Disabilities
The Exceptional Parent Press

book

Excellent ideas to foster a relationship between the non-handi-

capped and handicapped students.

3. What's the Difference: Teaching Positive Attitudes

Toward People with Disabilities
Human Policy Press

book

It is a book filled with ideas to support acceptance of the handi-

capped.

4. Roll-A-Role game

The Ungame Company

This game motivates students to apply effective communication

skills to specific real life situations. Pairs of players roll character
cubes to determine their roles, use chart to set location, and draw a

topic card to establish the situation.

5. The Pig Hassle (and other Plays)
The Put Down Pros (and other Plays)
Janus Publishing Company

books

These books are filled with short, humorous plays depicting situa-

tions with which students can identify. They focus on interpersonal

relationships and getting along with authority and with peers.
Following each play are vocabulary building and writing activities.

6. Me and Others multi-media

Educational Designs, Inc.
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Emphasis throughout this extensive program is on the acquisition of
skills which help students become sensitive to the emotions of others
and aware of those same emotions in themselves. The kit includes

cassettes, filmstrip, activity books, rok playing, and simulation ac-
tivities.

7. Developing Better Personal Pelationships
Argus Publishers

program

This is a program for 11th and 12th graders to facilitate their under-
standing and skills in communicating with parents, friends, and
teachers. Students develop personal journals as part of the program.

SOCIAL SCIENCE

1. Social Consequences Series multi-media
Interpretive Education

Hypothetical problem situations are drawn from home, school, and
work settings. This program is designed to help students make in-

telligent decisions and evaluate their consequences.

2. Social Consequences Overview
Interpretive Education

multi-media

A broad overview of social consequences series is presented. Perti-

nent examples set the stage for topics covered in subsequent pro-
grams.

3. Using Values Clarification film

Media Five Films

Dr. Sidney Simon presents this documentary discussing the develop-

ment and meaning of Values Clarification and demonstrating
strategies involved with a group of high school students. He also

describes how teachers can make valuing strategies a regular part of
their school day.

4. Including Me
Media Five Films

film

Through the stories of six young people, this film expresses the ..!esire

and legal right of handicapped persons to all the rich and fulfilling
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details of life. The common theme throughout the film is the fact
that handicapped children are more like than unlike their peers, and
that given equal educational opportunity, they have every chance to

be as self-fulfilling as anyone else.

5. Understanding Differences
Learning Tree

multi-media

Throughout this presentation, a balance tone is maintained to help

normal and handicapped children better understand and appreciate
each other. Aids in Pxposure and fostering of in.itant discussions.

SCIENCE

1. Accepting Indi. lual Differences story flip books

Developmental Learning Materials (DLM) guides and cassette

The overall premise of this program is that handicaps are simply ex-

tensions of individual characteristics found in all people. Student ac-

tivities consist of sequential discussions and game-like activitit s
centered around four themes; people are alike in some ways but also
differ; people learn in different ways; (-yen though we are different,

we like each other; and people's appearances seem significant only
when we don't know them.

2. Hello Everybody filmstrivi and book

James Stanfield Film Associates

Introduces handicapped children to peers and adults. Hdps people
to understand what life is like to people that have certain handicaps.
Six different sound filmstrips, each concentrating on a person with a

different handicap.

3. People You'd Like to Know film

Encylopedia Britannica

It is an enjoyable film about understanding and accepting in-
dividuals with various handicapping situations.
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CAREER EDUCATION

1. On-The-Job Skills filmstrips

Hampden

Title of Filmstrip: Getting Along at Work.
Students are introduced to social skills necessary for good interper-
sonal interaction on the job. Worker characteristics expected by
employers and co-workers are emphasized.

2. You and Others on the Job
D v Readers Press

reading series (books)

These relevant paperbacks show how different people cope with their
work-related problems. The realistic stories open the way for
students to explore their fears of inadequacy or feelings of over-
confidence. Interpersonal skills are learned while reading com-
prehension is enhanced.

3. Interpersonal Life Skills multi-media
Singer Educational Division

This extensive program provides true-to-life activities to help
students learn to: a. Develop and maintain a positive self image, b.
Evaluate how their words and actions affect others, c. Improve verbal
and non-verbal expressive and receptive communication, and d.
Modify their communication style to respond to needs of others.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

1. Play Fair: Everybody's Guide to Noncompetitive Play book

Impact Publishers

This book is an innovative resource for teachers who want to build
cooperation as opposed to competition in their physical education
classes.

2. The New Games Book book

The Headlands Press, Inc.

This book provides descriptions of games in which everyone wins.
These games effectively minimize sex and special skill considera-
tions. They encourage basic feelings in non-threatening ways.
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Impact Publishers
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Jalmar Press
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E. Annotated Bibliography of Young Adult Fiction
A Resource List for Teachers

Albert, Louise
But I'm Ready to Go, Bradbury Press, 1976, 230 pp.

A slightly retarded 15-year-old girl tries to become a singer.

Allan, Mabel
The View Beyond My Father, Dodd, 1977, 192 pp.

A 15-year-old discovers it is her father, as well as her blindness, that

binds her to a narrow world.

Bawden, Nina
The Witch's Daughter, Lippincott, 1966, 181 pp.

As they become involved in uncovering a gang of jewel thieves, a blind

girl and her mother help a lonely orphan realize that her ability to see in-

to the future is a special talent, not witchcraft.

Beckwith, Lillian
The Spuddy, Delacorte Press, 1976, 118 pp.

In Scotland a lonely mute boy and a stray dog make friends with a kind

sea captain.

Bradbury, Bianca
Lots of Love, Lucinda, Washburn, 1966, 171 pp.

A good story of civil rights problems in the North.

Bradbury, Bianca
Nancy and Her Johnny-0, Washburn, 1970, 150 pp.

An adolescent girl faces many problems having a 5-year-old retarded
brother living at home.

Brown, Fern
You're Somebody Special on a Horse, A. Whitman, 1977, 128 pp.

Marni may lose her beloved horse because her grades in school are low,

but by helping in a program for handicapped riders she gains new insight

into her own problems.

Brown, Roy
Escape the River, Seabury, 1970, 160 pp.

Paul, an adopted child, and Kenny, his retarded brother, help with the

family towing business on the Thames River.

butler, Beverly
Gift of Gold, Dodd, 1972, 278 pp.

A blind young woman confronts the possibility of having her vision

restored.



Butler, Beverly
Light a Single Candle, Dodd, 1962, 242 pp.

The story of a girl's adjustment to blindness, which means learning to
live with the attitudes of others as well as to control a seeing-eye dog.

Byars, Betsy
The Summer of the Swans, Viking, 1970, 142 pp.

Sara's 14th summer is filled with the uncertainty ofgrowing up, until the

night her retarded younger brother disappears.

Cavanna, Betty
Joyride, Morrow, 1974, 222 pp.

Susan battles polio during her four years of high school and tries to ac-

cept her handicap and her prospects for the future.

Chipperfield, Joseph
A Dog to Trust: The Saga of a Seeing-eye Dog, McKay, 1963, 181 pp.

A dog, Arno, is trained to become a seeing-eye dog for John Ash. Later
Ash recovers his sight and -,ust lead Arno who becomes blind.

Christopher, Matthew
Stranded, Little, Brown, 1974, 116 pp.

Shipwrecked with his dog on an uninhabited Caribbean Island after a
hurricane that washed his parents overboard, a blind boy struggles for

survival.

Cleaver, Vera
Me Too, Lippincott, 1973, 158 pp.

A 12-year-old tries to teach her retarded twin.

Cookson, Catherine
Go Tell It To Mrs. Golightly, Lothrop, 1977, 192 pp.

A blind girl who is staying with her grandfather stumbles upon a kidnap-

ping in their small town.

Corcoran, Barbara
A Dance to Still Music, Atheneum, 1974, 180 pp.

Fourteen-year-old Margaret refuses to accept her brother's deafness and

runs away in fear that her mother's rem riage may mean she'll be sent to

a boarding school.

Field, Rachel
And Now Tomorrow, MacMillan, 1942, 350 pp.

Emily Blair becomes deaf on the eve of her marriage. The changes that

ensue and the insight she gains through personal tragedy form a story of

love and understanding.
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Friis-Baastad, Babbis
Don't Take Teddy, Scribner, 1967, 218 pp.

Mikkel's older brother Teddy isn't like other boys. When Teddy acciden-
tally knocks out a boy's teeth, Mikkel decides to rua away with him to the

mountains

Garfield, James B.
Follow My Leader, Viking Press, 1957, 191 pp.

After being accidentally blinded by a firecracker, Jimmy learns to live a

normal life with the help of Leader, his seeing eye dog.

Green, Hannah
I Never Prom:fed You a Rose Garden, Holt, 1964, 300 pp.

This is the story of a schizophrenic teen-age girl and her struggle to deal
with reality while being treated at a mental hospital.

Greenberg, Joanne
In This Sign, Holt, 1970, 275 pp.

Abel and Janice Ryder are both deaf. This book describes their struggles

in the world of the hearing and the painful work of raising a hearing

daughter..

Grohskopf, Bernice
Shadow in the Sun, Atheneum, 1975, 182 pp.

While visiting her aunt at Cape Cod, Fran accepts a job as a companion

to a crippled girl whose unhappiness and frustration make their relation-

ship a difficult one.

Haar, Jaapter
The World of Ben Lighthart, Delacorte Press, 1977, 123 pp.

Blinded by accident, a young boy decides to take control of his handicap

and not permit it to keep him from his friends and family.

Heide, Florence
Growing Anyway Up, Lippincott, 1976, 128 pp.

With the help of her aunt, Florence is able to face a problem she has not

recognized for years and adjust to changes in her life.

Hoff, Sid
Irving and Me, Harper, 1967, 226 pp.

Artie Granick, 13, is very unhappy over his family's moving and doesn't

want to leave his friends. Then he finds Irving, also from thi North, and

life improves.

Keyes, Daniel
Flowers for Algernon, Baatam, 1966, 216 pp,

After being retarded for 32 years, Charlie Gordon undergoes an opera-

tion designed to change his life.
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Koob, Theodora
The Deep Search, Lippincott, 1969, 188 pp.

Ten-year-old Paul Fontaine's family learns to live with and accept him as
a mentally handicapped person.

L'Engle
The Young Unicorns, Farrar, 1968, 245 pp.

A little blind girl, her teenage reader, and their friends are under the
cloud of some evil influence.

little, Jean
Listen for the Singing, Dutton, 1977, 215 pp.

As WWII approaches, German-born Anna lacks confidence in herself,
because of her very poor sight. Entering the regular Canadian high
school, she discovers that she possesses special abilities and strengths.

Little, Jean
Mine for Keeps, Little, 1962, 186 pp.

Sally, crippled by cerebral palsy, walks with crutches. One day after years
in a school for handicapped children, she comes home to an understand-
ing family, a new puppy to train, and new friends.

Little, Jean
Take Wing, Little, 1968, 192 pp.

Burdened by her awareness that 7-year-old James is mentally retarded,
Laurel is prodded by a bossy aunt and a stuck-up cousin into seeking
friends and a normal life for herself.

Macintyre, Elisabeth
The Purple Mouse, T. Nelson, 1975, 108 pp.

A girl with a hearing problem realizes that her struggle to overcome her
handicap has made her a stronger and happier person.

Madison, Winifred
The Mysterious Caitlin lfciver, Follett, 1975, 240 pp.

A conservative 16-year-old meets an unconventional Scottish girl and is
drawn to her carefree, casual life styles.

Mathis, Sharon Bell
Listen for the Fig Tree, Viking, 1974, 175 pp.

A 16-year-old blind girl finds new strength when she explores her
African heritage as she struggles to help her whiskey-drinking mother.

Maugham, W.
Of Human Bondage, Doubleday, 1936, 565 pp.

This book tells of thirty years in the life of Philip Carey as he searches for
adjustment to a physical deformity. He suffers many temporary setbacks
in his pursuit of a medical course.
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Mick lish, Rita
Sugar Bee, Delacorte Press, 1972, 195 pp.

Sugar Bee leaves Pittsburgh for a week in the country with the Martins
and their daughter Rosemary. Sugar Bee felt different because she was
black, but soon discovered Rosemary was different, too, and love and
friendship can wipe away barriers.

Neufeld, John
Lisa, Blight and Dark, Phillips, S.G.. 1969, 125 pp.

Sixteen-year-old Lisa Shilling is losing her mind and her only hope of
help comes from her friends.

Platt, Kin
Hey, Dummy, Dell, 1971, 171 pp.

Neil befriends the brain-damaged boy who just arrived in the
neighborhood.

Quimby, Myrtle
The Cougar, Criterion Books, 1968, 128 pp.

A young boy with an Indian mother and a white father must learn to fit

into a world that is not ready to accept him.

Rodowsky, Colby
P.S. Write Soon, Watts, 1978, 149 pp.

A physically handicapped girl uses her letters to a pen pal as an outlet for
daydreams about her own life.

Savitz, Harriet May
The Lionhearted, John Day, 1975, 149 pp.

Resigned to life in a wheelchair, Rennie reaches out to new friendships
with an overweight girl and a handsome, popular senior boy.

Savitz, Harriet May
Run, Don't Walk, Watts, 1979, 122 pp.

When a teenager returns to school in a wheelchair after an accident, all
she wants is to be left alone. A handicapped activist insists, however, she

join his crusade.

Sorenson, Virginia
Around the Corner, Harcourt, 1971, 186 pp.

A black boy's mother forbids him to associate with the neighbors whom
she considers "poor white squatters." Then she unexpectedly begins
labor, and a number of misunderstandings are righted.

Stolz, Mary
By the Highway Home, Harper, 1971, 194 pp.

Misfortune hits the Reed family, and everybody changes. First they learn
of Cathy's brother Bean's death in Vietnam and then Cathy's father loses
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his job. They are forced to accept charity and live with Cathy's Uncle

Henry.

Storr, Catherine
Thursday, Harper, 1972, 274 pp.

A 15-year-old girl tries to help an emotionally-confused boy accept life's

realities.

Taylor, Theodore
The Cay, Doubleday, 1969, 137 pp.

When the Germans torpedo the freighter on which Philip and his mother

are sailing from Curocao to the United States, only Phillip and an old
West Indian survive. In their struggle, the boy depends on the wise 9id
black man and learns to adjust to the blindness that has afflicted him.

Vinson, Kathryn
Run with the Ring, Harcourt, 1965, 255 pp.

After falling at a track meet where his only competitor is his bitter
enemy, Mark Mansfield is blinded. Mark is convinced that Curt fouled
him, and carries his bitterness with him into his new life at a special

school. Rebuilding his ham radio station, learning Braille, and learning
to sprint again now keeps Mark busy.

Whitney, Phyllis
Nobody Likes Trina, Westminster, 1972, 187 pp.

When Sandy moves from NYC to the country, she learns from the un .
popular and shy Trina the value of friendship and a respect for nature.

Whitney, Phyllis
Secret of the Emerald Star, Westminster Press, 1964, 233 pp.

With Mrs. Devery resenting many strangers in. the neighborhood and
Stella feeling sorry fbr herself because of her blindness, Robin has quite a
frustrating time, trying to be friendly with such unhappy neighbors.

Wilson, Holly
Double Heritage, Westminster Press, 1971, 172 pp.

In Detroit, in 1832, Emily, half Chippewa Indian, faces many hardships

and prejudices while growing up.

Witheridge, Elizabeth
Dead End Bluff; Atheneum, 1966, 186 pp.

Story of a blind boy who is determined to do all the things other kids do.

Witter, Evelyn
Claw Foo4' Lerner, 1976, 66 pp.

By learning to use his talents instead of dwelling on his handicap, Claw
Foot, a lame Sioux Indian boy, earns a new name for himself.
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UNICORNS
ARE REAL

A

wirmorminvisa

Opermind/Whokmind
!twirling 6. 7eaching 7hmor70ui's
Children Mday

A book of powerful possibilities that
honors the capacities, capabilities,
and potenti:ds of adult and child
alike. Uses Modalities, Intelligences,
Styles and creativity to explore how
the brain-mind system acquires,
processes and expresses experience
Foreword by M. McClaren
& C. Charles.
0-915190-451 $14.95
7 x 9 paperback
81 BAN photos 29 illus.

Unkorns Are Real
A HightBrained Appmach to lpamina

Over 100,030 sold. The long-awaited
"right hemispheric" teaching strate-
gies developed by popular educa-
tional specialist Barbara Vitale are
now available. Hemispheric domi-
nance screening instrument
included.
0-91519035-4 $10.95
81/2 x 11 paperback, illus.

Practical Application, Right
Hemisphere Learning Methods

Audio from Barbara Vitale. Discover
many practical ways to successfully
teach rightbrained students using
whole-to-part learning, visualization
activities, color stimuli, motor skill
techniques and more.
JP9110 $12.95
Audio Cassette

'Ripping Our Untapped Potential

This Barbara Vitale tape gives
new insights on how you process
information. Will help you develop
strategies for improving memory,
fighting stress and organizing
your personal and professional
activities.

JP9111 $12.95
Audio Cassette

Itner"
SefEcteern through Se0Disapline
"He Hit Me Back First"

Simple techniques for guiding chil-
dren toward self-correcting behavior
as they become aware of choice and
their own inner authority.
0.915190-36-2 $12.95
81/2 x 11 paperl-,--ck, illus.

11011611111

Right Brain/Whole Brain 'Awning Series

present lburselft Captivate
}bur Audience With Gieat
Presentation AA*

Become a presenter wbo is a
dynamic part of the message. Learn
about Transforming Fear, Knowing
Your Audience, Setting The Stage,
Making Them Remember and much
more Ecsential reading for anyone
interested in the ad of communica-
tion. Destined to become the stan-
dard work in its field.
0915190-51-6 paper $9 95

0-91519050-8 cloth $1&95
6 x 9 paper/cloth. illus.

Unicorns Are Real Poster

Beautifullyillustrated. Guaranteed
to capture the fancy of young and
old alike. Perfect gift for unicorn
lovers, right-brained thinkers and
all those who know how to dream,
For classroom, office or home
display.

JP9027 $4.95
19 x 27 full color

Don't Push Me, I'm Learning as
Past as I Can

Barbara Vitale presents some
remarkable insights on the physical
growth stages of children and how
these stages affect a child's ability,
not only to learn, but to function in
the classroom.
JP9112 $12.95
Audio Cassetr

Free Flight Celebrating Wur
Bight Brain

Journey with Barbara Vitale, from her
uncertain childhood perceptions of
being "different" to the acceptance
and adult celebration of that differ-
ence. A book for right-brained pea
ple in a left-brained world. Foreword
by Bob Samples.
0-915190443 $8.95
51/2 x 8l/2 paperback, illus.

Learning lb Live,
Learning Ib Love

An inspirational message about the
importance of love in everything we
do. Beautifully told through words
and pictures. Agelr-3 and timeless.
0-915190-38-9 $7.95
6 x 9 paperback, illus.
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Creative Parenting Series

Maar

Feelings

'444,4

Do I Have to (ht to
School lbday?

Pajamas Don't Matter:
lbor Needs)

Here's help for new parents every.
where! Provides valuable information
and needed reassurances to new
parents as they struggle through the
frantic, but rewarding, first years of
their child's life.
0-915190.21.4 $5.95
81/2 x 11 paperback, full color

Feelings Alphabet

Brand.new kind of alphabet book full
of photos and word graphics that will
delight readers of all ages."...lively,
candid...the 26 wots of
this pleasant book ocpress
experiences common to all children."
Library Journal
0-935266-15.1 $7.95
6 x 9 paperback, B/W photos

Alkns In My Nest
SQUIB Aleels ll'en Crealwe

Squib comes home from summer
camp to find that his older brother,
Andrew, has turned into a snarly,
surly, defiant, and non-communica-
tive adolescent. Aliens explores the
effect of Andrew's new behavicr on
Squib and the entire family unit.
0.915190.49-4 $7.95
81/2 x 11 paperback, illus.

Moths & Mothers/
Feather & Fathers
A SIory About a Tiny owl
Maned SQUIB

Squib is a tiny owl who cannot fly.
Neither can he understand his feel-
ings. He must face the frustration.
grief, fear, guilt and loneliness that
we all must face at different times in
our lives. Struggling with these feel.
ings, he searches, at least, for
understanding,

0.915190-57.5 $7.95
81/2 x 11 paperback, illus.

Do I Have lb Cie To School 'RAW
Mencelec

Squib dreads the daily task of going
to school In this volume, he
daydreams about all the reasons he
has not to go. But, in the end, Squib
convinces himself to go to school
bccause his teacher accepts him
-Just as he is!"

0-915190-62-1 $795
81/2 x 11 paperback, illus

From Avo TO Three Years:
Mad/ Come/ewer
Shows important ways children define
their identity by learning to play with
other children, exploring the world,
mastering the art of communication,
and developing their senses of
imagination and humor.
0-935266.038 $5.95
81/2 x 11 paper, BM/ photos

The Parent Book

A functional and sensitive guide for
parents who want to enjoy every min .
ute of their child's growing years.
Shows how to live with children in
ways that encourage healthy emo-
tional develcpment. Ages 3-14.
0-915190.15-X $9.95
81/2 x 11 paperback, illus.

Hugs & Shrugs
The Onlihuihy ,9iga ef SQI.YB

Squib feels incomplete. He has lost a
piece of himself. He searches every
where only to discover that his miss-
ing piece has fallen in and not out.
He becomes complete again once
he discovers his own inner-peaca.

0-915190-47.8 $7.95
81/2 x 11 paperback, illus.

Hoots & lbots & flaky Brutes
rhe Coanulny Adventures
of
!Auib.who can only tootsets out
to learn how to give a mighty hoot
His attempts result in abject failure.
Every reader who has struggled with
life's limitations will recognize their
own struggles and triumphs in the
microcosm of Squib's forest world. A
parable for all ages from 8 to 80.

0.915190-56-7 $7.95
81/2 x 11 paperback, illus.

The Turbulent kens
isleyqamlyni

"This book should be read by every
parent of a teenager in America It
gives a parent the information
needed to understand teenagers and
guide them wisely- -Dr Fitzhugh
Dodson. author of How to Patent
How to Fattier and How to Discipline
with tow
0.913091.01.4 $8 95

x 9 paperback

Hup & Shrup
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Learning The Skills of Peacemaking
An Gude fiff
ElonenlawAge (hildien

"Global peace begins with you.
Guide deVelops this fundamental
concept in fifty lessons. If this cur-
riculum was a required course in
every elementary school in every
country, we would see world peace
in our children's lifetimes." Lefty
Coffin Pngrebin, Ms. Magazine
0.915190.46-X $ 21.95
81/2 x 11 paperback, illus.

The Dvo Minute Lowr
Anwuncuni A ,Veu. kko In

11)011.11

No one is foolish enough to imagine
that s/he automatically deserves
success. Yet, almost everyone
thinks that they automatically deserve
sudden and continuous success in
marriage. Here's a book that helps
make that belief a reality
0-915190.52-4 $9.95
6 x 9 paperback, illus.

A System kir Caring
supportar rutillselinu 'Obliques 101
PrOfesstoluils fiIMilies

Here is a book, de, 'ed to caring
and helping, that prebents an
orderly, simpl sequence of tech-
niques for 5upporting those who are
hurting. Use these skills in your per-
sonal or professional life and feel
enriched by the gratitude and affec-
tion of those you have helped.
0-915190-55-9 $9.95
6 x 9 paperback, illus.

Good Morning ClassI Love tbu!
Ihmumb, and yuccuon.-, About
kailiViu low; the Wan

A book that helps create the possibil.
ity of having schools be places
where students, teachers and prin-
cipals get what every human being
wants and needsLOVE'

0-915190-58.3 $695
51/2 x 81/2 paperback. illus

Unlocking Boars to Self-Esteem

Presents innovative ideas to make
the secondary classroom a more
positive learning experience -socially
and emotionallyfor students and
teachers Over 100 lesson plans
included Designed for easy infusion
into curriculum. Gr. 7-12

0-915190-60.5 $16.93
x 9 paperback, illus

Project Self-Esteem
A Allem Involve/ma Program lin
Heinen/inn-Age Children

An innovative parent-support
program that promotes children's
self-worth. "Project Self Esteem
is the most extensively tested
and affordable drug and
alcohol preVentative program
available."

0-935266-16-X $.39.95
81/2 x 11 paperback, illus.

Reading. Writing and Rage

An autopsy of one profound school
failure, disclosing the complex
processes behind it and the secret
rage that grew out of it.
Must reading for anyone working
with learning disabled, functional
illiterates, or juvenile delinquents.

0-915190-42.7 $12.95
51/2 x 81/2 paperback

Esteem Builders

You CAN improve your students
behavior and achievement through
building self-esteem Here is a book
packed with classroom proven tech .
niques, activities, and ideas you can
immediately use in your own pro-
gram or at home.

Ideas, ideas, ideas, for grades K-8
arid parents

0-915190-53-2 $39.95
81/2 x 11 paperback, illus.

I am a blade of grass
NePok/humgh in Lemma ami

Sclfrsleeni

Help your students become "lifetime
learners." empowered with the confi.
dence to make a positive difference
in their world (without abandoning
discipline or sacrificing essential skill
and content acquisition).
0-915190-54-0 $1495
6 x 9 paperback, illus.

Se//,
t ;wall; Lipen(The8

A veritable treasure !rule of activities
and strategies promoting positive
behavior and meeting the personal/
social needs of young people it)
grades 7.12 Organized around aftec.
live learning goals and objectives
Over 150 activities
0 915190-61-3 $16.95
6 x 9 paperback. illus
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TA For Tots
(and other pfinz('s)

Over 500,000 sold.

This innovative book has helped
thousands of young children and
their parents to better understand
and relate to each other. Ages 4-9.
0.915190-12-5 $12.95
81/2 x 11 paper, color, illus.

TA for Kids
land grown.ups tool

Over 250.000 sold,

The message of TA is presented in
simple, clear terms so youngsters
can apply it in their daily byes. Warm
Fuzzes abound. Ages 9.13.
0.915190-09-5 $9.95
81/2 x 11 paper, color,

Original Warm Fuzzy Tale team
about "Wami Fuziles".iirsthand

Over 100,000 sold.

A classic fairytale .. with adventure,
fanta^y, heroes, villains arid a moral,
Children (and adults. toc, will enjoy
this beautifully illustrated book.

0-915190-08-7 $7.95
6 x 9 paper, full color, illus.

Tot Pat' lAudio-Visual

Includes 5 filmstrips, 5 cassettes, 2
record LP album. A Warm Fuzzy I'm
OK poster, 8 coloring posters, 10
Warm Fuzzies. 1 TA for Tots and 92
page Leader's Manual. No prior TA
training necessary to use Tot Pac in
the classroom! Ages 2.9.
JP9032 $150.00
Multimedia program
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CALI. TOLL FREE.: Soo/662.4o62
In California. Call Collect 2LI/547.124o

1Hew. Enclose Check or
Credit card information

T.A. & Warm Fuzzy Series

TA For Tots, Vol. II
Explores new ranges of feelings and
suggests solutions to pro'L'ams such
as feeling hurt, sad, shy, greedy, or
lonely.

Ages 4-9.

0-; 15190-25-7 $12.95
81/2 x 11 paper. color, illus.

TA For Teens
land Ow important people)

Over 100.000 sold.

Using the concepts of Transactional
Analysis. Dr. Freed explains the ups
and downs of adulthood without talk-
ing down to teens. Ages 13-18,
0-915190.03-6 $12.95
81/2 x 11 paperback. illus.

Songs of The Warm Fuzzy
"All About Your Feelings"

The album includes such songs as
Hitting is Harmful, Being Scared,
When I'm Angry, Warm Fuzzy Song,
Why Don't Parents Say Wnat They
Mean, and I'm Not Perfect
(Nobody's Perfect).
JP90038/C $12.95
LP Record Album/Cassette

Kid Par (Audio Visual KO

Teachers, counselors, and parents of
pre-teens will value this easy to use
program. Each Kid Pac contains
13 cassettes, 13 filmstrips, 1 TA
For Kids, and a comprehensive
Teacher's Guide, plus 10 Warm
Fuzzies. Ages 9.13.
JP9033 $195.00
Multimedia Program
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Unlocking Doors to Self= Esteem

C. Lynn Fox, Ph.D.
L. Lynn Fox is an acknowledged expert, speaker and national

consultant in the fields of self-concept enhancement, substance

abuse prevention, classroom management and mainstreaming.

Formerly at San Diego State University, she is currently aprofes-

sor in the Department of Secondary/Postsecondary Education
at San Francisco State University. Dr. Fox is the author of several

books and journal articles. She is also the co-author of Fighting

Substance Abuse in Schools and Communities and was co-

director of Project STOP, a federally funded substance abuse

demonstration model.

Francine Lavin Weaver, M.A.
Francine Lavin Weaver formerly was a secondary resource
specialist in Chula Vida, California. For over nine years, she taught

many types of special needs students in three states on all grade

levels. She received her Bachelor's Degree from Lesley College,

Cambridge, Massachusetts and her Master's Degree from San

Diego State University where she has done extensive research

on differential proficiency standardi. She has co-authored arti-

cles on that topic and given presentations throughout California.

She currently is president of Between You and Me, an educa-

tional development and marketing company.

"This Is a wonderfully valuable resource for teachers of any
subject who want to foster more loving, caring and
cooperative relationships among their students. The format
is simple, clear and easy to use. .. the activities are creative
and practical. I highly recommend it."

Jack Canfield
100 Ways to Enhance Self-Concept in the Classroom
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